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1. Introduction
Katarzyna Sławińska
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom
The project of the Leonardo da Vinci – Transfer of Innovation programme
titled: Supporting system for non-formal and informal learning for low-skilled
workers ‘Skills-Up’ (No 2010-1-PL1-LEO05-11472) was executed in the years
2010-2012 by the international consortium with the participation of: Institute
for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom; Scientific
Society for Organisation and Management, Gdansk Branch; ENAIP Consortium
Trieste, Italy; Galati University, Romania; Polish Gypsum Association, Warsaw.
One of basic objectives of the Leonardo da Vinci programme included: the
application of ICT, i.e. information and communication technologies, improved
quality of vocational education and training as well as adjustment of the education system to the labour market requirements. In the SkillsUp project, those
objectives were oriented towards transfer of innovative curriculum and IT solutions directed to low-skilled persons within the scope of installing interior
drywall systems.
In the knowledge and innovation-based economy, continuing education,
non-formal forms of vocational education and training should concentrate on
learning through practical experience. The partnership was promoting innovative ways of vocational education and training, concentrating on increased
efficiency and attractiveness of teaching methods as well as on bringing learning outcomes closer to the labour market needs and requirements. The problems solved within the SkillsUp project concentrate on bonds between the
labour market needs and vocational education and training of low-skilled persons or workers with no qualifications (Chapter 2).
Preparation of training materials is the most important in the non-formal and
informal learning support systems. Development of the interactive course
(Chapter 5) to improve employees` competences within the Technology of interior drywall systems was the basic aspect of the project execution/ accomplishment. The Introduction of the modular curriculum and educational packages
developed in four language versions as well as application of computer aided
training (training supported by computers) allow for proper organisation of
training or self-training and acquisition of skills. They will contribute to the accessibility and improvement of low-skilled workers’ competences (Chapter 3).
Multimedia e-learning training packages constitute the solution facilitating
independent acquisition of knowledge and skills formation. E-packages are
interactive courses improving employees` competences, which enable selflearning and skill improvement in a convenient place and time. They allow for
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current assessment of progress in professional competence development, as
well as for assessment of acquired knowledge or self-assessment of professional skills. The project evaluation system (Chapter 12) supported quality
assurance concerning the SkillsUp project products.
The educational e-package designed as a form supporting the completion
of intramural and distant activities within formal and non-formal education
and a tool for self-education and professional training was subject to a pilotage
test and assessment by a selected target group in three partner countries
(Chapter 6, 7, 8). The pilotage implementation involved deliberately selected
representatives of institutions educating and training in the Drywall Installer
occupation, including the unemployed, students and teaching staff, altogether
more than 100 participants in Poland, Romania and Italy. The obtained research results and opinions of potential receivers confirmed the educational
usefulness and validity of the SkillsUp project-developed educational e-package,
(which was) used in vocational education and training of Drywall Installers. The
Skills-Up project was directed to a special target group of beneficiaries: persons with special educational needs who want to acquire new skills or improve
their qualifications in the construction industry in the Drywall Installer specialisation. This is why, one of the main project objectives was activation of lowskilled persons. Thus, the assumption constituted the development of methods
of recognising informal learning or non-formal education learning outcomes of
low-skilled persons. Those objectives were supported by accomplishment of
intermediate objectives, i.e. identification of employees` competence gaps.
The research into educational needs took place with the use of the software
developed by ITeE-PIB named “System of monitoring and evaluation of employees` competences” (Chapter 4). The qualitative data obtained as a research result were applied to the preparation of a description concerning professional competence profile for the "Drywall Installer" occupation. It was
placed in the database www.diagnozowaniekompetencji.pl in four language
versions (PL/ENG/RO/IT). The results of the conducted research are presented
in the international reports concerning the identification of qualification requirements for the Drywall Installer occupation (Chapter 9, 10, 11). It should
be emphasised that the Polish project partners recommend the extension (as
in the other partner countries) of Drywall Installer occupation’s name present
in the classification of occupations and specialisations for the Polish labour
market needs. It should consider various interior drywall systems dynamically
changing on the market. The new name’s proposal is Drywall installer.
Both the modular curriculum and the professional competence profile developed in research constituted the reference for a proposal of units of learning outcomes, which might ultimately be the subject of training and credit
transfer in the international dimension according to the ECVET system (Rec6

ommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009
on the establishment of European credit transfer system in vocational education and training – 2009/C155/02).
Projects in the Transfer of Innovations programme constitute projects of
multilateral cooperation consisting in transfer of innovative solutions and
products to a new ground in order to improve quality of vocational education
and training. In the course of international cooperation in the Skills-Up project,
the partners adapted verified ideas with regard to substance matter, language,
culture and legislation, and implemented them in Poland, Romania and Italy
for new groups of receivers. The two year’s of work and the obtained results
confirm the applicability of the idea of transferring skills, which even seems to
be essential for proper execution of occupational tasks within the technology
of interior drywall systems.
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2. Learning outcomes in work process in the professional
qualification system
Henryk Bednarczyk, Ireneusz Woźniak
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom

Introduction
"Europe 2020" strategy is a new, long-term programme of social and economic development of the European Union. It replaced the Lisbon Strategy
applied since the year 2000. The communication "Europe 2020 – Strategy for
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth" emphasises the need of joint actions
of Member States for the benefit of overcoming the financial crisis and implementing reforms that enable to face challenges connected with globalization
processes, society ageing or increasing the need of reasonable resource use.
Three basic, mutually strengthening priorities have been proposed in order to
achieve the above-mentioned assumptions: 1
−
smart growth, that is the growth based on knowledge and innovations,
−
sustainable growth, that is the transformation towards low-emission
economy that uses resources efficiently and is competitive,
−
inclusive growth, which is supporting the economy characterised with
high employment level and providing with economic, social and territorial
coherence.
−
Basic instruments of accomplishing the "Europe 2020" strategy objectives
include National Reform Programmes developed by EU Member States,
and prepared by the EC, flagship initiatives, completed by EU Member
States, regional and local authorities.
Particularly Agenda for new skills and jobs promotes development of professional competences. Their definition includes outcomes of learning through
work and professional experience, which contributes to increased professional
and educational mobility of employees. This study aims at making analysis of
documents and instruments promoting lifelong learning, which especially concern adults, as well as learning programmes in companies and organisations.
The document titled "Lifelong Learning Perspective" defines foundations of the
National Qualifications System constructed in Poland, including the most significant solutions. Especially the following elements have been discussed: Polish Qualifications Framework, National Qualifications Register, national standards of professional competences and a new core curriculum of vocational
education with distinguished qualifications. A new tool of international com1
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Commission's communication: EUROPE 2020. Strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth. Brussels, 3 March 2010 COM(2010).

parisons has been characterized as the European Classification of
Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations. In addition, the issue of
key competences required by employers has been discussed. One tries to answer a question if instruments of increasing the transparency of employees'
competences, qualifications and mobility proposed in Poland are coherent and
consistent with transformations of modern education and labour market.

Lifelong learning strategy
The document titled "Lifelong Learning Perspective"2 adopts the following
strategic purpose: "Children and youth well-prepared for lifelong learning and
adults developing and complementing their competences and qualifications
adequately to challenges in professional, social and personal life ahead
of them". It is to serve the accomplishment of related objectives:
- Increased competitiveness of the Polish economy and basing it on knowledge.
- Increased mobility of learning and working persons, including the readiness to change occupation at each career stage.
- Increased professional and social activity.
Strategic objectives are divided into five operating targets, three of which connect with outcomes of learning in the work process (targets: 2, 4, 5):3
Target 1. Personal creativity and innovativeness.
Target 2. Transparent and coherent national qualifications system.
Target 3. Diverse and accessible offer of early care and education forms.
Target 4. Education and training adjusted to the needs of the economy and
labour market changes.
Target 5. Labour and social involvement environment beneficial for popularisation of adult learning.
The essence of the document titled "Lifelong Learning Perspective" is setting directions concerning the policy of adjusting the education system and the
national qualifications system to the needs of the labour market and civil society,
as well as to the needs of free flow of persons between economy sectors and EU
countries. This policy aims to facilitation of the access to good quality learning in
various forms, places and life periods for all persons, creation of coherent and
transparent systems of assessing these learning outcomes and their recognition
in a national qualifications system translatable to qualification systems in other
EU countries. It involves the completeness of learning in all aspects (formal, nonformal and informal), at all stages of life and levels of competences and qualifications. It will also be completed in the partnership with the Government, local
authorities, employers, employees and social organisations.
2

Lifelong Learning Perspective, document adopted in March 2011 by the Permanent Committee
of the Council of Ministers.
3
Ibidem.
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New core curriculum of vocational education
In January 2010, Polish Ministry of National Education started social consultations concerning i.a. changes in vocational education. Their website contained then brochures including assumptions of the proposed changes:
"What should I know about directions of changes in education in order
to efficiently complete European Social Fund projects?"
- "Vocational and continuing education – assumptions of proposed changes"
The education process should enable acquisition Changes should enable
the acquisition in the education process of such knowledge and skills that
make it easier for graduates to find a place on the labour market according to
recognised qualifications and employer needs. Vocational school is to become
a school of positive choice, where general and vocational education coexists.
Modernisation of vocational education aims at:
- adjustment of the educational offer to the needs of changing labour market,
- flexibility of the offer of educational directions,
- improvement of education quality and rate of passing vocational qualifying exams,
- openness to the disabled students' needs.
Changes of the vocational education system were introduced in the 19
August 2001 Act on amendment of the Education System Act and some other
acts (Dz. U. No 205, item 1206). Occupational model has changed. Partial qualifications confirmed during external exams have been distinguished in occupations. One expects educational flexibility and greater adjustment to the labour
market. Distinguished qualification should include such a set of skills that will
enable hiring based on a recognised qualification. Moreover, each separate
qualification can be confirmed regardless of a mode of its achievement
(scholar or non-scholar, as well as formal, non-formal or informal).
Centres of vocational education recognising professional qualifications will
be developed based on cooperation of employer organisations, occupational
associations, local governments, as well as individual employers, who want to
adjust employee skills according to their own needs. Vocational school education will consist in integration of general and vocational education through
finishing the cycle of general education (started in a gymnasium) and starting
practical education at employers. Secondary vocational school students will be
prepared to take school-leaving writing exams at the advanced level in at least
two subjects. The assumption is that practical education shall come to no less
than 50% hours, while in basic vocational school with no less than 60% hours
dedicated to vocational education.
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Polish Qualifications Framework
As assumed, Polish Qualifications Framework (PRK) project involves all
learning aspects in all contexts and in all possible modes and levels. It means
that learning process, in order to be effective, is a fragment of multidimensional lifelong learning (LLL – Lifelong and Lifewide Learning). At the same
time, we should remember that learning to work is one of the most important
educational tasks due to economy, society and psychology implicstions(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Polish Qualifications Framework from the perspective of supply and demand for
qualifications

Source: School and employers – together for better quality of vocational education. National Centre for Supporting Vocational and Continuing Education, conference materials, 11 October 2012
According to the lifelong learning concept (LLL), flexibility and accessibility
of vocational education will be improved by providing freedom of collecting
"units of learning outcomes" in human life. In vocational education, it may be
identified with collection of "professional competences" and after their validation "professional qualifications".

National Qualifications Register
National Qualifications Register will be the main source of information on
national qualifications, including professional qualifications. Professional competence cannot be directly included in the Qualifications Register – it is not a
"formal result of the assessment and validation process"4. Nevertheless, standards of professional competences are a good source of knowledge on occupa4

Glossary accompanying the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of
23 April 2008 concerning the establishment of European Qualifications Framework for lifelong
learning.
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tions. Thus, they may be used for descriptions of qualifications that can create
National Qualifications Register.
Set of data concerning qualifications in the national register will include5:
1 basic substantial information on a qualification – official name, PRK level
assigned to a qualification and learning outcomes (knowledge, skills and
social competences) that need to be achieved to obtain it (required competences);
2 complementary information on a qualification – education (or qualifications) being the foundation of a given qualification, additional conditions,
possibilities of acquiring further qualifications, rights related to a qualification, qualification's validity period, type of a document confirming an acquired qualification;
3 information related to use of a qualification – types of activities (including
professional) where given qualification is required, desired predispositions, health contraindications, special conditions of executing typical occupational tasks for a qualification, etc.;
4 information on ways of obtaining a qualification, including institutions
giving a qualification.

Polish professional competence standards
Polish professional competence standards come into being in the systemic
project of the Operational Programme Human Capital titled "Development
of a set of national professional competence standards required by employers". This project is completed at the request of the Centre for Human Resources Development under the supervision of the Labour Market Department
of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (2012-2013).
Research and development works on professional qualification standards
in Poland last almost 20 years. A significant progress occurred in years 20022004 and 2006-2007, when qualification standards were developed for 253
occupations present in the Classification of Occupations and Specialisations
(Ministry of Labour and Social Policy's website provides the access to standards: http://www.kwalifikacje.praca.gov.pl). Current project expects development of standards for another 300 occupations, selected according to the
needs of modern labour market. Moreover, current model of a standard will
change. According to the valid glossary, accompanying European and Polish
Qualifications Framework, its name will be “a professional competence standard” to emphasize its connection with workplace. The new model of profes5

Reference of the Polish Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning to the European Qualifications Framework. Report draft – version for consultation. Institute of Educational Researches, Warsaw, November 2012.
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sional competence standard will be compatible with the currently constructed
Polish Qualifications Framework, for which eight qualification levels are
planned.
The professional competence standard describes a set of skills, knowledge
and so-called social competences, essential for execution of occupational
tasks, typical for a specific occupation, according to requirements of the economy in the form of employer requirements. Competence standards function at
the interface of labour market and education, because they are the base of
creating education standards, thus curricula and exam requirements in the
process of recognising qualifications or validating non-formal and informal
competences. At the same time, they provide with transparency of qualifications. This facilitates the employment process and enables uniform recognition
of qualifications obtained in various modes (school, course, experience, etc.).
Competence standards may be applied also in creation of job descriptions,
job valuation, selection and recruitment, employee assessments, planning
career and vocational consultation.
The information on occupations provided in the description of professional competence standard may also be applied also in other social subsystems, e.g. in National Qualifications System, including National Qualifications
Register. Descriptions of competence requirements included in standards may
be applied in order to describe professional qualifications.

European ESCO Classification
The European Commission manages works aiming at development of
European Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupational Taxonomy,
which assumes connection of skills and competences of employees on several
thousands of workplaces with occupations from the ISCO-08 taxonomy. ESCO
constitutes the element of strategic initiative named "New skills in new workplaces". The European Commission conducts it in cooperation with EU Member States. It aims at popularisation of developing qualifications and increasing
chances of getting a job.
Figure 2 presents the general idea of ESCO.
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Fig. 2. ESCO as a common language of labour market and education
Source: ESCO - a European Taxonomy of Skills/Competences, Qualifications
and Occupations, http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=5653&langId=en

As shown above, skills/competences connect the labour market with vocational education and training. Therefore, "language of competences" should
become "common language" of the labour and education world, enabling the
agreement for the benefit of persons learning and working in Europe.
"Education world" has the International Classification of Education Standards ISCED and arising instruments facilitating the comparison of learning
outcomes in Europe. They include mainly:
−
European Qualifications Framework and National Qualifications Frameworks on its basis;
−
Europass documents;
−
European systems of credit accumulation and transfer in higher education
(ECTS) and in vocational education and training (ECVET);
−
European Framework of Key Competences;
−
European Quality Assurance Reference Framework for Vocational Education and Training.
"Labour world" has national classifications of occupations and specialisations based on the International Standard Classification ISCO, as well as national standards of professional qualifications or competences. There is no
international instrument of comparing detailed skills/competences accompanying occupations, specialisations and workplaces. ESCO classification is supposed to fill this gap. Figure 3 presents the context and main four dimensions
of ESCO functioning.
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Fig. 3. ESCO context and dimensions
Source: The Role of the European Taxonomy of Skills, Competences and Occupations
(ESCO) in Lifelong Learning Policies, European Commission, Education and Culture,
Lifelong Learning: Education and Training Policies, Brussels 2010, p. 3. [IN:] European
Taxonomy of Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations ESCO as an instrument supporting education's adjustment to the labour market needs. Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Labour Market Department, Warsaw 2011.

Figure 4 shows the method of using ESCO classification to compare occupations present on the European labour market in different national taxonomies (classification A and B) and often under different names.

Fig. 4. ESCO as an instrument of comparing occupations present in classification A
and classification B
Source: Three tools to facilitate online job matching throughout Europe: ESCO, EURES,
Match & Map. Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union, 2010.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=6404&langId=en
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In this concept, occupations from the ESCO classification are treated as
additional fifth level complementing four levels of ISCO groups of occupations
and specialisations. With use of ESCO (constructed based on ISCO), we can find
"common denominator" for two different classifications. Thus, not only we can
compare both classifications with ESCO, but also compare them with each
other.
ESCO classification should be based on three pillars: 1) occupations, 2)
skills/competences, 3) qualifications (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Three ESCO pillars
Source: ESCO Newsletter, Issue 2/2011, June 2011. [IN:] European Taxonomy of
Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations ESCO as an instrument supporting
education's adjustment to the labour market needs. Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Labour Market Department, Warsaw 2011.

ISCO classification constitutes the basis of "occupations" pillar's structure.
"Qualifications" pillar is based on the European Qualifications Framework. The
problem is to develop relevant structure of "skills/competences" pillar. Proper
future use of ESCO requires the consideration of "skills/competences" pillar's
structure in a new model of Polish professional competence standards.
The assumptions of „skills/competences” pillar’s structure include unification with the European Dictionary of Skills and Competences (DISCO). Based on
the DISCO analysis, initial proposal of a semantic structure of
"skills/competences" pillar has been developed (Table 1).
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Table 1. Initial proposal of a semantic structure of "skills/competences" pillar in
ESCO
Skills and competences related to a given job position
agriculture, forestry and
fishing

architecture and construction

art

business and administration

IT

education

electrics

environmental protection

health

humanities

journalism and information law

biology

production and process
engineering

food production and
processing

fabrics and clothes producmathematics and statistics
tion and processing

furniture processing and
mechanics

personal services

exact sciences

security services

social sciences

social security

transport services

veterinary
Skills and competences not related to a given job position
social and communication
skills and competences

managerial and organisational skills and competences

artistic skills and competences

personal skills and competences

basic IT skills and competences

Source: European Taxonomy of Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations
ESCO as an instrument supporting education's adjustment to the labour market needs.
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Labour Market Department, Warsaw 2011, based
on ESCO Newsletter, Issue 2/2011, June 2011.

This table divides skills/competences into two sets: related to a given job position (commonly called "hard competences") and not related to a given job position ("soft competences), which are useful in most occupations and qualifications.
"Skills/competences" pillar will connect "occupations" and "qualifications"
pillars. It will contain a list of skills/competences names. Thus, on one hand,
each qualification can be complemented with a description of
skills/competences. On the other hand, each occupation can be enhanced with
a description of skills/competences required to practise it. It is useful for individuals as information on occupations and for employers defining competence
profiles of job positions in their companies.
For ESCO needs, skills/competences are defined as "broad scope
of theoretical and practical knowledge, cognitive and practical ability of using
this knowledge to execute tasks and solve problems, as well as personal, social,
17

methodological skills, features and characteristics of an individual developed
through whole life"6.
Currently, initial assumptions of ESCO classification are in the phase of social consultations with international organisations of employers and employees.

Conclusions
In Poland, the basic instruments for developing the transparency of competences and qualifications include Polish Qualifications Framework, National
Qualifications Register and professional competence standards. In the context
of assumptions of the document titled "Lifelong Learning Perspective", these
instruments can:
- support development of the transparent national qualifications system,
because they provide reliable information on occupations, especially
within the scope of competence and qualification requirements in particular on occupations and particular levels of qualifications;
- support adjustment of vocational education and training to the economy
needs, if only curricula consider knowledge, skills and personal and social
competences, included in descriptions of professional competence standards for particular occupations. This may support implementation of one
of strategic intervention directions: "increased role of the employers' environment in defining standards of qualifications and competence assessment"7, because employers create professional competence standards
based on teams of experts having professional knowledge, and recommended by occupational and sectoral organisations.
- support adult learning in labour environment, becoming the inspiration to
plan training at workplace, create teaching materials and plan career
paths and promotions.
The Ordinance of the Minister of National Education of 7 February 2012 on
the vocational education curriculum introduced new core curriculum. At the
same time, it became a standard of exam requirements – previously those were
two separate documents, what caused irregularities in requirements. Moreover,
an occupation was divided into separate qualifications in order to shorten education cycles and make education process more flexible. Therefore, curricula can
have a set of content with modern modular structure. Modular education will
particularly enable efficient integration of theory and practice.
Professional competence standards may be useful in the validation process concerning competences acquired on various learning paths. Competence
6

Based on: ESCO Newsletter, Issue 5/2011, September 2011 [IN:] European Taxonomy of
Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations ESCO as an instrument supporting education's adjustment to the labour market needs. Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Labour
Market Department, Warsaw 2011.
7
As above.
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validation (statement that an individual has knowledge, skills and social competences at relevant level) needs the reference to a pattern of requirements.
Professional competence standards may be such a pattern.
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Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December
2006 concerning Key Competences in Lifelong Learning (2006/962/EC).
Attachment to the Ordinance of the Minister of National Education of 7 February
2012 on the curriculum of vocational education (Dz.U. 2012 No 0 item 184).
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3. The process approach in identification of professional
competences
Ireneusz Woźniak, Jarosław Sitek
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom

Introduction
The basis of dynamically developing competence-based model of human
resources management is the analysis of skills required from employees in
a company. Presented MapCom model is based on the analysis of work process
accompanying service of a specific technology of manufacturing or rendering
services. This analysis results in simplified schemes of a technological process
with a division into main, component and elementary operations. Analogous
competences: main, component and elementary are assigned to so defined operations. They are the foundation to construct workplaces' competence profiles.
Based on designed profiles, recruitment, employee assessment, research of training needs and planning promotion path occur

Model of identifying professional competences (MapCom)
So-called MapCom1 is the model of analysing professional competences
based on the analysis of work process. It enables construction of competence
profiles that a company needs in its operations and the analysis of training
needs of particular employees and employee groups. In addition, it facilitates
recruitment processes, employee assessments and valuation of workplaces.
Thus, this model may be applied in work analysis, management of knowledge
and human resources, as well as training in an enterprise.
F.W. Taylor is recognised as the creator of the process approach. At the
beginning of the 20th century, he developed the theory of scientific organisation of labour through aiming at optimisation of work methods and time in
order to reduce manufacturing costs. He used i.a. the method of dividing
whole manufacturing process into the simplest possible actions to eliminate
the redundant ones and improve the others, achieving increased work efficiency. In the eighties and nineties of the 20th century, M. E. Porter developed
the concept of "value chain". It presents an enterprise in simplified schemes,
as a sequence of operations from the stage of preparing the manufacturing,
through manufacturing final products, to their delivery to a receiver (customer). Value chain distinguishes basic, auxiliary, managerial and advisory functions. Client's satisfaction is considered as a quality criterion. In addition,
1

Collective work: „Mapowanie kompetencji jako nowe narzędzie zarządzania wiedzą w firmie −
MapCom” (Mapping Competences as a New Tool of Knowledge Management in a Company –
MapCom), Leonardo da Vinci project no. 2008-1-PL1-LEO05-02057. TNOiK, Gdansk Branch,
ITeE-PIB in Radom, ANAIP FVG in Italy, KCH in Netherlands, Gdansk – Radom 2010.
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the principle is adopted, saying that quality of all intermediate stages and company activities decides on quality of the final product. Development of information technologies has contributed to development of modern management
theories. At the end of 1990s, two concepts were specially developed: "reengineering" and "process improvement". In spite of different assumptions, both
concepts aimed at change and improvement of company processes.2 The newest
concepts of process management strive for so integrated and flexible design of
economic and business process system that enables organisations to adjust
quickly to changing competitive environment and customers requirements.
Modern concept of business process management (BPM) proposes application
of the newest theories of processes and systems, with share of IT technologies'
achievements. As a result, it is possible to enclose all processes related to work,
technologies, resources and people in the comprehensive and systemic way.3
In the MapCom model, the analysis of simplified work processes constitutes the first stage of identifying competences in a company (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 MapCom model of the analysis of professional competences
Based on: G. Collinassi, L. Kunc, I. Woźniak: MapCom 2. User Manual. Leonardo da
Vinci project Transfer of Innovations no. 2008-1-PL1-LEO05-02057.
2

3

Durlik I.: Reengineering i technologia informatyczna w restrukturyzacji procesów gospodarczych. (Reengineering and Information Technology in Restructuring Economic Processes)
Wydawnictwo Naukowo-Techniczne, Warsaw 2002.
Smith H., Fingar P.: Business Process Management (BPM): The third Wave. Tampa: MeghanKiffer Press 2003.
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According to the approach represented e.g. in quality standards of ISO 9000
series, process is each activity transforming input (input data) into output (output data). Process contains a set of mutually correlated subprocesses, stages and
operations. In turn, as shown in Fig. 1, subprocesses, stages and operations correspond with main, component and elementary actions. The essence of the
MapCom model constitutes the assignment of employee professional competences accompanying activities to three types of activity sets. Thus, we distinguish main, component and elementary competences. According to the definition of competences as the ability to act, this assignment is direct. The European
Qualifications Framework defines competence more accurately as "a proven
ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/ormethodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development".4
Basically, each analysed process can be put into some macro-process and
subprocesses may be selected from it. Presentation of the analysis in the wider
structure of manufacturing or service activities leads to systematisation. Its sign
is the possibility of assigning processes to recognised classifications. MapCom
model prefers referring work processes to the Statistical Classifications of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE Rev. 2). It should be noticed
that the Member States of the European Union have adjusted their national
classifications of economic activities to the European classification. Therefore,
work processes analysed in the MapCom model are immediately placed in the
European context. In the case of Poland, Polish Classification of Economic Activities (PKD) is the reference for work processes analysed in the MapCom model.5
MapCom model enables not only the analysis of competences related to
work analysis. It enables also to design vocational and advanced training with
use of modular technology. According to the concept of modular training,
there occurs creation of professional skills modules consisting of modular
units. Each modular unit, in turn, contains training units applied directly in the
education process. MapCom model assumes that a module corresponds with
main competence, modular unit refers to component competence, while training unit represents elementary competence.

Identification of professional competences in the construction
industry
Below enclosed you will find the example of describing professional competences in accordance with the analysis of work processes in a building company,
based on stages of building a house, including three processes:
4

5

Recommendation of the European Parliament and Council dated 23 April 2008 concerning the
establishment of European qualifications framework for lifelong learning. Attachment 1: Definitions. Official Journal of the European Union dated 6 May 2008.
Ordinance of the Board of Ministers dated 24 December 2007 on the Polish Classification of
Economic Activities (PKD). Dz.U. no 251, pos. 1885.
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1. Construction of a building.
2. Finishing works of a building.
3. Construction site's finishing works: connections, pavements and fences.
Activities included in the above-mentioned three processes may be referred to
the following items of the Polish Classification of Economic Activities:
−
PKD 2007 (PL): pos. 41.20 – Works related to construction of residential
and non-residential buildings
−
PKD 2007 (PL): pos. 43.11 – Demolition of building objects
−
PKD 2007 (PL): pos. 43.12 – Site preparation
−
PKD 2007 (PL): pos. 43.91 – Roofing activities
Fig. 2 shows the scheme of analysing the "Construction of a building"
work process.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the "Construction of a building" work process
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Meaning of graphical symbols:
Process input data: short description of elements introduced to the process (any type).
Subprocess of a described process: short description of
main activities constituting the process.
Subprocess results: short description of a product/service
resulting from performed main activities.

Table 1 includes exemplary description of one of main activities and its accompanying component and elementary activities.
Table 1. Description of one of main activities of the "Construction of a building" process.
MAIN ACTIVITY 1.1.
PLANNING, ORGANISING AND COORDINATING WORKS AT THE CONSTRUCTION
SITE
After analysing customer needs, preparation of technical documentation, cost estimatiojn, planning, organising and coordinating works at the construction site
Component activities
Elementary activities
− Preparation of tender documentation
1.1.1. Running business
− Negotiations with an investor, subcontractors and
activity in the building sersuppliers
vices sector
− Signature of agreements with participants of the
investment process
− Preparation of the health and safety protection plan
at the construction site
1.1.2. Determination of
works' scope and completion date

− Interpretation of architectural and construction

−
−

1.1.3. Organisation and
preparation of the construction site

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
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design, technical descriptions and determination of
works' sequence with consideration of safety rules
Planning and estimation of expenses and the
amount of required materials
Preparation of a list of tools, equipment, machinery
and building materials essential for planned works
Division of tasks among particular employees
Verification of the construction site and the course
of underground systems
Determination of the construction site's borders
Fencing off and marking of the construction site
Performance of internal roads at the construction
site
Organisation of administration and social facilities
Supply of the construction site with water and energy
Organisation of production stations and warehouses

1.1.4. Management and
work organisation of a team
of builders

− Assignment of employees' tasks
− Supply of a given team with materials and equip-

ment required to conduct works
− Staff training within the scope of occupational health

and safety
− Transfer of technical and safety equipment to the

employees

1.1.5. Workplace security

− Identification of hazards, risk assessment and con-

−

1.1.6. Location of a crane at
the construction site

−
−
−
−
−
−

1.1.7. Assembly and disassembly of works scaffold

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

1.1.8. Coordination and
supervision of works

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

trol, i.e. noise, electric safety, road traffic, work at
heights, objects falling down, use of energy and
equipment, as well as use of hazardous substances
(including asbestos).
Workplace organisation in accordance with occupation health and safety rules, fire prevention and protection, environmental protection and first aid
Establishment of procedures in case of accident
Assessment of ground conditions
Arrangement of crane's optimal location
Crane setting
Verification of the operational correctness of securing devices, including measuring devices and limiters
Verification if crane's operational scope expects
proper space for a crane boom, counterpoised
crane, boom movement, due to obstacles under a
hook and on the ground, also high voltage cables
Verification of technical requirements
Selection of a scaffold adequate for conducted
works
Stating if appropriate materials have been selected
to construct a scaffold
Assembly of the first level of scaffolds
Elevation and assembly of scaffold elements
Putting boards on horizontal trellis creating a platform
Assembly of a metal scaffold from systemic elements
Verification of the correctness of scaffolds' assembly
Securing scaffold according to occupational health
and safety regulations
Demolition of a scaffold after works completion
Coordination of works with material supplies
Verification if standards of performance, quality,
cost estimate and security are met
Verification if building provisions, standards and
regulations are obeyed during works
Verification if design plans are fully completed
Verification if appropriate methods and materials
are applied
Payment control for subcontractors based on assessment of performed works
Supervision of works record
Works acceptance reports
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Similarly, component and elementary activities for the other two processes of house construction are described: "Finishing construction of a building" and "Finishing works in a construction site: connections, pavements and
fences".
Table 2 presents resulting grouping of component activities in so-called "competence profiles of workplaces". These profiles differ in sets of component activities assigned to them, according to a construction company's size (so-called
“context”). The rule says that small enterprises have fewer workplaces, but a
number of component activities assigned to them is higher. It means that education and training according to workplace requirements should consider so-called
"context of company activities." This is understood as not only the employment
size, but also applied technologies and work methods, tools, materials, as well as
geographically and culturally conditioned customs.
Table 2. Competence profiles of stations at house construction according to a construction company's size

Bricklayer helper, builder

Bricklayer

Small construction
companies

Construction design manager/ construction contractor

Plasterer

Roofer

Construction equipment operator

Concreter-bar bender

Carpenter

Bricklayer

Scaffold setting specialist

Main and component activities

Medium and large construction companies

Site manager/ construction design
manager

Context

1.1. Planning, organisation and coordination of
works at the construction site
1.1.1. Running business activity in the building
services sector
1.1.2 Determination of works' scope and completion
date
1.1.3 Organisation and preparation of the construction
site
1.1.4 Management and work organisation of a teamof
builders
1.1.5 Workplace protection
1.1.6 Location of a crane at the construction site

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

1.1.7 Assembly and disassembly of scaffold for works
1.1.8 Coordination and supervision of works

X

X

1.2. Demolition of a building or its part
1.2.1 Planning building demolition

X

X

X

X

1.2.2 Selective demolition with consideration of waste
recycling
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X

X

X
X
X

X

1.2.3 Demolition site protection
1.2.4 Demolition with use of manual devices
1.2.5 Demolition with use of devices outside a building
1.2.6 Segregation, removal and transport of rubble
and waste materials
1.3. Excavation
1.3.1 Excavation site protection
1.3.2 Conducting open earthworks
1.4. Foundations of a building
1.4.1 Preparation of a site for foundations
1.4.2 Foundations
1.4.3 Conducting insulation works
1.5. Construction of reinforce concrete walls and
structures
1.5.1 Designation and preparation of a base to build
reinforce concrete walls and structures
1.5.2 Construction of walls and other elements (piles,
joists, boards, stairs) with use of boarding
1.5.3 Construction of walls and structures made of
reinforce concrete prefabricated elements
1.5.4 Setting reinforced ceilings, stairs and lintels
1.5.5 Construction of chimneys, walls with chimney
cables and ventilation systems
1.6. Construction of walls from small-sized elements
1.6.1 Designation and preparation of a site to construct brick walls
1.6.2 Manual and mechanised preparation of mortar
1.6.3 Construction of load-bearing and partition walls
1.7. Construction of wooden walls and ceilings
1.7.1 Designation and preparation of a site for
wooden walls
1.7.2 Construction of load-bearing and partition walls
1.7.3 Construction of wooden ceilings and stairs
1.8. Insulation of walls and other surfaces
1.8.1 Application of safety rules on a site
1.8.2 Application of insulation materials (damp-proof,
thermal, acoustic)
1.9. Construction of a roof's load-bearing structure
1.9.1 Workplace protection and application of safety
rules during work at heights
1.9.2 Installation of a roof's load-bearing structure
1.10. Roofing construction
1.10.1 Workplace protection and application of safety
rules during work at heights
1.10.2 Roof insulation
1.10.3 Setting various types of roofing

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Based on experience from application of the MapCom model in the construction industry, it may be stated that:
−
it has the advantage of connecting directly professional competences with
requirements of workplaces;
−
it meets criteria of high quality preparation to career, mainly due to laying
the curriculum on work processes in companies;
−
it is favourable for lifelong learning and developing intellectual capital of
each person individually, whole organisations and enterprises;
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−

−

−

−

it considers the Polish Classification of Economic Activities and its European equivalent. Thus, it enables education for the needs of domestic and
European labour market;
it does not concentrate on methods of approaching professional competences (on training process), but on learning outcomes that may be
achieved in formal, non-formal and informal education;
it exposes quality and flexibility of training that are favourable for unemployment reduction not only with reference to graduates, but also to a
group of adults (it prefers short training cycles recommended for specific
workplaces);
set of certificates obtained according to the MapCom model creates personal professional profile of a given person who works and learns, in accordance with the lifelong learning logic.

Application of the process approach
The MapCom model of identifying and managing professional competences is dedicated to companies that want to improve own business and organisational processes. Successful attempt of using the MapCom model to
manage competences in Italian region Friuli Venezia Giulia is an interesting and
ambitious application of this model. To this end, one created Internet database
with maps of processes covering the most important sectors for regional economy and tourism.6 In Poland, the MapCom model could be used to develop
training based on professional competences. This would meet the postulate of
economic environments to adjust vocational education and training to the
needs of labour market and economy. 7
From the perspective of European labour market, MapCom model appears to be adequate tool of initial mapping activities specific for sectoral work
processes. Also, it tends to be coherent with prospective going into learning
outcomes concentrated around defined qualifications to be included in the
National Register of Qualifications. To this end, it should be, though, integrated
with wider set of tools and means of the National System of Qualifications.8
6

This base is available on http://www.aprendisti.fvg.it
L. Kunc, I.Woźniak (ed.) Kształcenie i doskonalenie zawodowe w oparciu o analizę procesu
pracy w przedsiębiorstwie. (Vocational Education and Improvement Based on the Analysis of
Work Process in a Company) TNOiK, Gdansk Branch, ITeE-PIB in Radom, ANAIP FVG in Italy,
KCH in the Netherlands Publication within the Leonardo da Vinci project named "Transfer of
process maps and their adjustment to the needs of certification and vocational education in
partner countries", No 2010-1-PL1-LEO05-11443, Gdansk – Radom 2011.
8
Recommendation of the European Parliament and Council dated 23 April 2008 concerning the
establishment of European qualifications framework for lifelong learning (2008/C 111/01), Official Journal of the European Union, 6 May 2008.
7
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Appropriate work processes and activities defined due to the MapCom model
should be brought to learning outcomes and professional competences required by employers, preferably in the form of national standards of professional competences. This enables their adjustment to the reference framework
(mainly European and National Framework of Qualifications).9
The MapCom model considered in categories of a work process is an efficient tool for defining learning outcomes corresponding with reality of companies. It may be applied to design and implement processes leading to recognition and validation of non-formal and informal learning outcomes, while avoiding the assessment of competences from the perspective of scholar education.
Process approach in the MapCom model may be applied in the analysis
of work processes, identification of activities referring to competence areas,
identification of learning outcomes and definition of professional competences.

Summary
The process approach in the analysis and management of professional
competences have features much needed by the Polish system of continuing
vocational education. The MapCom model meets criteria of high quality preparation to career, mainly due to laying the curriculum on work processes in companies. This system is flexible. It is beneficial for lifelong learning and development
of intellectual capital of each person individually, as well as whole organisations
and companies. It considers the Polish Classification of Economic Activities
and Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community
(NACE Rev. 2), thus it enables education and training for the needs of international labour market. MapCom model emphasises the need of having
and developing general (key) competences, which constitute the basis of all professional activities.
Quality and flexibility of education based on the MapCom model are beneficial for reduction of unemployment, especially in a group of adults. Short training cycles are offered, adjusted to the needs of specific workplaces. Training
ends with issuance of a certificate. A set of certificates obtained according to the
MapCom model creates personal professional profile of a given person who
works and learn, in accordance with lifelong learning logic. In the MapCom
model, the way in which a learner has achieved required level of professional
skills is not important, because the philosophy of assessing only learning outcomes motivates it. In the MapCom model, traditional examination including
theoretical and practical part may be connected with so-called validation of
learning outcomes, i.e. recognition of formal commission (appointed to this end)
9

The Centre for Human Resources Development completes the project named „Development of
a set of national standards of professional competences required by employers” now in Poland. Development of a set of 300 standards will constitute its result.
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of educational and professional achievements obtained during professional experience, non-formal and informal learning.
The above-mentioned features of a competence approach in work analysis and vocational education and training result it the MapCom model being
interesting and innovative proposal for Polish system, especially non-school
vocational education.
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4. System of monitoring and evaluation of employees’
competences
Wojciech Oparcik, Jarosław Sitek
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom
Increased unemployment in the labour market requires searching for solutions that would enable helping the unemployed to enhance their chance of
getting a new job. Sometimes it requires retraining or complementing previous
qualifications.
On the other hand, we observe technological development of global
economies. It is connected with the necessity of providing the market with
adequately trained personnel.
It is hard to imagine staying on the labour market without continuing education at this pace of economic development.
In both cases, it is important to deliver methods and tools enabling the
identification of training needs on the labour market in order to provide adequate qualifications essential on this market.
At the same time, society's development causes fast increase of knowledge. This generates the need of its storage, update and certainly processing.
These huge amounts of data require application of IT systems that guarantee
meeting these needs. Simultaneously, they enable easy access to it and its
efficient use for the benefit of society and economy. Therefore, it is increasly
common that more and more institutions use databases as tools of collecting
and making available information from various areas and sectors of activities.
Databases may include diverse information. Accessing or updating them requires relevant software element called “an application”. It enables the management of data resources collected for specific needs of various user groups.
IT "System of monitoring and evaluation of employee competences" came
into being with use of information technologies. It aims at support and development of human resources to improve their situation on the global labour
market.
Within the Leonardo da Vinci – Transfer of Innovations project named
"Supporting system for non-formal and informal learning for low-skilled people
– SkillsUp" completed in years 2011-2012, it was extended with English interface version. Together with system's development, base of its resources was
extended with description of "Drywall Installer" profession through occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features. Available research tools were
located in four language versions: English, Italian, Romanian and Polish.
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Polish version of "System of monitoring and evaluation of employee competences" is available at www.diagnozowaniekompetencji.pl/, while international version is on http://www.en.diagnozowaniekompetencji.pl/. Click relevant flag icons to switch base versions (Fig. 1).
a)

b)

Fig. 1. Icons for selection of a language version
a) going to the Polish version, b) going to the English version

System users
"System of monitoring and evaluation of employee competences" is available for all Internet users through any Internet browser and does not require
installation of additional software. This system is available for four user groups:
−
Not-logged-in user
−
Logged-in user
−
Operator
−
System administrator
"Non-logged-in user" has the smallest authorisation to use system resources. It may browse and use information accessible in the system, e.g.
"Base of competences". It can also test its competences with use of only a
catalogue of occupational tasks required in a given profession.
"Logged-in user" may thoroughly test its professional competences.
Moreover, it gets the access to many modules, i.a. research methods and
tools, base of institutions and experts.
"Operators" constitute another user group of the IT system. They cooperate
online with the database within the scope of monitoring competences and care
for system resources, using their wideprofessional experience.
Database administrator manages registered users by adding, removing
and granting them appropriate status. Moreover, it enables new surveys and
assigns expert teams to them.
A representative of the Centre for Labour Pedagogy of Innovative Economy in the Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute
in Radom acts as the database administrator.
System may serve any number of users at the same time.
Testing competences
Basic task of the system is to enable testing of employee competences.
This is conducted through a survey and it has a self-assessment character. Alternatively, it enables conducting assessment of employees by an employer.
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The assessment is conducted through determination of skills' level concerning an examined person with use of five-grade scale: "Very well", "Well",
"Fairly well", "Not well", "Not at all".
After conducting the assessment or self-assessment, there occurs generation of a report defining training needs is generated, aiming at improvement of
doing specific occupational tasks, skills and forming concrete psychophysical
features, which an assessed or self-assessing employee finds difficult.
Testing process is generally available for all IT system users. However, it
depends on a status of system's user. It is conducted at two levels of detail:
• Shortened test (partial). It is conducted on shortened survey including
only occupational tasks specific for a profession (e.g. "Drywall Installer")
with omission of skills and psychophysical features (Fig. 2). Such test gives
only general view of tested person's competences, while report is a demonstrative presentation of selected assessments (Fig. 3). This test is
available for each system user. It does not require any registration or logging.

Fig. 2. Form of a shortened test for the occupation of Drywall Installer
(source: own study)
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Fig. 3. Report from a shortened test of Drywall Installer
(source: own study)
•

Extended test (complete). It is conducted on a full version of a survey,
including occupational tasks, as well as skills and psychophysical features
(Fig 4.).

Fig. 4. Additional forms available in an extended test for the occupation of Drywall
Installer (source: own study)
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Here, the system shows more detailed report, including suggestions of actions improving the competences (Fig. 5). This test is available for users registered in the system.
Survey's result:

Your competences are in obvious crisis
Proper execution of occupational tasks in the profession requires improvement of the
following skills:
1. Prepares gypsum mortar
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identifies types and designations of steel profiles for Drywall Installer
Analyses profile parameters in the context of safe usage
Describes basic stages of fitting partition walls
Selects plasterboard type applied in premises of increased humidity
Describes the way of board bending to install arch wall
Distinguishes basic structural elements of wall covering installed on profiles
Distinguished types of steel profiles to construct pre-wall
Characterises advantages of wall roofing
Distinguishes insulation material applied in pre-walls and wall coverings

Fig. 5. Exemplary report from an extended test for the occupation
of Drywall Installer (source: own study)

Generation of a final report from extended test is based on summing up
the score from the assessment of each survey element and referring this sum
to maximum score that may be obtained (100%).
Obtained result is referred to specific ranges and given as a percentage
range, follow by a relevant comment1:
1. 95-100% - You are very competent, currently you do not have to complement your qualifications (unless there is "0" mark).
2. 90-94% - You are competent, but you need to strive for perfection (unless
there is "0" mark).
3. 85-89% - You are still competent, but you should plan complementing
your qualifications (unless there is "0" mark).
4. 80-84% - You stop being competent and you should soon complement
your qualifications ("0" mark is acceptable).
5. 75-79% - Your competences are in obvious crisis, you should immediately
complement your qualifications ("0" mark is acceptable).
6. Less than 75% - You are incompetent and you should immediately complement your qualifications ("0" mark is acceptable). Check which skills
and psychophysical features you should improve.

1

System of monitoring and evaluation of employee competences - User Manual
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Information collection and storage
Developed IT system enables also to collect and store information on current requirements within the scope of professional competences for occupations in the economy, with consideration of occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features characterising given profession.
Currently, the database contains 255 occupations in 19 groups:
−
Banking – 4 occupations,
−
Security – 8 occupations,
−
Construction – 25 occupations (including Drywall Installer)
−
Electricity and electronics – 9 occupations,
−
Inventory management – 3 occupations,
−
Trade – 7 occupations,
−
Hotel management and gastronomy – 8 occupations,
−
IT and telecommunications – 15 occupations,
−
Mechanics – 11 occupations,
−
Mechatronics – 4 occupations,
−
Environmental protection – 7 occupations,
−
Health care – 12 occupations,
−
Production and processing – 15 occupations,
−
Health service – 26 occupations,
−
Transport – 7 occupations,
−
Insurance – 4 occupations,
−
Services – 56 occupations,
−
Advanced industrial technologies – 13 occupations,
−
Human resources – 21 occupations.

Fig. 6. Browsing competences (source: own study)

Use of the competence browser is possible to obtain access to competences for a specific occupation. (Fig. 6) Searching consists in the indication of
a relevant occupation groups, then in selection of a relevant occupation.
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System is not limited concerning a number of occupations described through
occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features. It is prepared to collect and
process competence requirements for any occupation in the economy.

Data update
Process of ongoing updating data on required competences for occupations in the database consists in conducting cyclical reviews and updates of
occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features relevant to each occupation in the system. It enables quick response to changing requirements of the
labour market regarding employee competences, which guarantees information timeliness. This process requires participation of i.a. representatives of
companies, employer organisations, occupational and sectoral associations.
Main criterion of participating in this type of works includes institution/expert's declaration of participating in creation and update of competence requirements for occupations and specialisations being the subject of
interest for a given sector. This declaration may be submitted via application
form available on the website www.diagnozowaniekompetencji.pl in the tab
"Competence monitoring" (Fig. 7) or sent via mail after previous downloading
it as Word or PDF file.

Fig. 7. Part of the application form (source: own study)
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Construction of a survey for the competence test
Construction of a research tool directly in the system is one of its functions. A team of authors experienced in the occupation that it concerns creates
survey. Each author has its own account in the system with the Expert status.
After assignment of Experts to the occupation, they obtain the access to a survey, where they can conduct group work (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Forms enabling introduction of occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical
features to a survey (source: own study)

Together with starting works on a new survey in the system, it appears as
rightful research tool. However, it has the inactive status and is available only
for authors developing it.
Firstly, authors develop occupational tasks characteristic for a given profession. Then, they assign essential skills guaranteeing performance of occupational task for particular tasks.
Each author can introduce its proposal during survey construction. After
the first stage of proposal, all experts start giving their opinions. Regardless of
experts, a criterion of accepting a task, skill or psychophysical features is established in the system.
Proposals below a minimum score are deleted. Printout of a whole survey
content is enabled any time during works.
After development of a survey and completion of the evaluation and review process, final survey version is developed and made accessible in the
system for users. Making it accessible means changing its status to "active".
Survey activation causes automatic extension of "Base of competences" resources, where catalogues of competence requirements are available. Below
you may see a fragment of "Base of competences" for the "Drywall Installer"
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occupation, presenting the skill catalogue for occupational task named "Fitting
dry screed systems".
BASE OF COMPETENCES
Industry/sector: Construction
Occupational area: Drywall Installer
Occupation's code: 712902
SKILL CATALOGUE FOR OCCUPATIONAL TASKS
Occupational task: A-6:
Fitting dry screed systems
No Skills
1 Describes advantages of applying dry screed
2 Characterises layers of dry screed
3 Distinguishes materials applied to construct dry screed
4 Describes features of plasterboards applied in dry screed
5 Defines dimensions of plasterboards applied in dry screed
6 Describes the way of preparing uneven bed
7 Selects insulation materials applied in dry screed
8 Defines conditions of starting dry screed fitting
9 Distinguishes types of dry screed
10 Distinguishes elements of dry screed
11 Distinguishes types of sand bed to level a bed
12 Distinguishes types of plasterboards applied in dry screed
13 Defines the way of laying boards in dry screed
14 Defines the way of using insulation materials in dry screed
15 Describes features of dry screed undercoats
16 Distinguishes types of finishing materials applied on dry screed undercoats
17 Prepares a bed for dry screed on floor topping with small and big irregularities
18 Sets single- and double-layered boards on a bed
19 Fills a dry screed bed fragment

The access to base resources is possible without users' registration in the
system. E.g., educational and training units may use the database, which enables comparison of their own offers with economic requirements concerning
expectations within the scope of competences.
Base of institutions
This base contains elementary information on institutions registered
in the system, which participate in the process of creation, monitoring and
update of competence descriptions for occupations and specialisations consis-
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tent with classification for the labour market needs. Accessing this information
is possible after logging in.
Base of experts
This database contains information on persons participating in the process
of creation, monitoring and update of descriptions of professional competences for occupations and specialisation consistent with classification for the
labour market needs. Accessing this information is possible after logging in.

Research methods and tools
This section enables the access to such materials as:
•
Identification of professional development needs of an individual employee.
•
Identification of professional development's needs of an employee.
•
Sample of a survey applied in the reverse analysis.
•
Occupational analysis: data registration form.
•
Assessment of training needs – identification card.
•
Individual assessment of training needs – data registration form.
•
Does your organisation manage knowledge?
•
Development scenario of employees' continuing education.
•
Recognition of the needs, for which occupations/specialisations the professional qualifications standards should be developed.
•
Identification of employee psychophysical features.
•
Survey for identification of occupational functions.
•
Identification of employee training, development and retraining.
•
Research methods.
•
Selection and adjustment of methods and tools applied in the assessment
of training, development and vocational education needs to changes in
work contents and organisation.
•
Methodology of adjusting professional qualifications to changing needs in
the area of production and exploitation technology based on the example
of printing machinery and devices.
•
Methodology of researches concerning demand for new qualifications and
competences connected with development of new production and exploitation technologies of technical devices.
•
Methodology of preparing the condition's diagnosis within current offer of
improving employee qualifications and competences with orientation towards advanced production and exploitation technologies of technical devices.
•
Methodology of analysing the work content on workplaces related to production and exploitation of technical devices with consideration of professional training research context.
•
Model of assessing needs within the scope of improving employee qualifications with consideration of current state of knowledge and organisational-legal conditions
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Summary
"System of monitoring and evaluation of employee competences" supports significantly the labour market within the scope of tools enabling the
comparison of occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features for particular occupations. It allows employees and job candidates for self-assessment
or relative assessment of the value of possessed qualifications and competences in a company. It improves employers' possibilities within personnel's
professional development through the assessment of employee's actual qualifications in correlation with workplace requirements. This system supports also
creation of plans and curricula concerning employee vocational training. Creation of the international version of "System of monitoring and evaluation of
employee competences" within the Leonardo Da Vinci – Transfer of Innovations project named „Supporting system of non-formal and informal education
for low-skilled people – SkillsUp" significantly extended possibilities of its use.
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1.

Educational Resources and E-Learning Technologies
for Lifelong Learning

1.1. Open Educational Resources
In March, 2000, the European Council formulated the Lisbon strategy
([2]), expressing the ambition of making EU "the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-driven economy by 2010". One major pillar of this initiative
is the concept of lifelong learning based upon the novel information and communication technologies ([3]).
According to Drachsler ([4]) the concept of technology-enabled lifelong
learning breaks several barriers established by the formal education practice in
what concerns:
− time: the learners access educational materials totally asynchronously, and
learning is no longer associated with a particular age group,
− space: learning activities are not necessarily carried out in a school or university,
− group uniformity: learner can be extremely heterogeneous in what concerns age, culture, educational background, motivation etc.,
− curriculum: learners are no longer bound to follow a particular educational
content in a predefined sequence,
− role of participants: learners become central players in the educational
process.
Users involved in the lifelong education system are free to choose what,
when, where, and how to learn, but they also hold the responsibility of the
results of their effort.
While more and more learners get involved in various forms of lifelong
learning, the open education movement produces a vast amount of open education resources (OER), defined as “openly produced educational resources,
enabled by information and communication technologies, for consultation, use
and adaptation by a community of users for non-commercial purposes” ([5]).
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Through its policies in the fields of education and culture, the European
Union is directly involved in the movement for the creation of open education
resources for lifelong learning.
The EU approach on lifelong learning is based on an integrative vision,
where the development of specific projects is aiming at creation of new educational resources which could be a support for new education forms. These
projects are intented to produce tangible results (i.e. results that can be
certified through a process of validation), in what concerns the creation of
competences and skills to persons enrolled in educational programmes.
1.2. Specificity of Educational Resources in Technology - Enhanced Learning
In the past decades, researchers in cognitive sciences widely accepted the
idea of „domain specificity” of the human knowledge ([6]). According to this
concept, many aspects of human cognition are supported by specialized neural
„learning devices”. As a result, in order to be efficient, educational resources
must also be designed to address the domain specificity of human cognition.
Therefore, the specificity of educational resources is an important condition for any successful implementation of Technology - Enhanced Learning
(TEL), and to enable educational activation for persons enrolled in an instruction process.
The specificity of an IT enabled Educational Resource (IT-ER) is determined by the presence of one of the following characteristics, or of a combination thereof (Figure 1):
−
specificity of the actual educational content, in the sense of belonging to a
clearly delimited domain of human knowledge
−
specificity resulting from the type of the resource, which determines the
services offered by that resource: open educational content (courses,
handbooks, tutorials, etc.), software tools (learning management systems,
content development and editing tools, e-learning platforms, tools for
searching and organizing educational content, etc.), open repositories to
store and deliver the educational content
−
specificity resulting from the adaptation of the educational content, of
features or functions of a resource to a certain target group. This becomes
manifest through the competences, abilities, or the potential occupational
area of the respective target group
−
specificity given by the pedagogical objectives, by the aimed educational
results or deriving from the context in which the learning process occurs.
The adequacy of a specialized educational resource should be confirmed
by feedback collected during the actual learning process. The results obtained
by learners, as well as their opinions on the quality of the resource are means
for further improvements and adaptation thereof.
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Figure 1. The specificty of IT enabled Educational Resources (IT-ER)

From a computational perspective, the specificity of an IT enabled, open
educational resource is created by selecting, at the design stage, one of the
following general models (see figure 2):
−
a static model, wherein the specificity is the result of some “hard-wired”
elements concerning the content and the services offered;
−
a dynamic model, wherein the educational content or the services are
adapted to the learner’s requirements, and follow the evolution of the
learner along the process of assisted instruction; this model is implemented, from the information technology perspective:
o by means of complex computational models (usually involving artificial
intelligence techniques), which aim to offer fully personalized services
to the users,
o by means of using multi-agent models capable to enable selforganization and swarm intelligence, by allowing stigmergic interactions between learners,
o by using social recommender systems to support users in selecting the
most appropriate educational objects and learning pathways,
o by implementing emotional inteligence learning systems or other
complex information technologies capable to offer adaptive services.
− a hybrid model, combining elements of both static and dynamic models;
this may produce educational systems with increased flexibility compared to the systems based on a static model, at lower implementation
costs compared to the systems based on a dynamic model.
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The solutions based on static models usually lead to lower cost of the design and implementation of the educational resources, and therefore this is the
most common option for creating specificity. Usually, these systems compensate the fixed, predefined palette of services by a user-friendly design, a simple
and efficient user interface, and by lower computational requirements.
Despite their lack of sophisticated means of interaction with the user,
static systems are still the most efficient solution for the massification of technology - enhanced learning, as universal support for any type of instruction in
modern society.

Figure 2. Models used for creating specificity of IT enabled Educational resources

1.3. Instructional Design Models and Principles
Instructional design is an iterative methodology for designing instruction
and instructional materials for educational activities in traditional classroom
settings or for computer-assisted learning experiences. Most of current instructional design models are based on the generic ADDIE-model, which stands
for Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation.
The ADDIE model is used as an iterative heuristic model where each phase
of the project has an outcome that feeds into the next phase in the sequence.
The model provides a step-by-step process that helps specialists plan, create
and implement educational resources and programmes, giving them a “road45

map” for the entire training project. ADDIE is considered as one of the most
suitable models for design and creation of IT enabled Educational Resources
and of computer supported educational activities. In this particular case the
ADDIE design model’s five components should encopmass the following elements:
Analysis. During this phase the designers should identify:
−
the objectives of the learning process or the instructional goals (what should
learners know or be able to do after accomplishing the training activities),
−
the audience’s needs (what people do need to learn, what enduring understandings should be aquired by that people),
−
learners characteristics (what prior knowledge do learners have and what
are their motivation for engaging with the instruction),
−
delivery options for the project,
−
physical constraints and the timeline for the project.
Design. A systematic process of specification and planning of learning goals
and activities:
−
definition of knowledge (know-that), skills (know-how),
−
definition of teaching materials (the instructional content) and of the revision lessons,
−
definition of learning /teaching activities (scenarios and tasks to accomplish),
−
detailed prototyping for the graphic design themes and the user-interface,
−
design of a summative evaluation for the end of the unit.
Development. The development an educational resource/activitiy has several
stages:
−
production of the instructional content (e-content),
−
creation of the user-interface based on the design specifications,
−
implementation of the e-content and e-platform as IT objects, products
and packages.
Implementation. This phase is consisting of:
−
distribution or delivery of the educational resources to the learners, in
order to be employed as a support for the educational activities in which
that learners are involved,
−
interaction of learners and teachers/tutors with the educational resource,
−
feed-back information from users on the effectiveness of the educational
resosurce.
The phase could also contain a procedure for training learners and teachers in
using the resource.
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Figure 3. Phases in ADDIE model for creating IT enabled Educational resources

Evaluation. This phase should answer the question: "Did people learn what
they needed?"
The phase consists of:
−
formative evaluation of learners’ competences and skills
−
summative evaluation, which consists tests referencing the enduring understandings, competences and skills that the IT enabled educational resource should activate through the learning process.
1.3. Design of IT enabled Educational Resources
An important number of studies that compared the performances of
learners involved in traditional learning versus technology-enhanced learning
(see, for example, [7]) demonstrated that there are no significant differences
between the two learning environments in what concerns the results of the
instruction process. This seems to support the conclusion that learning is
mainly determined by the instruction strategies (the instructional design), and
not by the learning environment. It results in the instructional design of the
digital educational resources becoming a mandatory stage in the process of
creating such resources. This makes the instructional design a key element for
the overall efficiency of the digital educational resources involved in any computer assisted instruction process.
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Despite its many advantages that recommend Technology - Enhanced
Learning as the learning system of the future, a number of limitations and
drawbacks have also been identified:
−
social and cultural interactions between learners are limited, and this also
limits team work and collective problem solving;
−
a certain percentage of users have difficulties in becoming familiar with
the technical aspects of using the educational resource, and need a longer
time to access the actual educational content;
−
some users tend to focus on the technology itself and overlook the educational content of the learning objects;
−
due to low motivation, or to the lack of direct contact with colleagues and
tutors, some users fail to go through all the stages of the educational process.
The above mentioned limitations can be overcome by a proper instructional design from a pedagogic perspective, and by designing an ergonomic
human machine interface of the educational resource. To this purpose, a good
instructional design of the IT enabled Educational Resources must consider the
following essential aspects (Figure 4):

Figure 4. Principles of design of IT enabled Educational Resources and the learning stages
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−
−
−

the destination and the context of use of the educational resource
the organization and structuring of the instructional content
the lessons plan and the dialogue and the interaction with the user.
The destination and context of use of an Educational Resource are defined as
follows:
−
at the macrodidactic level, by the instructional objectives of the educational resource, the target group and its initial competence level
−
at the microdidactic level, by the structure of the resource, the units of
learning - and the sequence thereof - , the consistency between the educational content and the instruction objectives, the method of evaluation
of the results of learning and of the competences obtained in the learning
process.
The organization of the instructional content of an educational resource
must integrate at least the following components: the external presentation
model, the domain-specific, logic structure of the respective content, and the
internal (computational) representation of the knowledge that forms the
content. The external presentation of the content is commonly based on one
of the models:
−
the textual-iconic model of presentation, which uses o combination of
text messages and graphic images;
−
the active-learning model of presentation, wherein the users are
prompted to execute sequences of actions.
In what concerns the structure of the instructional content, it is obvious that
the existence of a coherent model and a well defined educational content facilitates learning.
The most popular structuring model in use is the hyper-text model,
wherein a number of knowledge nodes are interconnected in a network. This
seems to reflect best the structure-based learning paradigm. According to this
paradigm, learning is the result of accumulation and organization of the information at the level of human cognitive–mental structures.
These structures are the internal representation of the knowledge objects
(ideas, events, scripts etc) in the semantic memory of humans. This leads to
the idea that the sequences of units of content integrated in an educational
resource should be organized as concept networks. In this approach, the network nodes contain the description of concepts or of their instances, and the
links determine the logic relationships between the respective concepts.
The internal (computational) representation of the instructional content
depends on the presentation model, the structuring solution, and the actual
technology used for the implementation of the educational resource.
In a traditional didactic environment, the lesson plan and the dialogue are
the key elements of the didactic experience based on direct interaction be49

tween the tutor and learners. The lesson plan is the main instrument of the
tutor for the optimization of the educational communication with the learners.
The dialogue is a means by which learners may provide feedback and actually
influence in real time the process of instruction.
In the instructional design, the lesson plan can be converted – from an
operational perspective – in navigation, a function that allows the access to the
educational content and the orientation of the learners. The dialogue is also a
feedback for the learner, which can take, for example, a form of an answer of
the system to an initiative of the user, or may be the presentation of the results of an evaluation of user’s knowledge.
The model of interaction of an Educational Resource with the users is subject to a great deal of diversity and variability. It includes elements starting
with simple navigation actions, or directed dialogue, up to complex interactions based on the dynamics of the learners, swarm intelligence or collaborative social networking activities.
Despite this diversity of solutions, any model of interaction with the user
must consider the fact that the assimilation of an instructional content has to
be based on a constructive approach.
The mental structures related to certain knowledge are evolving along the
stages of the learning process. According to Chan ([8], the model of the stages
of human learning process include:
−
orientation (relative to previous knowledge)
−
guidance (learning under a mentor’s supervision)
−
refining and customization (autonomous knowledge practice).
These three stages of learning can be represented as a hierarchical graph
of goals and sub–goals, whose nodes are collections of learning tasks, each of
them referring to a small piece of knowledge within the instructional content.
The concept of staging the learning process may provide a solution to the
problem of adapting the interaction of the educational resource with users
having different cognitive styles and needs.

2. The SkillsUp system as an Educational Resource
for E-learning Activities
2.1 The Specificity of the SkillsUP Supporting System
The paradigm of the specificity of educational resources produced many
success stories in the field of technology - enhanced learning. In this context,
an important enabler is the allocation of significant financial resources for the
EU education programmes aiming to generalize technology supported lifelong
learning. The Leonardo da Vinci project "SkillsUp - Supporting system for
informal and non-formal learning for low-skilled workers" belongs to the
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category of EU projects intended to create open education resources with precise destination. The system is destined to support computer - assisted learning for persons belonging to a special target group: low-skilled workers from
building industry or entry-level students from vocational schools in the field of
construction.
Low-skilled workers employed in private or public companies frequently
find themselves in a dilemma: advancement in the labor market requires training, and training requires time and money. On the other hand, employers very
rarely invest in upgrading skills of entry-level workers. Employers perceive that
returns on training entry-level workers are very low.
The high turnover among entry-level, low-skill workers also increases employers’ reluctance to invest in such training. The low-level of training provided
for low-skilled, entry-level workers argues for the EU educational politics aiming to develop of such educational programs. Based on that premise, many EU
lifelong learning projects are oriented to fund new educational programs destined to pull low-skilled workers into that level of competence required by the
better jobs on the labor market.
The SkillsUp project had as a main objective the implementation of two
educational platforms:
− SkillsUp e-package and platform – a software environment for computer
assisted learning
− IT System of Monitoring and Evaluation of Employee Competences – a
system for evaluating competences and abilities of users according to criteria compatible with EQF.
The above mentioned educational platforms are integrated in a common
supporting system called SkillsUp, which provides two essential features of any
environment for technology - enhanced learning: users’ assistance in instructional precess and on-line evaluation/validation of their competences and
skills. Both platforms included in the SkillsUp supporting system can be considered typical examples of specific educational resources.
In what concerns the SkillsUp e-package, the specificity is manifest
through the following features:
− the educational content is oriented to the technical field of civil engineering, and is ultra-specialized, dealing with technologies related to interior
drywall systems – installation, partititon, jointing and surface finishing;
− the type of the educational resource: it is a handbook-type system, implemented on an e-learning platform as a sequence of lessons and test
sections;
− the target group is formed by low-skilled workers in building industry, or
students enrolled in a vocational schools for the occupations of bricklayer
and building finishing engineer.
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The second platform, IT System of Monitoring and Evaluation provides solutions to aggregate, process and analyze competence requirements for any
profession functioning on the market.
The IT System of Monitoring and Evaluation includes a database of vocational tasks, skills and competences required in real working environments.
The system is able to evaluate user skills and competences and to propose
programmes for vocational training or retraining according to the results of
this evaluation. In this case, the specificity derives from the offered functions
and services.
Both components of the SkillsUp support system are implemented according to a static model.
The specificity of the components make the entire SkillsUp support system a typical example of educational resource oriented to a very specialized
technical domain of knowledge, and targeting a specific group of users.
2.2 SkillsUp e-package and platform structure and organization
The instructional design of the SkillsUp system follows the general
principles outlined by Dick & Carey in ([8]), which use system approach by
emphasizing the interrelated instructional components. The instructional design of the SkillsUp e-package has been based on the generic model ADDIE Analysis Design Development Implementation Evaluation ([10]).
In this approach, the components of the educational system: the instructor, learners, educational objects, instructional activities, delivery systems, and
evaluation modules are designed to work together and subordinated to the
goal of supporting the students in their evolution.
This model is suitable for both individual and group based instruction systems.
Professional education courses based on the modules allow relatively
quick acquisition of knowledge by low-skilled persons or allow updating acquired skills to a level corresponding to new developments in production and
services. Following this approach, the e-package on DryWall Technologies
maintained by the SkillsUp learning platform has been built in a modular structure consisting of learning units, where each unit represents a theme of interest in the domain. Each unit is divided in smaller modules named learning
chapters. A learning chapter in a unit consists of several theoretical lessons and
one revision lesson (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Structure of the Skills-up e-package

Two additional sections in each unit are treating pedagogical issues as the
prerequisite and learning outcomes corresponding to the current unit (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Units structure in the SkillsUp e-package

Persons who want use the SkillsUp platform in learning activities should
possess the basic skills of computer literacy and should be able to use an Internet browser.
The information in the learning system can be accessed by navigating
through screens like in a very normal web-based application. Each screen included in the learning system has a simple organisation, being divided in three
parts (Figure 7), as follows:
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−

The Page Header – contains on the left side project’s name and on the
right side links to Home page, Units page, About page, Help page and the
Log Out facility.
−
The Page Body – displays a specific content
−
The Page Footer – displays the partners’ logo with links to their websites,
as well as the SkillsUp project complete title and its number as a project
developed in the frame of the European program “Leonardo da Vinci Lifelong Learning”.
The same Header and the Footer are displayed in all systems’ screens (pages).
The body content is corresponding to the element presented in that screen: unit,
chapter, or lesson. Figure 4 illustrates the Home page of SkillsUp learning system
emphasizing the project name, acronym, number and description.
Header

Body

Footer

Figure 7. SkillsUp system’s screens general organization
The main objectives of the SkillsUp system are to support nonformal
learning in technology of interior drywall systems. Competences and skills in
this domain are expressed by the mastery of domain specific terminology or
activities: how to choose materials, stages and rules for installing different
drywall systems, finishing operations, how to evaluate the final work. These
objectives are detailed for each unit being included in two pedagogical sections: one section is destined to specify the prerequisite knowledge and competences and another is meant to indicate the learning outcomes.
2.3. The SkillsUp e-package content
The educational content included in the SkillsUp learning system has been
provided by the project coordinator and by the partners representing “Polskie
Stowarzyszenie Gipsu”.
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The book-like teaching material has been prepared for the on-line presentation by dividing it in computer-like learning modules. Therefore, these learning modules have been nested in a hierarchical structure and installed on a
learning platform.
The SkillsUp learning system provides users with access to 80 theoretical
lessons, 11 revision lessons and 10 pedagogical sections. Over 150 graphics
and images complete the instructional content in SkillsUp e-package. The SkillsUp e-package has been translated from Polish to English, Romanian and Italian. A complete, independent SkillsUp learning platform has been implemented in each language: English, Polish, Italian, and Romanian.
A lesson in the Skills-Up e-package (Figures 8, 9, and 10) is an elementary
piece of information treating a small subject in the current chapter’s theme.
Lessons are consisting of short textual presentations combined with drawings
or images that illustrate specific tools, profiles, building elements, procedural
task or activities in drywall systems technologies. Lessons structure is simple
and clear and could help learners to easily achieve competences objectives.
There is no limit of time to complete a lesson or any other part of the
teaching material. Each learner will study in his own rhythm of understanding.
The educational purpose of lessons is to transfer knowledge in an efficient
way. Upon completion of the learning material and the practical tasks, the
learner should be able to identify the used materials, to install partition walls,
to install wall lining systems, to install dropped ceiling systems and to perform
finish operations for the drywall systems.

Figure 8. A lesson in the SkillsUp e-package
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Figure 9. Samples of lessons in the e-package
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Figure 10. Samples of lessons in the e-package
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3. Conclusion
Both traditional learning and computer assisted learning have specific
features and advantages that cannot be transferred between each other.
Among the advantages of the IT&C environment for learning not fully
exploited yet, we can count:
−
they are learner-oriented by means of:
o personalization of the learning path (e.g. particular assembly of the
educational objects and learning models, according to the specific
needs of each learner etc.);
o personalized structure of the lessons and courses: non-linear structure of the presentations with automated detection of weak points
and the possibility to return to the content inadequately assimilated;
o increased autonomy – learners are free to choose their own pace,
time and location for attending the e-learning lessons;
o integrated adaptive tests;
−
they are distributed resources, which include electronic libraries and multimedia content
−
they are flexible in what concerns the roles of the participants by:
o the possibility to switch roles between tutors and learners within the
learning group
o involving experts in the discussions of the learning group
o mixing individual and group tasks
o dynamically adjusting the structure of the learning groups depending
on the current cognitive center of interest, or on some efficiency criteria.
The specific features of an e-learning program, as identified by R.C. Clark
and R. Mayer in [11] are:
−
it includes content - relevant for the instruction objectives
−
it uses various methods of instruction to support learning, e.g. exemplification and practical exercises;
−
it uses multimedia content – text, images, animatio, audio files, movies –
in order to make the content more accessible and to diversify the instruction methods;
−
it builds knowledge and develops competences directly connected to the
individual objectives of the learner, and allows personalized learning
paths.
Thus, the “e” from “e-learning” indicated only the medium of the information flow associated with the learning process; the content is digitized and
becomes eContent, so it can be stored, distributed and reused in electronic
format. The interactions between the participants in the learning system are
mediated by the new technologies.
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The SkillsUp support system integrates all of the above mentioned advantages of the e-learning systems and is capable not only to deliver the eContent but also to provide monitoring and evaluation of the participants
evolution along the learning path.
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6. International report from the pilot application of
educational e-packages “Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems”. Research report from Poland
Jarosław Sitek, Krzysztof Symela,
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom

Krzysztof Baranowski – Polskie Stowarzyszenie Gipsu
1. Introduction
The educational e-package developed in the SkillsUp Project is a tool supporting development of competences within the framework of the modular
training program “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” intended in particular for education and training of low-skilled people in nonformal and informal
learning systems.
The educational e-package has been developed in four languages – English, Polish, Romanian and Italian - with the use of products transferred in the
SkillsUp Project: modular training program and educational packages in the
form of handbooks for both students and teachers which together make up
methodological underpinnings of the training offered in the job of “Drywall
Installer”.
The methodological and content-related structures of the educational epackage have been designed in such a way as to serve a function of the information-containing material available in the Internet and enabling selfacquisition of basic knowledge and intellectual skills required by employers
employing candidates for the position of Interior Drywall Installers.
In order to enable a wide usage of the designed educational e-package as
a form of support during the classes offered in an intramural system as well as
in distance learning within the framework of formal, nonformal and informal
education and as a tool of self-learning and vocational development, the epackage was submitted to pilot testing and evaluation by potential users in the
three partner countries.
This international report presents the results of tests which aimed at
evaluation of the educational e-package and were conducted in Poland, Romania and Italy. The report has been prepared on the basis of the results collected by means of a common to all partners Evaluation Questionnaire (it is
enclosed herewith as the Annex).
The participants of the pilot test of the educational e-package were the
purposefully selected representatives of institutions educating and training for
the job of the “Interior Drywall Installer”, trainers and trainees alike. The total
number of people participating in the pilot test in the three countries involved
in the Project was over 100 of the educational e-package users. Detailed re60

sults from particular countries are presented in subsequent chapters of the
International Report.
The results obtained and opinions of potential users confirmed effectiveness of the educational e-package developed within the SkillsUp Project from
the methodological point of view and reasonableness of using it in vocational
education and training of Interior Drywall Installers.

2.

Methodology for educational e-package evaluation within
the framework of the pilot test

Assumptions
• Educational e-package is a supporting tool for the development of competences within the modular training curriculum “Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems”, dedicated especially to low-skilled workers.
• E-package can be used as a form supporting the realization of the classes
in a traditional (full-time) and distance form in formal, nonformal and informal education and as a tool for self-improvement and professional development in informal education.
• Methodological and substantive structure of e-package is aimed at facilitating self-learning in terms of basic knowledge and intellectual skills required for drywall installers.
In the SkillsUp Project a uniform methodology for evaluation test has
been adopted to evaluate the educational e-package which was tested during
pilot implementation in Poland, Romania and Italy. Within the framework of
the said methodology the following elements were defined:
−
Evaluation test objective.
−
Evaluation test object.
−
Research problems.
−
Methods, techniques and research tools.
−
Selection of the test sample.
−
Research organisation and area.
Evaluation test objective
The evaluation test aimed at internal (within the partnership) and external
(by potential users) assessment of the e-package usefulness in learning and
teaching a specialisation “Technology of interior drywall systems” intended, in
particular, for education and training of low-skilled persons in nonformal and
informal forms of education.
Evaluation test object
The object of the evaluation test was methodological, content-related and
graphic aspects of the educational e-package and potential users’ (e-package
recipients) expectations concerning effectiveness of this type of materials in
vocational training of an interior drywall installer.
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Research problems
For the above objective and object of testing the following basic research
problems have been formulated in the form of questions that you can see below:
•
How is the usefulness of the e-package as a support for educational and
training services in the job of “interior drywall installer” assessed?
•
Do structural elements distinguished in the educational e-package help to
acquire the knowledge and develop practical skills in the field of technology of interior drywall installers?
•
Which modules of the educational e-package are particularly suitable for
the transfer of achievements in the vocational education and training in
accordance with the ECVET system requirements?
Methods, techniques and research tools
In order to verify the formulated research problems, it was necessary to
choose, appropriate research methods and techniques. Three methods were
used in evaluation tests: document analysis, diagnostic survey and case analysis. The choice of methods was subordinated to the principle that in social research the cognition process cannot be based on one method/technique of
research only.
1) Document analysis method. Electronic documents developed in the form
of the educational e-package placed on the IT platform in four languages:
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro (English version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/pl (Polish version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/it (Italian version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/ro (Romanian version),
were the object of an (internal and external) analysis.
2) Diagnostic survey method. It was the basic method of obtaining empirical
data in the pilot evaluation of the educational e-package. In this method
the technique of a survey measurement of the researched problems was
used. Its characteristic feature is the fact that the evaluation questionnaire directly reaches respondents (purposefully selected sample of respondents), who answer the questions included in the questionnaire in
writing, completing the printed surveys by hand or electronically in the
form of a Word file.
3) Individual case method. It is an auxiliary method (not obligatory) adopted
in the evaluation test. It consisted in conducting a deeper, direct survey
with selected users of the e-package at the place of its testing, i.e. in the
vocational education or training environments.
In the evaluation test of the educational e-package, a questionnaire was used
which contained a list of questions following a carefully established sequence,
addressed to the respondents together with boxes for marking a chosen
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answer or a space for expressing their own views. Three categories of
questions were used in the questionnaire:
• closed questions where all answers to a given question are mentioned
and the respondent’s task is to mark the answer of his/her choice,
• half-open questions where in the set of possible answers there is an
additional answer “other”,
• open questions where the respondents are absolutely free to express
their own views, opinions, expectations or needs related to the problem
investigated.
The Annex attached to this Report contains a specimen of the evaluation questionnaire used.
Selection of the test sample
The evaluation test covered the people using the educational e-package and
they came from two target groups:
• users – this group includes teachers and trainers teaching and learning in
the job of the interior Drywall Installer (or related jobs from the building
industry sector)
• recipients – this group includes learners of the job of interior Drywall Installers whose skills in this field are relatively low (or even non-existent)
and, in particular, the unemployed, pupils, students, employees, candidates for the job and school leavers of different types of schools.
It was assumed in the partnership that the total number of the people surveyed will be a group of at least 100 users and recipients of the e-package. In
Poland it was a group of 47 people, in Romania – of 48 people and in Italy – of
44 people.

Research organisation and area
Poland
Research was conducted in three institutions where the Interior Drywall
Installers are educated and trained. These were: Zespół Szkół Budowlanych
(Building Schools Complex) in Radom, Państwowe Szkoły Budownictwa (Technical Building Schools) in Gdańsk, Faculty of Building Engineering at the University of Management and Administration in Zamość and Polish partners to the
Project (ITeE – PIB, PSG, TNOiK). Evaluation of the educational e-package was
conducted in October, namely in Radom on 15.10.2012 (15 people), in Gdańsk
– on 17.10.2012 (16 people) and in Zamość – on 16.10.2012 (16 people).
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47 people
participated in the
piloting phase

Fig. 1. Groups of respondents participating in the educational
e-package piloting phase

3. Description of the piloting research results concerning educational
package in Poland
Below you may find collective research results and data of respondents.

Teachers for theoretical vocational
traning

1.

Teachers for practical
vocational traning

Training providers

Leraners/students

Regardless of the SkillsUp project e-package, have you ever seen
e-learning materials that would support education or training in the “Drywall Installer” occupation?
Definitely yes – 2,13 %
Yes – 36,17 %
Rather yes – 25,53%
Rather not – 2,13%
No – 34,04 %

Answers of respondents (building school pupils and students) show that
proposed e-packages constitute pedagogical innovation not applied so far in
education. Thus, it confirms real didactic needs of improving quality and efficiency of vocational education and training.
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2.

Do you consider the initiative of developing SkillsUp project educational
e-package as useful in support of vocational education and training in
the “Drywall Installer” occupation?

Definitely yes – 21,28%
Yes – 46,81%
Rather yes – 27,66%
Rather not – 4,26%

Answers of 45 respondents (95.74%) unanimously indicate the epackage’s usefulness in support of vocational education and training in the
“Drywall Installers” occupation.
3.

Within the framework of which organisational form of learning was the
educational package named “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”
tested?
Organisational form of learning

• Training conducted according to modules for the specialisation
“Technology of drywall partitioning systems”
• Vocational education in the scholar system – Drywall and finishing
works installer in the construction industry
• Vocational course in the non-scholar mode
• Individual self-learning at home
• Individual self-learning at school
• Individual self-learning at work
• Individual self-learning with teacher’s help
• Theoretical educational classes
• Practical educational classes

Number of
persons
16
15
3
7
4
2
18
27
20

Testing educational e-package was conducted in various organisational
forms of formal, non-formal and informal vocational education. Educational epackage “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested within the following framework: theoretical educational classes (57.45% indications), practical educational classes (42.55%), self-learning with teacher’s help (38.30% indications), training for pupils within the specialisation “Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems” (34.04% indications), within vocational education in a form
of classes supporting education in the “Drywall and finishing works installer in
the construction industry” occupation (31.91% indications), individual self65

learning at home and school (respectively 14.89% and 8.51% indications), as
well as during vocational training in the non-scholar mode (6.38%) or selflearning at work (4.26%).
3.1. Do you know other organisational forms of learning, through which educational e-package “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested?

Yes – 4,26%
No – 93,62%
No answer – 2,13%

Two respondents supplemented their previous answers, additionally admitting that testing the educational package “Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems” occurred also during presentation on university classes.
4.

Which modules included in the educational e-package did you learn during test?

Module: Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems

Definitely yes – 34,04%
Yes – 31,91%
Rather yes – 21,28%
Rather not – 2,13%
No – 2,13%
No answer – 8,51%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (95.74%) states that they
learned tested e-package within the module “Identification of materials used
in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”.
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Module: Installation of partition wall systems

Definitely yes – 29,79%
Yes – 53,19%
Rather yes – 12,77%
No – 2,13%
No answer – 2,13%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (97.87%) states that they
learned tested e-package within the module “Installation of partition wall
systems”.
Module: Installation of wall lining systems

Definitely yes – 25,53%
Yes – 34,04%
Rather yes – 27,66%
No – 6,38%
No answer – 6,38

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (93.62%) states that they
learned tested e-package learned within the module “Installation of partition
wall systems”.
Module: Installation of dropped ceiling systems

Definitely yes – 36,17%
Yes – 36,17
Rather yes – 14,89
No – 4,26%
No answer – 8,51%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (95.74%) states that they
learned tested e-package within the module “Installation of dropped ceiling
systems”.
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Module: Joint filling and finishing works

Definitely yes – 23,40%
Yes – 31,91%
Rather yes – 25,53%
No – 4,26%
No answer – 14,89%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (95.74%) states that they
learned tested e-package within the module “Joint filling and finishing works”.
5.

Is presented organisational (methodological) form of educational
e-package beneficial for achievement of learning outcomes planned in
particular modules?

Definitely yes – 6,38%
Yes – 34,04%
Rather yes – 53,19%
Rather not – 2,13%
No – 2,13%
Hard to say – 2,13%

Only 6.39% respondents answered this question (rather no, no and hard
to say). 93.61% said that presented organisational (methodological) form of
educational e-package was beneficial for achievement of learning outcomes
planned in particular modules. This result may be translated into huge demand
of the educational market within this scope. Such an expectation concerns to a
higher degree schools and vocational education centres in smaller districts.
Producers of drywall systems reach these places with difficulty, because this
area is less attractive than schools in metropolises.
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6.

Is teaching material included in the educational e-package beneficial for
achievement of learning outcomes planned in particular modules?

Definitely yes – 10,64%
Yes – 63,83%
Rather yes – 19,15%
Rather not – 2,13%
Hard to say – 4,26%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Decided majority of respondents (94.61%) said that teaching
material included in the educational e-package was beneficial for achievement
of learning outcomes planned in particular modules. 5.39% had sceptical attitude. In general, most respondents think that a set of exercises supporting
formation of students’ practical skills is well selected.
7.

Are exercise proposals in the e-package beneficial for formation of practical skills?

Definitely yes – 2,13%
Yes – 40,43%
Rather yes – 34,04%
Rather not – 4,26%
Hard to say – 19,15%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. 20% respondents found it hard to say. It may suggest that
persons with no orientation in the construction subject have problems with
this assessment. Moreover, 19.15% respondents answered “hard to say” in the
case that exercise proposals in the e-package were beneficial for formation of
practical skills. We can only guess that no works were conducted within those
scopes (practical classes/vocational training), what explains such an answer.
Other respondents confirming formation of practical skills have already conducted works within this scope.
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8.

Does the system of assessing acquired knowledge designed in the educational e-package verify learning outcomes planned in particular modules?

Definitely yes – 6,38%
Yes – 40,43%
Rather yes – 40,43%
Rather not – 8,51%
Hard to say – 4,26%

Answer to such a question is difficult and depends on the mode of conducting classes with students/learners by each lecturer. However, most respondents (95.74%) answered that the system of assessing acquired knowledge designed in the educational e-package verifies learning outcomes
planned in particular modules.
Approval of the assessment’s mode. Only two respondents (4% researched persons) assessed that designed assessment system does not verify
assumed learning outcomes.
9.

Will substantial content of the educational package be useful in the
“Drywall Installers” occupation?

Definitely yes – 10,64%
Yes – 44,68%
Rather yes – 36,17%
Rather not – 4,26%
No – 2,13%
Hard to say - 2,13%

Answers indicate the usefulness of substantial content of the educational
e-package in the “Drywall Installers” occupation – 91.49% respondents answered positively.
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10. Are illustrations applied in the e-package useful for receivers (students
and teachers)?

Definitely yes – 14,89%
Yes – 44,68%
40,43%Rather yes

All participants’ (100%) answers regarding the piloting phase indicate
adequately developed illustrations in particular units of the educational epackage.
11. Does the thematic scope of e-package create coherent and complete
thematic structure?

Definitely yes – 10,64%
Yes – 44,68%
Rather yes – 44,68%

E-package’s thematic scope creates coherent and complete thematic
structure, which is proven by answers of all respondents (100%).
12. Is a number of modular units proposed in the e-package sufficient for
basic training in the “Drywall Installers” occupation?

Definitely yes – 10,64%
Yes – 40,43%
Rather yes – 40,43%
Rather not – 6,38%
No – 2,13%

Answers indicate properly developed content and form of the e-package
within this scope. Number of modular units proposed in the e-package is sufficient for basic training in the “Drywall Installers” occupation for the majority
of respondents (91.5%).
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13. According to your assessment, which modules should be the subject of
credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with ECVET system requirements?
Module: Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems

Definitely yes – 29,79%
Rather yes – 55,32%
Rather not – 6,38%
No answer – 8,51%

According to the opinion of most respondents (85.11%), module “Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” should be
the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international
dimension in accordance with ECVET system requirements.
Module: Installation of partition wall systems

Definitely yes – 57,45%
Rather yes – 36,17%
Hard to say – 2,13%
No answer – 4,26%

According to the opinion of most respondents (93.62%), module “Installation of partition wall systems” should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with
ECVET system requirements.
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Module: Installation of wall lining systems

Definitely yes – 42,55%
Rather yes – 48,94%
Rather not – 2,13%
No answer – 6,38%

According to the opinion of most respondents (91.49%), module “Installation of wall lining systems” should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with
ECVET system requirements.
Module: Installation of dropped ceiling systems

Definitely yes – 59,57%
Rather yes – 31,91%
Rather not – 2,13%
No answer – 6,38%

According to the opinion of most respondents (91.48%), module “Installation of dropped ceiling systems” should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with
ECVET system requirements.
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Module: Installation of roof lining systems
Definitely yes – 59,57%
Rather yes – 31,91%
Rather not – 2,13%
Hard to say – 4,26%
No answer – 2,13%

According to the opinion of most respondents (91.48%), module “Installation of roof lining systems” should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with
ECVET system requirements.
Module: Installation of dry screed systems

Definitely yes – 44,68%
Rather yes – 42,55%
Rather not – 4,26%
Hard to say – 2,13%
No answer – 6,38%

According to the opinion of most respondents (87.23%), module “: Installation of dry screed systems” should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training in international dimension in accordance with
ECVET system requirements.
13.1. Do you know any other modules, which according to your assessment
should be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and
training in international dimension in accordance with ECVET system
requirements?

No – 100%

All respondents (100%) stated that they did not know other modules, which
should also be the subject of credit transfer in vocational education and training
in international dimension in accordance with ECVET system requirements.
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14. Has the educational package “Technology of Interior Drywall Sys-

tems” met your expectations concerning this type of teaching materials?

Definitely yes – 8,5%
Yes – 36,17%
Rather yes – 48,94%
Rather not – 4,26%
Hard to say – 2,13%

The educational e-package “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” has
met qualitative expectations of most respondents (93.62%) at various levels,
regarding quality of this type of teaching materials.
15. What other comments and proposals would you like to be considered at
further stages of developing the educational e-package for the „Drywall
Installers” occupation?
Answer
Too much content presented in not too accessible way.
Everything is OK and I like it a lot. Maybe it could contain more video images.
I do not have any objections about the content, but my proposal concerns
page’s image. I think it is too monotonous to learn. It starts to be boring after
some time. I propose using brighter colour and adding more pictures or placing
some short training films from fitting e.g. dropped ceiling, etc.
Change of training forms: - form of films – form of graphical presentations
More interesting information, examples, photo
Colourful photos, films from premises where one executes given operations.
Too much theory, repeatable content, information data should be described
once and in one place, during 45 minutes material can be only viewed – min.
two hours are required to learn it.
Only complementation of information, but people who know nothing about
the subject can learn from the current version of this course
Material scope at the basic level, for a student of basic vocational school. It is
too narrow from the contractor’s point of view (no contractual details)
Increased independence at works performance.
Propose questions to tasks in the form of test tasks – theory and assessment of
practical training of completed works scope from 1 to 6 points.
Test form of questions.
Test form of questions (several questions).
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Respondents’ proposals concerning development of the educational epackage for the “Drywall Installers” occupation indicate that one should improve its graphic layer, introduce elements preventing tiredness and monotony, colours, drawings, training films. In addition, finishing each module should
enable self-assessment by a test question survey.
Data of respondents
Sex of respondents:
Woman – 23,40%
Man – 76,60%

The survey research involved 47 respondents: 11 women (23.4%) and 36
men (76.6%).
I am:
Answer
Employee of a building company
Student of the “Construction” major
High school graduate
University graduate
Theoretical education teacher
Practical education teacher
Organiser of the vocational full-time training

number
2
14
1
1
17
15
12

%
4,26
29,79
2,13
2,13
36,17
31,91
25,53

Age of respondents:
18-24 years old – 27,66%
25-35 years old – 21,28%
36-45 years old – 29,79%
More than 45 years old – 21,28%

All respondents were adults. Age distribution mentioned above in the table and on the pie graph shows more or less even distribution of a research
sample with regard to age.
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Nationality:
Poland – 95,74%
No answer – 4,26%

The vast majority of respondents (95.74%) checked Polish nationality. Two
persons (4.26%) rejected answering a question posed in this way.

Conclusions and recommendations
•

•
•
•

E-package is a valuable teaching material for the occupation of drywall
and finishing works fitter in the construction industry for the “Drywall Installers” qualifications.
E-package is a good tool of initial selection before the practical part of
learning in an occupation. It should be treated as a complementary source
of knowledge on the Technology of Interior Drywall Systems.
It seems necessary to check in further projects how persons use the epackage knowledge in the practice of Drywall Installers.
The German language is worth considering as a second occupational language in the e-package, apart from English.
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7. Report from the pilot application of educational
e-packages “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”
in Romania. Raport internațional – Testare pilot
a pachetului educațional "Tehnologia sistemelor gipscarton de interior" în România
Emilia Pecheanu, PhD, Adina Cocu, PhD
University Dunarea de Jos of Galati - Romania

Introduction
The educational e-package developed in the SkillsUp Project is a tool
supporting development of competences within the framework of the modular
training program “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” intended in
particular for education and training of low-skilled people in nonformal and
informal learning systems.
The educational e-package has been developed in four languages –
English, Polish, Romanian and Italian - with the use of products transferred in
the SkillsUp Project: modular training program and educational packages in the
form of handbooks for both students and teachers which together make up
methodological underpinnings of the training offered in the job of “Drywall
Installer”.
The methodological and content-related structures of the educational
e-package have been designed in such a way as to serve a function of the
information-containing material available in the Internet and enabling
self-acquisition of basic knowledge and intellectual skills required by employers employing candidates for the position of interior drywall installers.
In order to enable a wide usage of the designed educational e-package as
a form of support during the classes offered in an intramural system as well as
in distance learning within the framework of formal, nonformal and informal
education and as a tool of self-learning and vocational development, the
e-package was submitted to pilot testing and evaluation by potential users in
the three partner countries.
This international report presents the results of tests which aimed at
evaluation of the educational e-package and were conducted in Poland,
Romania and Italy. The report has been prepared on the basis of the results
collected by means of a common to all partners Evaluation Questionnaire (it is
enclosed herewith as the Annex).
Participants of the pilot test of the educational e-package were the
purposefully selected representatives of institutions educating and training for
the job of the “Interior Drywall System Installer”, trainers and trainees alike.
The total number of people participating in the pilot test in the three countries
involved in the Project was over 100 of the educational e-package users.
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Detailed results from particular countries are presented in subsequent
chapters of the International Report.
The results obtained and opinions of potential users confirmed
effectiveness of the educational e-package developed within the SkillsUp
Project from the methodological point of view and reasonableness of using it
in vocational education and training of interior drywall installers.

Introducere
Pachetul educaţional dezvoltat în cadrul proiectului SkillsUp poate fi
folosit pentru dezvoltarea competenţelor în cadrul programului modular
pentru specializarea „Tehnologia sistemelor gips-carton de interior” și este
destinat persoanelor necalificate care folosesc un sistem educaţional
non-formal şi informal.
Pachetul educaţional a fost dezvoltat în patru limbi – engleză, poloneză,
română şi italiană – pe baza materialelor transferate în cadrul proiectului
SkillsUp: program modular educaţional şi pachete educaţionale sub formă de
cărţi pentru cursanţi şi profesori, care cuprind metodologia studierii
specializării de „Instalator sisteme gips-carton”.
Structurile metodologice şi de conţinut ale pachetului educaţional au fost
realizate astfel încât să fie disponibile pe Internet şi să permită auto-învăţarea
cunoştinţelor de bază şi a competenţelor intelectuale cerute de la candidaţii la
meseria de instalator sisteme gips-carton.
Pentru a putea fi folosit ca suport la cursurile de construcţii, sau pentru
educaţia vocaţională formală şi non-formală la distanţă, pachetul educaţional a
fost evaluat şi testat de potenţiali utilizatori din cele trei ţări ale partenerilor
din cadrul proiectului.
Acest raport internaţional prezintă rezultatele testării care a avut ca scop
evaluarea pachetului educaţional în Polonia, România şi Italia. Raportul a fost
realizat plecând de la rezultatele la Chestionarul de evaluare (prezentat în
Anexă). Rezultatele au fost colectate şi prelucrate de către toţi partenerii.
Participanţii la testarea pilot a pachetului educaţional au fost selectaţi din
cadrul instituţiilor de învăţământ reprezentative care pregătesc pentru meseria
de „Instalator sisteme gips-carton”, atât profesori, cât şi cursanţi. Numărul
total de persoane care au participat la testarea pilot în cele trei ţări
participante la proiect a fost peste 100. Rezultatele detaliate pentru fiecare
ţară sunt prezentate în capitolele următoare ale prezentului raport.
Rezultatele obţinute şi opiniile potenţialilor utilizatori au confirmat
eficienţa pachetului educaţional dezvoltat în cadrul proiectului SkillsUp din
punct de vedere metodologic, dar şi al utilităţii folosirii în cadrul educaţiei
profesionale pentru specializarea de instalator sisteme gips-carton.
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1. Methodology for educational e-package evaluation within the
framework of the pilot test
In the SkillsUp Project a uniform methodology for evaluation test has
been adopted to evaluate the educational e-package which was tested during
pilot implementation in Poland, Romania and Italy. Within the framework of
the said methodology the following elements were defined:
• Evaluation test objective.
• Evaluation test object.
• Research problems.
• Methods, techniques and research tools.
• Selection of the test sample.
• Research organisation and area.
Evaluation test objective
The evaluation test aimed at internal (within the partnership) and external
(by potential users) assessment of the e-package usefulness in learning and
teaching a specialisation “Technology of interior drywall systems” intended, in
particular, for education and training of low-skilled persons in nonformal and
informal forms of education.
Evaluation test object
The object of the evaluation test was methodological, content-related and
graphic aspects of the educational e-package and potential users’ (e-package
recipients) expectations concerning effectiveness of this type of materials in
vocational training of an interior drywall installer.
Research problems
For the above objective and object of testing the following basic research
problems have been formulated in the form of questions that you can see
below:
• How is the usefulness of the e-package as a support for educational and
training services in the job of “interior drywall installers” assessed?
• Do structural elements distinguished in the educational e-package help to
acquire the knowledge and develop practical skills in the field of technology of interior drywall systems?
• Which modules of the educational e-package are particularly suitable for
the transfer of achievements in the vocational education and training in
accordance with the ECVET system requirements?
Methods, techniques and research tools
In order to verify the formulated research problems, it was necessary to
choose, appropriate research methods and techniques. Three methods were
used in evaluation tests: document analysis, diagnostic survey and case
analysis. The choice of methods was subordinated to the principle that in social
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research the cognition process cannot be based on one method/technique of
research only.
1. Document analysis method. Electronic documents developed in the
form of the educational e-package placed on the IT platform in four languages:
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro (English version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/pl (Polish version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/it (Italian version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/ro (Romanian version),
were the object of an (internal and external) analysis.
2. Diagnostic survey method. It was the basic method of obtaining empirical data in the pilot evaluation of the educational e-package. In this method
the technique of a survey measurement of the researched problems was used.
Its characteristic feature is the fact that the evaluation questionnaire directly
reaches respondents (purposefully selected sample of respondents), who
answer the questions included in the questionnaire in writing, completing the
printed surveys by hand or electronically in the form of a Word file.
3. Individual case method. It is an auxiliary method (not obligatory)
adopted in the evaluation test. It consisted in conducting a deeper, direct survey with selected users of the e-package at the place of its testing, i.e. in the
vocational education or training environments.
In the evaluation test of the educational e-package, a questionnaire was
used which contained a list of questions following a carefully established
sequence, addressed to the respondents together with boxes for marking
a chosen answer or a space for expressing their own views. Three categories of
questions were used in the questionnaire:
• closed questions where all answers to a given question are mentioned
and the respondent’s task is to mark the answer of his/her choice,
•
half-open questions where in the set of possible answers there is an additional answer “other”,
• open questions where the respondents are absolutely free to express
their own views, opinions, expectations or needs related to the
problem investigated.
The Annex attached to this Report contains a specimen of the evaluation
questionnaire used.
Selection of the test sample
The evaluation test covered the people using the educational e-package
and they came from two target groups:
• users – this group includes teachers and trainers teaching and learning in
the job of the interior drywall installer (or related jobs from the building
industry sector)
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•

recipients – this group includes learners of the job of interior drywall installer whose skills in this field are relatively low (or even non-existent)
and, in particular, the unemployed, pupils, students, employees, candidates for the job and school leavers of different types of schools.
It was assumed in the partnership that the total number of the people
surveyed will be a group of at least 100 users and recipients of the e-package.
In Poland it was a group of 47 people, in Romania – of 48 people and in Italy –
of 44 people.

Research organisation and area
Romania
Research was conducted in the frame of three entities involved in qualification and training of interior drywall installers or related occupations from
building sector. These entities were: the main regional school providing education in constructions - Grupul Școlar “Anghel Saligny” Galati (Vocational
Schools in Constructions), and two companies working in building sector, Romlotus SRL Galati and Ecorom International SRL, also from Galati. Evaluation of
the educational e-package was conducted in November and December namely
in Galati, after the completion of the three pilot testing sessions organized
with pupils, students and employees from the institutions mentioned above.

1. Metodologia de evaluare a pachetului educaţional în faza pilot
În cadrul proiectului SkillsUp a fost adoptată o metodologie unitară pentru
pentru a evalua pachetul educaţional care a fost testat pe parcursul
implementării pilot în Polonia, România şi Italia. În cadrul acestei metodologii
au fost definite următoarele elemente:
• Obiectivul evaluării.
• Obiectul evaluării.
• Probleme de cercetat.
• Metode, tehnici şi instrumente de cercetare.
• Selectarea evaluatorilor.
• Organizarea cercetării.
Obiectivul evaluării
Evaluarea are în vedere determinarea utilităţii pachetului în studierea
nonformală şi informală a specializării "Tehnologia sistemelor gips-carton de
interior" de către persoanele necalificate. Evaluarea se face intern (în cadrul
parteneriatului) şi extern (de către potenţialii utilizatori).
Obiectul evaluării
Evaluarea a ţinut cont de aspectele metodologice, legate de conţinut şi
grafică pe care le-au exprimat potenţialii utilizatori ai pachetului educaţional cu
privire la aşteptările şi la eficacitatea acestui tip de materiale în formarea
profesională a unui instalator de sisteme gips-carton de interior.
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Probleme de cercetat
Pentru obiectivul şi obiectul evaluării, problemele de cercetat au fost
formulate sub formă de întrebări, aşa cum se poate vedea în exemplele de mai
jos:
•
Cum evaluaţi utilitatea pachetului ca suport în educaţie pentru meseria de
instalator sisteme de gips-carton de interior?
•
Elementele structurale evidenţiate în pachet ajută la învăţarea aspectelor
teoretice şi practice pentru specializarea în sistemele gips-carton de
interior?
•
Care module ale pachetului educaţional sunt utile pentru transferul de
credite în sistemul ECVET?
Metode, tehnici şi instrumente de cercetare
Pentru a verifica problemele de cercetat a fost necesar să se aleagă
metode şi tehnici corespunzătoare. Au fost folosite trei metode: analiza
documentelor, evaluare diagnostică şi analiza de caz. Alegerea metodelor a
fost influenţată de principiul din cercetarea socială conform căruia procesul
cognitiv nu se bazează doar pe metode de cercetare.
1) Analiza documentelor. Documente electronice implementate ca pachet
educaţional realizate în patru limbi:
•
http://skillsup.ugal.ro (versiunea în engleză),
•
http://skillsup.ugal.ro/pl (versiunea în poloneză),
•
http://skillsup.ugal.ro/it (versiunea în italiană),
•
http://skillsup.ugal.ro/ro (versiunea în româneşte),
au fost obiectul analizei (interne şi externe).
2) Evaluare diagnostică. A fost metoda de bază pentru obţinerea empirică a
datelor din evaluarea pilot a pachetului educaţional. În această metodă sau folosit metrici pentru problemele de cercetat. Caracteristica de bază
este faptul că evaluarea se face prin chestionare cu răspunsuri directe de
la evaluatori, exprimate în scris pe hîrtie sau prin completarea unui
document electronic Word.
3) Analiza de caz. Este o metodă auxiliară (nu este obligatorie) folosită
pentru evaluare. Se consideră că permite o evaluare directă, mai
amănunţită, a unor utilizatori selectaţi, în locul evalării în cadrul şcolilor
profesionale.
Pentru evaluare s-au folosit chestionare care conţin liste de întrebări care
urmează o secvenţa prestabilită. La întrebări se poate răspunde prin selectarea
unor opţiuni sau prin introducerea unei păreri proprii. S-au folosit trei tipuri de
chestionare:
• întrebări închise prin care evaluatorul marchează un răspuns predefinit,
• întrebări semi-închise care, pe lângă răspunsurile predefinite, au
o opţiune de “completaţi altceva”,
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•

întrebări deschise la care evaluatorii îşi pot exprima liber părerile şi
opiniile.
Anexa acestui raport conţine un chestionar de evaluare.
Selectarea evaluatorilor
Evaluarea a fost făcută de persoane care au folosit pachetul educaţional şi
care pot fi:
• profesori – acest grup include profesori care predau meseria de instalator
sisteme gips-carton (sau o meserie din domeniul construcţiilor)
• cursanţi – acest grup include cursanţi în specializarea instalator sisteme
gips-carton ale căror competenţe sunt slabe sau inexistente şi care pot fi
elevi ai unui liceu profesional, şomeri sau angajați care mai fac
o specializare.
În cadrul parteneriatului numărul total de persoane care au participat la
evaluare a fost de cel puţin 100 de profesori şi cursanţi. În Polonia au fost 47
de persoane, în România în jur de 48 persoane, iar în Italia 44 persoane.

2. Description of the educational e-package test results in Romania
First of all, in accordance with the data collected in point II of the Evaluation Questionnaire, we present a collective characteristic of the respondents,
participants in the pilot test of the educational e-package.
In Romania, the Skillsup e-package’s evaluation has been provided by persons that participate to pilot sessions based upon this e-package use. The pilot
testing involved on-line or off-line training and educational activities performed by learners (students, pupils, employees) and by teachers and trainers.
The evaluation has been realized by grading of different aspects of the
e-learning activities, plus qualitative commentaries. The process of evaluation
was undertaken considering the answers given to questions accordingly to the
marks: Absolutely yes, Yes, Rather yes, Rather not, No, Difficult to say.
The Evaluation Questionnaires have been fulfilled by a total 48 respondents.
The evaluation test covered people coming from two target groups, as
established in the selection conditions of the test sample: users and recipients.
The users group included a total of 8 persons:
− Teachers from the vocational school and tutors/organisers of educational
activities from two local companies in building industry.
The recipients’ group included a total of 40 persons:
− Students from the regional vocational school in constructions: 15 persons,
(4 female, and 11 male learners), age under 19 years old
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−

Adults (workers on unemployed persons) enrolled in evening-courses at
the regional vocational school: 15 persons, (1 female and 14 male
learners), age between 20 and 50 years old
− Workers with or without certified vocational qualifications, from two local
companies in building industry: 10 persons, (3 female and 7 male
learners), age between 25 and 50 years old, 7 persons without any certification of training
The tests’ data processing and analysis have been done by taking into consideration the two main categories of respondents: users and recipients.
The users’ answers have been aggregated in a single data set in Table 1
– teachers answers and similarly, the recipients’ answers are aggregated as
a unitary data set in Table 2.- Learners answers.
Next, the test results are described following the sequence of 15 questions
included in the Evaluation Questionnaire (cf. Annex).
Table 1. Teachers’ answers to the evaluation questionnaire – 8 people
Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

1.

2.

Have you ever come across
e-learning resources, other
than those developed as
the Skillup Project epackage, which would
support education / training in the occupation of
“Drywall installers”?
Do you regard the initiative
of developing an educational e-package within the
framework of the SkillsUp
Project as useful for supporting vocational education in the occupation of
“Drywall installers”?

Absolutely
Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

75%

50%

Rather
Not

No

Difficult to
say

25%

50%
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3.

4.

What was the organisational form of learning in which the educational epackage “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested?
Number of
Organisational form of learning
election made
Training carried out according to the modular programme for
the specialisation “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”
Vocational training in the school system – classes in the
7
occupation of BRICKLAYER
Vocational training course in out-of-school system

-

Individual self-learning at school
Individual self-learning at workplace
Individual self-learning at home
Theoretical educational classes
Teacher-supervised self-learning
Practical educational classes
Other (specify):

1
4
8
-

Which modules included in the e-package did you learn in the testing process?
Evaluation scale –
Number of selections made per answer

Name of training module

Absolutely Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

No

0

8

0

0

0

0

6

2

0

0

Installation of wall lining systems

0

4

4

0

0

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

0

2

6

0

0

Joint filling and finishing works

0

8

0

0

0

Identification of materials used
in technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

5.
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In your opinion, does the
presented organisational
(methodological) form of
the educational e-package
support attainment of the
learning outcomes assumed
in particular modules?

Absolutely
Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

50%

25%

25%

No

Difficult to
say

Table 1. Teachers’ answers (continued)
Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

In your opinion, do the
learning contents included
in the educational
e-package favour attainment of the learning outcomes assumed in particular modules?
7. In your opinion, do the
tasks included in the epackage help develop
practical skills?
8. In your opinion, does the
system of the acquired
knowledge assessment
really check the learning
outcomes assumed in
particular modules?
9. In your opinion, will the epackage contents be useful
in the occupation of “Drywall installers”?
10. In your opinion, are the
illustrations included in
the e-package useful for its
users (learners and teachers)?
11. In your opinion, does the
range of topics covered by
the e-package make up a
coherent and complementary structure?
12. In your opinion, is the
number of modular units
given in the package sufficient for basic training in
the occupation of “Drywall installers”?

Absolutely
Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

No

Difficult to
say

6.

75%

25%

50%

25%

25%

50%

25%

25%

25%

50%

25%

50%

50%

75%

25%

25%

75%
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13. In your opinion, which module in table below should be the object of VET
achievement transfer at the international level in accordance with the ECVET
requirements?
Evaluation scale –
Name of training module
Number of selections made per answer
Absolutely Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

No

0

8

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

Installation of wall lining systems

0

6

2

0

0

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

0

6

2

0

0

Installation of roof lining systems

0

4

4

0

0

Installation of dry-screed systems

0

2

6

0

0

Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0

Identification of materials used in
technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

14. In terms of quality of such
resources, did the epackage “Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems”
meet your expectations?
15. Any other comments or
suggestions that you
would like to submit for
consideration at further
stages of the educational e-package development for the occupation of
“Drywall installers”?
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Absolutely
Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

50%

50%

Rather
Not

No

Difficult to
say

Table 2. Learners’’ answers to the evaluation questionnaires (40 people)
Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

1.

2.

3.

Absolutely
Yes

Have you ever come across
e-learning resources, other
than those developed as
the Skillup Project epackage, which would
support education / training in the occupation of
“Drywall installer”?

Yes

Rather
Yes

23%

Rather
Not

Difficult to
say

No

78%

Do you regard the initiative of developing an educational e-package within
the framework of the Skil18%
39%
18%
25%
lup Project as useful for
supporting vocational
education in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
What was the organisational form of learning in which the educational epackage “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested?
Number of
Organisational form of learning
election made
Training carried out according to the modular programme
for the specialisation “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”
Vocational training in the school system – classes in the
30
occupation of
BRICKLAYER
Vocational training course in out-of-school system

-

Individual self-learning at home

15

Individual self-learning at school

20

Individual self-learning at workplace
Teacher-supervised self-learning
Theoretical educational classes
Practical educational classes
Other (specify):

10
26
24
-
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4.

Which modules included in the e-package did you learn in the testing process?
Evaluation scale –
Number of answers per option

Name of training module

Absolutely Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

No

0

35

5

0

0

0

34

6

0

0

Installation of wall lining systems

0

38

2

0

0

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

0

21

15

4

0

Joint filling and finishing works

0

38

2

0

0

Identification of materials used in
technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of answers
Question

5.

6.

7.

8.
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In your opinion, does the
presented organisational
(methodological) form of
the educational e-package
support attainment of the
learning outcomes assumed in particular modules?
In your opinion, do the
learning contents included
in the educational epackage favour attainment
of the learning outcomes
assumed in particular
modules?
In your opinion, do the
tasks included in the epackage help develop
practical skills?
In your opinion, does the
system of the acquired
knowledge assessment
really check the learning
outcomes assumed in
particular modules?

Absolutely
Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

No

Difficult to
say

25%

25%

18%

15%

18%

25%

25%

18%

20%

35%

20%

25%

38%

25%

13%

25%

33%

In your opinion, will the epackage contents be useful
in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
10. In your opinion, are the
illustrations included in the
e-package useful for its
users (learners and teachers)?
11. In your opinion, does the
range of topics covered by
the e-package make up a
coherent and complementary structure?
12. In your opinion, is the
number of modular units
given in the package sufficient for basic training in
the occupation of “Drywall
Installer”?
9.

25%

38%

18%

18%

33%

38%

18%

50%

18%

44%

38%

20%

13%

15%

18%

13. In your opinion, which module in table below should be the object of VET
achievement transfer at the international level in accordance with the ECVET
requirements?
Evaluation scale –
Name of training module
Number of answers per option
Absolutely Yes

Yes

Rather
Yes

0

32

8

0

0

35

5

0

Installation of wall lining systems

0

33

7

0

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

0

20

16

4

0

Installation of roof lining systems

0

18

15

7

0

Installation of dry-screed systems

0

20

14

6

0

Installation of exterior drywall
systems

0

17

13

10

0

Identification of materials used in
technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

Rather
Not

No
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Number of selections made per answer /
Total number of selections
Question

Absolutely
Yes

14. In terms of quality of such
resources, did the epackage “Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems”
meet your expectations?
15. Any other comments or
suggestions that you
would like to submit for
consideration at further
stages of the educational
e-package development
for the occupation of
“Drywall Installer”?

Yes

Rather
Yes

Rather
Not

38%

42%

20%

No

Difficult to
say

The results obtained through spreadsheet processing of the respondents’
answers to the evaluation questions will presented in the following graphics.
For each question from the evaluation set, the answers of the two sample
groups – Teachers (users) and Learners (recipients) – will be put together, in
order to better interpret and compare the feedback obtained from the two
categories of respondents.
Question 1
Have you ever come across e-learning resources, other than those developed as the SkillSup Project e-package, which would support education / training in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
Teachers Answers
Yes 38%
No 63%

Learners Answers
Yes 23%

No 78%

In Romania, the majority of respondents (teachers and learners) never
come across e-learning resources for training in drywall technologies. As a
result, the Skillsup e-package could define a new approach in training and enabling self-acquisition of the basic knowledge and intellectual skills required for
the position of interior drywall installers.
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Question 2
Do you regard the initiative of developing an educational e-package
within the framework of the SkillSup Project as useful for supporting
vocational education in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
Teachers Answers
Rather yes
50%

Learners Answers
Difficult to say
25%

Rather not
18%

Yes
50%

Yes
18%

Rather yes
39%

The utility of the initiative to build an e-learning system in order to support vocational education seems to be clear to Teachers. On the other hand,
applying this approach in vocational training is not so evident for all the
Learners, even if their majority seemed to appreciate the advantages of the
computer assisted learning.
Question 3
What was the organisational form of learning in which the educational
e-package “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested?
Teachers Answers
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Vocational
training
classes in the
BRICKLAYER
occupation

Individual
self-learning
at workplace

Theoretical
educational
classes

Teachersupervised
self-learning
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Learners Answers
40
36
32
28
24
20
16
12
8
4
0
Vocational
training
classes in the
occupation of
BRICKLAYER

Individual
Individual
Individual
Theoretical
self-learning self-learning self-learning educational
at home
at school
at workplace
classes

Teachersupervised
self-learning

Other

In Romania, the organisational form of learning is closely related to the
position of the two sample groups: teachers and learners (i.e. pupils from the
Regional building School and workers employed in local companies or enrolled
in evening courses at the vocational school). In Learners’ graphic one can observe the lower values for the individual self-learning activities accomplished
with the Skillsup e-package support. This fact can have different explanations,
one of them being the level of interactivity of the e-package. Further developments of the e-learning system should obviously improve these aspects.
Question 4
Which modules included in the e-package did you learn in the testing
process?
Teachers Answers
8

Absolutely yes
7

Yes
Rather yes

6

Rather not
5

No

4

3

2

1

0

Identification of
materials used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
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Installation of partition
wall systems

Installation of wall
lining systems

Installation of dropped
ceiling systems

Joint filling and
finishing works

Learners Answers
40

Absolutely yes

36

Yes

32

Rather yes
28

Rather not
24

No

20
16

12
8
4

0

Identification of
materials used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems

Installation of partition
wall systems

Installation of wall
lining systems

Installation of dropped
ceiling systems

Joint filling and
finishing works

The two sample groups had the same opinion concerning the introductory
and finishing modules: they indicated as the most important the first module
(“Identification of materials”) and the last-one (“Joint filling and finishing
works”). The module named “Installation of lining systems” seems to be very
important to acquire for learners, while teachers considered as equally important to study the three modules: Installation of partitions walls, Installation of
wall lining and Installation of dropped ceiling systems.
Question 5
In your opinion, does the presented organisational form of the educational e-package support attainment of the learning outcomes assumed
in particular modules?
Teachers Answers
Rather not
25%
Rather yes
25%

Learners Answers
Difficult to say
18%

Yes
50%

Rather not
18%

Yes
24%

Rather
yes
25%
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Question 6
In your opinion, do the learning contents included in the educational epackage favour attainment of the learning outcomes assumed in particular modules?
Teachers Answers

Learners Answers
Yes 25%

Rather yes
25%

Yes 75%

Diff. to say
33%

Rather yes
25%

Rather not
18%

The majority of respondents (teachers and learners) agreed on the fact
that the organisational form of the e-package and the learning content could
help in attainment of learning outcomes. Although, learners' answers on questions 6 and 7 pointed out the necessity to improve the e-package structuring
and content.
Question 7
In your opinion, do the tasks included in the e-package help develop
practical skills?
Teachers Answers
Rather
yes 50%

Rather
not 50%

Learners Answers
Diff. to
say 25%

Rather
yes 20%

Rather
not 35%

No 20%

Question 8
In your opinion, does the system of the acquired knowledge assessment
really check the learning outcomes assumed in particular modules?
Teachers Answers
Yes 25%
No 25%
Rather not
25%

Rather yes
25%

Learners Answers
Diff. to
say 25%

Rather
yes 37%
No 13%

Rather
not 25%

Learners' answers to the questions 7 and 8, - concerning practical skills
and assessment showed that this aspects should be also improved.
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Question 9
In your opinion, will the e-package contents be useful in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
Teachers Answers
Yes
75%

Absolutely
yes
25%

Learners Answers
Diff. to say
20%

Rather not
18%

Yes
25%

Rather yes
37%

Question 10
In your opinion, are the illustrations included in the e-package useful
for its users?
Teachers Answers

Learners Answers

Yes 25%
Rather
not 25%

Yes 18%
Rather
yes 50%

No 13%

Rather
yes 32%

Rather
not 37%

Question 11
In your opinion, does the range of topics covered by the e-package
make up a coherent and complementary structure?
Teachers Answers
Rather
yes 50%

Yes 50%

Learners Answers
Diff. to say
15%

Yes 18%
Rather
not 18%

Rather
yes 49%
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Question 12
In your opinion, is the number of modular units
given in the package sufficient for basic
training
in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”?
Teachers Answers
Rather yes
25%

Learners Answers
Diff. to say
18%

Yes 75%

Yes 44%
Rather yes
38%

Question 14
In terms of quality of such resources, did the e-package “Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems” meet your expectations?
Teachers Answers
Yes 50%
Rather
yes 50%

Learners Answers
Yes 38%

Rather
yes 42%
Rather
not 20%

Answers to questions 9, 10, 11, 12 and show with no doubt that the great
majority of teachers and the majority of learners appreciated the utility and
the quality of the e-package. Although, learners' answers to these questions
pointed out the necessity of improvement on e-package structuring, content
and extent.

3. Conclusions and recommendations – national and international
dimension
One of the main goals of the SkillsUp Project was to enable educational
activation, through an e-learning system, to low skilled persons working in
building industry or to entry-level students from vocational schools providing
educational programs related to construction sector. Educational activation
could imply improvement of employees’ competencies in companies working
in building industry, helping these companies to address human resource issues and challenges.
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The provided Evaluation Questionnaire concerning the educational
e-package we have developed within the framework of the Leonardo da Vinci
“Skillsup” Project, which was devised as a support for the development of
competences covered by the modular training programme “Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems”, addressed, first of all, to low-skilled workers.
The e-package can be used as a form of support for the classes carried out
in the traditional forms of education, in distance learning in formal and nonformal systems and as a tool of vocational self-learning and development in
informal learning.
The methodological and content-related structure of the e-package aims
at facilitating the self-learning in terms of basic knowledge and skills acquisition in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”.
The SkilsUp project’s main goal achievement was evaluated through a
phase consisting in pilot application of the new educational tool. This phase
was meant to provide both qualitative and quantitative feedback on relevancy,
usability and quality of the new training resource – the SkillsUp e-package and
platform - and on desired project impacts.
The outcomes obtained in the pilot application of the SkillsUp e-learning
system should be assessed through a specific evaluation spread-sheet form.
These results will serve the purposes of a report preparation and of improvement and further development of the e-package supporting learning in the
occupation of “Drywall Installer”.
In general teachers see the SkillsUp e-package as enhancing the learning
process and definitively a worthy educational resource to be used. Furthermore, teachers stated that this resource does not require previous knowledge
to be used, which makes it an easy tool that could be applied in any ongoing
vocational programmes for the occupation “Drywall Installer”. In addition, the
e-package can create independent activities for their pupils/students.
The majority of teachers would recommend the use of SkillsUp system’s
training modules. The evaluations realized by the teachers can be considered
as a useful source of information for pedagogical materials reviews in this and
other future educational projects.
An important percentage of learners would recommend more content of:
• Unit 1 – Identification of materials used in technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
• Unit 2 – Installation of partition wall systems
• Unit 5 – Joint filling and finishing works.
The majority of users stated that the volume of each learning unit in the
SkillsUp e-package is right. Almost all aspects concerning the content and
presentation of the e-package were mostly evaluated in a positive way. All
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training units were evaluated positively, and all received quite good levels of
appreciation.
Few difficulties were reported by teachers and learners. Some technical
problems related to access to pages are due to the speed of Internet connection used by the user.
Almost all aspects concerning the content and presentation of the SkillsUp
e-package were mostly evaluated in a positive way by learners and teachers.

3. Concluzii și recomandări – pe plan național și internațional
Unul din principalele scopuri ale proiectului SkillsUp este de a stimula
învăţarea printr-un sistem e-learning pentru persoanele necalificate care
lucrează în industria de construcţii sau pentru elevii din şcolile profesionale
care furnizează programe educaţionale în sectorul construcţiilor. Stimularea
învăţării ar putea implica şi îmbunătăţirea competenţelor angajaţilor din
companiile care lucrează în industria de construcţii, ajutând aceste companii să
rezolve problemele legate de resursele umane.
Sistemul e-learning „Tehnologia sistemelor de gips-carton de interior” a
fost realizat în cadrul proiectului Leonardo da Vinci "Skillsup". Acesta a fost
conceput ca un sprijin pentru dezvoltarea competenţelor acoperite de
programul modular de formare în „Tehnologia sistemelor de gips-carton de
interior”, adresat, în primul rând, muncitorilor necalificaţi.
Chestionarul de evaluare se adresează instituţiilor implicate în educarea şi
formarea pentru ocupaţia de "instalator sisteme gips-carton", elevilor şi
profesorilor, dar şi participanţilor la implementarea pilot a sistemului care este
accesibil prin intermediul unei platforme de e-learning. Rezultatele obţinute în
urma evaluării vor servi exclusiv la redactarea unui raport.
Evaluarea sistemului e-learning din proiectul SkillsUp se realizează prin
folosirea acestuia în scopuri educaţionale, într-o etapă pilot. Această fază este
menită să ofere feedback-ul calitativ şi cantitativ asupra relevanţei, utilităţii şi
calităţii resurselor educaţionale oferite de proiectul SkillsUp, dar şi urmărirea
efectelor scontate ale proiectului.
Rezultatele obţinute în urma testării pilot a sistemului e-learning SkillsUp
ar trebui să fie evaluate sub formă de tabele. Aceste rezultate vor servi pentru
pregătirea unui raport şi la îmbunătăţirea şi dezvoltarea în continuare a epachetului pentru sprijinirea învăţării în ocupaţia „instalator de sisteme gipscarton".
În general, profesorii care au testat sistemul SkillsUp au subliniat faptul că
acesta îmbunătăţeşte procesul de învăţare şi este o resursă educaţională
valoroasă care urmează să fie utilizată. În plus, cadrele didactice au declarat că
această resursă nu necesită cunoştinţe anterioare pentru a fi utilizată, ceea ce
îl face un instrument simplu care ar putea fi aplicat în toate programele
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profesionale, în curs de desfăşurare, pentru ocupaţia "instalator sisteme gipscarton".
În plus, e-pachetul poate crea activităţi independente pentru cursanţi.
Majoritatea cadrelor didactice ar recomanda utilizarea de modulelor SkillsUp
pentru formarea profesională. Evaluările realizate de către cadrele didactice
pot fi considerate ca o sursă utilă de informaţii pentru realizarea de materiale
educaţionale în acest proiect sau în alte proiecte educaţionale.
Majoritatea cursanţilor consideră că volumul de informaţii pentru fiecare
modul de învăţare este corect. Aproape toate aspectele cu privire la conţinut şi
prezentare au fost evaluate într-un mod pozitiv. Toate modulele educaţionale
au fost evaluate pozitiv, şi toate au primit nivele de apreciere destul de bune.
Un procent important de cursanţi au recomandat conţinutul modulelor:
• Modulul 1 – Identificarea materialelor folosite în tehnologia gips-carton
de interior
• Modulul 2 – Instalarea pereţilor despărţitori
• Modulul 5 – Finisarea suprafeţelor şi a îmbinărilor
Profesorii şi cursanţii au raportat puţine dificultăţi. Unele probleme
tehnice legate de accesul pe paginile e-pachetului sunt datorate vitezei de
conectare la Internet folosite de utilizator.În ceea ce priveşte conţinutul au fost
semnalate doar 2 comentarii: "Unele explicaţii sunt neclare în anumite lecţii
din modulul 5. Am înţeles cuvintele, dar nu şi sensul"."Cele mai multe confuzii
au fost cauzate de prima pagină, atunci când introduceţi site-ul".
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8. Report from the pilot application of educational
e-packages “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” in
Italy. Rapporto internazionale – Test pilota sul pacchetto
didattico digitale Tecnologie per la costruzione a secco di
interni con cartongesso in Italia
Gilberto Collinassi
Ente ACLI Istruzione e formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy

Introduction
The educational e-package developed in the SkillsUp Project is a tool supporting development of competences within the framework of the modular
training program “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” intended in particular for education and training of low-skilled people in nonformal and informal
learning systems.
The educational e-package has been developed in four languages – English,
Polish, Romanian and Italian - with the use of products transferred in the SkillsUp Project: modular training program and educational packages in the form of
handbooks for both students and teachers which together make up methodological underpinnings of the training offered in the job of “Drywall Installers”.
The methodological and content-related structures of the educational epackage have been designed in such a way as to serve a function of the information-containing material available in the Internet and enabling selfacquisition of basic knowledge and intellectual skills required by employers
employing candidates for the position of interior drywall Installers.
In order to enable a wide usage of the designed educational e-package as
a form of support during the classes offered in an intramural system as well as
in distance learning within the framework of formal, nonformal and informal
education and as a tool of self-learning and vocational development, the epackage was submitted to pilot testing and evaluation by potential users in the
three partner countries.
This international report presents the results of tests which aimed at
evaluation of the educational e-package and were conducted in Poland, Romania and Italy. The report has been prepared on the basis of the results collected by means of a common to all partners Evaluation Questionnaire (it is
enclosed herewith as the Annex).
Participants of the pilot test of the educational e-package were the purposefully selected representatives of institutions educating and training for the
job of the “Interior Drywall Installers”, trainers and trainees alike. The total
number of people participating in the pilot test in the three countries involved
in the Project was over 100 of the educational e-package users. Detailed re102

sults from particular countries are presented in subsequent chapters of the
International Report.
The results obtained and opinions of potential users confirmed effectiveness of the educational e-package developed within the SkillsUp Project from
the methodological point of view and reasonableness of using it in vocational
education and training of interior drywall installers.

Introduzione
Il pacchetto didattico digitale sviluppato nel progetto SkillsUp è uno
strumento di supporto delle competenze nel quadro del programma modulare
„Tecnologie per la costruzione a secco di interni con cartongesso” destinato in
particolare per l'istruzione e la formazione dei lavoratori con bassa
qualificazione nei sistemi di apprendimento non formale e informale .
Il pacchetto didattico digitale è stato sviluppato in quattro lingue - inglese,
polacco, rumeno e italiano - con l'utilizzo di prodotti trasferiti nel Progetto
SkillsUp: un programma di formazione modulare e strumenti didattici in forma
di manuali, sia per gli studenti e gli insegnanti, che costotuiscono i fondamenti
metodologici della formazione offerta nel lavoro di "Cartongessista".
Le strutture metodologiche e i contenuti del pacchetto didattico digitale
sono stati progettati in modo da fornire del materiale attraverso internet che
permettesse di fornire le conoscenze e competenze di base richieste dai dai
datori di lavoro a quei lavoratori che operano o che intendono lavorare nel
settore dell’installazione di interni in cartongesso
Al fine di consentire un ampio utilizzo del pacchetto didattico digitale
come supporto durante i corsi in aula o a distanza nell'ambito dell'educazione
formale, non formale e informale, e come strumento di auto-l'apprendimento
e di sviluppo professionale, il materiale è stato sottoposto a un test pilota e
una valutazione da parte di potenziali utenti nei tre paesi partner.
Questo rapporto internazionale presenta i risultati dei test che miravano a
valutare il pacchetto didattico digitale e che sono stati condotti in Polonia,
Romania e Italia. La relazione è stata redatta sulla base dei risultati raccolti per
mezzo di un questionario di valutazione comune a tutti i partner.
I partecipanti al test pilota sono stati volutamente scelti fra i
rappresentanti e operatori (insegnanti, tutor) di enti di formazione e
associazioni di categoria che si occupano della formazione dei Cartongessisti e
studenti del settore edile. Oltre 100 utenti sono stati coinvolti nei test pilota
nei tre paesi dove è stato realizzato il progetto. I risultati in dettaglio per ogni
paese sono presentati nei capitoli successivi della relazione internazionale.
I risultati ottenuti e le opinioni dei potenziali utilizzatori hanno
confermato l'efficacia della formazione del pacchetto sviluppato nell'ambito
del Progetto SkillsUp sia dal punto di vista metodologico e sia da un punto di
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vista della rispondenza alle esigenze formative degli operatori che lavorano nel
settore dell’installazione di strutture in cartongesso.

1. Methodology for educational e-package evaluation within the
framework of the pilot test
In the SkillsUp Project a uniform methodology for evaluation test has
been adopted to evaluate the educational e-package which was tested during
pilot implementation in Poland, Romania and Italy. Within the framework of
the said methodology the following elements were defined:
• Evaluation test objective.
• Evaluation test object.
• Research problems.
• Methods, techniques and research tools.
• Selection of the test sample.
• Research organisation and area.
Evaluation test objective
The evaluation test aimed at internal (within the partnership) and external
(by potential users) assessment of the e-package usefulness in learning and
teaching a specialisation “Technology of interior drywall systems” intended, in
particular, for education and training of low-skilled persons in nonformal and
informal forms of education.
Evaluation test object
The object of the evaluation test was methodological, content-related and
graphic aspects of the educational e-package and potential users’ (e-package
recipients) expectations concerning effectiveness of this type of materials in
vocational training of an interior drywall installer.
Research problems
For the above objective and object of testing the following basic research
problems have been formulated in the form of questions that you can see
below:
• How is the usefulness of the e-package as a support for educational and
training services in the job of “interior drywall installer” assessed?
• Do structural elements distinguished in the educational e-package help to
acquire the knowledge and develop practical skills in the field of technology of interior drywall systems?
• Which modules of the educational e-package are particularly suitable for
the transfer of achievements in the vocational education and training in
accordance with the ECVET system requirements?
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Methods, techniques and research tools
In order to verify the formulated research problems, it was necessary to
choose, appropriate research methods and techniques. Three methods were
used in evaluation tests: document analysis, diagnostic survey and case
analysis. The choice of methods was subordinated to the principle that in social
research the cognition process cannot be based on one method/technique of
research only.
1. Document analysis method. Electronic documents developed in the form of
the educational e-package placed on the IT platform in four languages:
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro (English version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/pl (Polish version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/it (Italian version),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/ro (Romanian version),
were the object of an (internal and external) analysis.
2. Diagnostic survey method. It was the basic method of obtaining empirical
data in the pilot evaluation of the educational e-package. In this method the
technique of a survey measurement of the researched problems was used. Its
characteristic feature is the fact that the evaluation questionnaire directly
reaches respondents (purposefully selected sample of respondents), who
answer the questions included in the questionnaire in writing, completing the
printed surveys by hand or electronically in the form of a Word file.
3. Individual case method. It is an auxiliary method (not obligatory) adopted in
the evaluation test. It consisted in conducting a deeper, direct survey with
selected users of the e-package at the place of its testing, i.e. in the vocational
education or training environments.
In the evaluation test of the educational e-package, a questionnaire was
used which contained a list of questions following a carefully established
sequence, addressed to the respondents together with boxes for marking
a chosen answer or a space for expressing their own views. Three categories of
questions were used in the questionnaire:
• closed questions where all answers to a given question are mentioned
and the respondent’s task is to mark the answer of his/her choice,
• half-open questions where in the set of possible answers there is an
additional answer “other”,
• open questions where the respondents are absolutely free to express
their own views, opinions, expectations or needs related to the
problem investigated.
The Annex attached to this Report contains a specimen of the evaluation
questionnaire used.
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Selection of the test sample
The evaluation test covered the people using the educational e-package
and they came from two target groups:
• users – this group includes teachers and trainers teaching and learning in
the job of the interior drywall installer (or related jobs from the building
industry sector)
• recipients – this group includes learners of the job of interior drywall installer whose skills in this field are relatively low (or even non-existent)
and, in particular, the unemployed, pupils, students, employees, candidates for the job and school leavers of different types of schools.
It was assumed in the partnership that the total number of the people
surveyed will be a group of at least 100 users and recipients of the e-package.
In Poland it was a group of 47 people, in Romania – of 48 people and in Italy –
of 44 people.

Research organisation and area
Italy
Research has involved teachers from 8 vocational schools in construction
field (Catania, Cremona, Lecco, Parma, Perugia, Roma, Salerno and Udine) and 5
construction enterprises of Friuli Venezia Giulia Region between the end of November and beginning of December 2012. The e-learning package was presented and evaluated during two dissemination seminars: on 13th December
2012 in Catania (Sicily) where it was assessed by 34 representatives of 34 Italian
schools of the building sector and on 19th December 2012 in Gemona del Friuli
(Friuli Venezia Giulia region), where it was assessed by 13 entrepreneurs of the
building sector. Evaluation of the educational e-package (pilot testing) was carried out between October- December 2012 at the Centro edile per la formazione
e la sicurezza (CEFS) in Udine involving 44 people among students and teachers.

1.

Metodologia per la valutazione del pacchetto didattico digitale
all’interno del test pilota

Nel Progetto SkillsUp è stato adottata una metodologia uniforme per
valutare il pacchetto didattico digitale testato durante l'implementazione
pilota in Polonia, Romania e Italia. Sulla base della metodologia adottata sono
stati definiti i seguenti elementi:
−
Obiettivo della valutazione
−
Oggetto della valutazione
−
Problemi affrontati dalla ricerca
−
Metodi, tecniche e strumenti di ricerca
−
Selezione del campione
−
Ambito e organizzazione della ricerca
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Obiettivo della valutazione
La valutazione interna (all'interno del partenariato) ed esterna (per i potenziali
utenti) ha avuto l’obiettivo di verificare l’utilità del pacchetto didattico digitale
relativamente all’apprendimento e insegnamento delle Tecnologie per la
costruzione a secco di interni con cartongesso a persone con bassa
qualificazione in contesti formativi non-formali ed informali.
Oggetto della valutazione
La valutazione ha preso in oggetto gli aspetti metodologici, grafici e di
contenuto del pacchetto didattico digitale e le aspettative dei potenziali
utilizzatori (destinatari del pacchetto digitale) riguardanti l’efficacia di questo
tipo di materiali nella formazione per il profilo del Cartongessista.
I problemi affrontati dalla ricerca
In relazione ai sopra esposti obiettivi ed oggetti della valutazione, sono stati
identificati i problemi della ricerca attraverso la formulazione di una serie di
domande qui sotto elencate:
•
Come viene valutata l’utilità del pacchetto didattico digitale quale
supporto per la didattica e formazione del profilo del Cartongessista?
•
Gli elementi strutturali presenti nel pacchetto didattico digitale aiutano ad
acquisire le conoscenze e sviluppare abilità pratiche nel campo delle
tecnologie per la costruzione di strutture a secco in cartongesso?
•
Quali moduli del pacchetto didattico digitale sono particolarmente adatti
per il trasferimento dei risultati conseguiti in materia di istruzione e
formazione professionale in conformità con i requisiti di sistema ECVET?
Metodi, tecniche e strumenti di ricerca
Al fine di verificare i problemi posti nella ricerca, era necessario scegliere
metodi di ricerca e tecniche appropriate. Tre metodi sono stati utilizzati per la
valutazione: l'analisi dei documenti, l’indagine diagnostica e l’analisi di casi. La
scelta dei metodi è stata subordinata al principio che nella ricerca sociale il
processo di cognizione non può basarsi su un solo metodo / tecnica di ricerca.
4) Metodo dell’analisi dei documenti. Documenti elettronici sviluppati nella
forma di un pacchetto didattico digitale e messi sulla piattaforma web in 4
lingue:
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro (versione inglese),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/pl (versione polacca),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/it (versione italiana),
• http://skillsup.ugal.ro/ro (versione rumena),
sono stati oggetto di un’analisi interna ed esterna.
5) Indagine diagnostica. E' stato il metodo di base utilizzato per ottenere
dati empirici nella valutazione del pacchetto didattico digitale. Tale
metodo è consistito nello svolgimento di un indagine campionaria
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utilizzando dei questionari di rilevazione somministrato direttamente al
campione selezionato. Il questionario è stato compilato in forma scritta.
6) Analisi dei casi. E’ un metodo ausiliare (non obbligatorio) adottato nel
processo di valutazione. E’ consistito nel condurre un’indagine più
approfondita e diretta durante la fase del test pilota dei materiali didattici
in un ambiente formativo.
Nella valutazione del pacchetto didattico digitale è stato utilizzato un
questionario che conteneva un elenco di domande chiuse poste secondo un
prestabilita sequenza: gli intervistati, oltre che a indicare la risposta, avevano
anche uno spazio per esprimere le proprie opinioni. Tre categorie di domande
sono stati utilizzati nel questionario:
• domande chiuse, dove sono già date tutte le risposte ad una definita
domanda e il compito dell’intervistato è di selezionarne una,
• domande semiaperte dove oltre al set di possibili risposte viene aggiunta
la voce “altro” nella quale è possibile fornire una risposta non ricompresa
fra quelle date,
• risposte aperte dove l’intervistato ha la completa libertà di esprimere le
proprie opinioni, aspettative o esigenze in relazione al problema trattato.
L’allegato a questo rapporto contiene un facsimile del questionario utilizzato.
Selezione del campione
Il campione selezionato per la valutazione del pacchetto didattico digitale è
costituito da due principali gruppi:
• utenti – questo gruppo include insegnanti e formatori che insegnano
discipline afferenti il profilo del Cartongessita (o profili professionali del
settore edile)
• destinatari – questo gruppo include persone con una bassa qualificazione
che imparano il mestiere del Cartongessita, in particolare disoccupati,
studenti, lavoratori occupati, persone in cerca di lavoro, persone in uscita
da differenti tipi di scuole.
Si era ipotizzato nell’ambito della partnership che il numero totale di
partecipanti all’indagine sarebbe stato un gruppo, fra utenti e destinatari, di
almeno 100 persone. In Italia il gruppo è stato di 44. persone.
Ambito e organizzazione della ricerca
La ricerca ha coinvolto insegnanti provenienti da 8 istituti formativi del
settore edile in (Catania, Cremona, Lecco, Parma, Perugia, Roma, Salerno and
Udine) e 5 imprese di costruzioni della regione Friuli Venezia Giulia tra
novembre e dicembre 2012. Il pacchetto didattico digitale è stato presentato e
valutato durante due seminari di disseminazione: il 13 dicembre 2012 a
Catania (Sicilia) dove è stato valutato da 34 rappresentanti di 34 scuole
italiane di costruzione e il 19 dicembre a Gemona del Friuli (in Friuli Venezia
Giulia), dove è stato valutato da 13 imprenditori attivi nel settore edile. La
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valutazione del pacchetto didattico digitale (test pilota) è stata realizzata tra
ottobre-dicembre 2012 presso il Centro edile per la formazione e la sicurezza
(CEFS) a Udine con il coinvolgimento di 44 persone tra studenti e insegnanti.

2. Description of the educational e-package test results in Italy
The pilot testing of the educational SkillsUp e-package and e-platform was
carried out from October to December 2012 at the construction vocational
school Centro Edile per la Formazione e la Sicurezza (CEFS).
The pilot activities were conducted within the framework of vocational
school’s courses. Teachers and students actively made use in their classes of
the SkillsUp e- package and platform as an educational resource. The training
materials were used and evaluated by:
• 16 young students (14/17 years) attending qualification courses in regional vocational school in construction area (building completion and finishing)
• 16 foreign students (18/45 years), unemployed, low skilled, attending
training for the qualification of unemployed adults in the construction
sector (building completion and finishing)
• 9 teachers/tutors of theoretical subjects and practical skills with specific
competence and accreditation in Construction
• 3 teachers/tutors of theoretical subjects and practical skills not familiar
with Construction Labor Market
The following activities were carried out:
• presentation of the Skillsup project, and of the e-package and e-platform
• study of the e-package by teachers in individual browsing
• use of the e-package by learners on a weekly basis, during their classes
and theoretical lessons on drywall technologies
• use of e-package by learners in individual browsing, as a support for their
study in drywall technologies.
The educational e-package was tested by students and teachers in the following organizational form of learning:
Organisational form of learning

Nr. of students/
teachers involved

Training - the modular programme for Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
Vocational training classes in the occupation Object of the course

7

Vocational training course in out-of-school system

0

Individual self-learning at home

8

Individual self-learning at school

7
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Individual self-learning at workplace

9

Theoretical educational classes

7

Practical educational classes

7

Teacher-supervised self-learning

1

While trainees experienced only the three first modules of the e-package,
teachers had the possibility to test the whole training course:
Trainees
Name of training module
Identification of materials
used in Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems
Installation of partition
wall systems
Installation of wall lining
systems
Installation of dropped
ceiling systems
Joint filling and finishing
works

Absolutely
yes

Yes

7

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rather yes Rather not

No

Trainers
Name of training module
Identification of materials
used in Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems
Installation of partition
wall systems
Installation of wall lining
systems
Installation of dropped
ceiling systems
Joint filling and finishing
works

Absolutely
yes

Yes

8

2

0

0

0

0

8

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

Rather yes Rather not

No

The feedback of the pilot activities were collected among the students
and participants through evaluation questionnaires (cf. Annex). Results of the
survey show a general positive feedback of the SkillsUp e-package among both
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students and teachers involved in the experimentation. Here below are described and commented some of the most important results.
Most of trainers and trainees had already study experience with learning
resources similar to those developed in the Skillup Project e-package (100% of
the students and 80% of the teachers interviewed).
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

15,00%

15%

70%

0%

0%

0,00%

Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

20,00%

50%

10%

0%

20%

0,00%

Great consideration has been then given to the usefulness of the educational
e-package (specially by trainees) for supporting vocational education/training
in the occupation of Drywall Installer:
Trainees

Absolutely
yes
0%

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

12%

88%

0%

0%

0%

Trainers

Absolutely
yes
10%

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

20%

60%

10%

0%

0%

Not all the teachers consider the organizational/methodological form and the
contents of the educational e-package useful to favour attainment of the
learning outcomes assumed:
ORGANIZATIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FORM
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

12%

88%

0%

0%

0%
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Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

20%

70%

10%

0%

0%

CONTENTS
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

12%

88%

0%

0%

0%

Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

40%

50%

10%

0%

0%

Compared with students’ evaluations, which are quite positive, those expressed by teachers are more critical and consider that these aspects of the epackage should be improved.
Also the tasks included in the e-package, which are meant to improve
practical skills of the students, may need an improvement, according to the
observations given by the interviewed participants:
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

12%

12%

64%

12%

0%

Absolutely yes
Yes
Rather yes
Rather not
No
Difficult to say
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Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

20%

50%

10%

20%

0%

Absolutely yes
Yes
Rather yes
Rather not
No
Difficult to say

Improved should be the e-package assessment system as well, which is
considered by some students and teachers not effective enough to check the
acquired knowledge:
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

64%

24%

12%

25%

0%

Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

40%

40%

20%

0%

0%

Totally positive are the judgments given concerning the usefulness of illustrations contained in the package and the range of topics covered by both students and teachers.
While the e-package contents are considered useful (100% of teachers
and students) in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”, most of the students
(80%) and teachers (50%) consider the number of modular units given in the
package not sufficient for basic training in the occupation of “Drywall Installer”. This means that the course should be integrated with more training
resources.
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In terms of quality of resources contained in the e-package referred to the
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems, the course met most of participants
expectations:
Trainees
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

15%

70%

15%

0%

0%

Trainers
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult to
say

0%

20%

60%

20%

0%

0%

The last table shows, according to the participants of the piloting activities, the modules which should be the object of VET achievement transfer at
the international level in accordance with the ECVET requirements.
Evaluation scale
Name of training module

• Identification of materials
used in technology of
interior drywall systems
• Installation of partition
wall systems
• Installation of wall lining
systems
• Installation of dropped
ceiling systems
• Installation of roof lining
systems
• Installation of dry-screed
systems
7. Other
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Absolutely
yes

Yes

3

14

1

14

1

Rather
yes

Rather
not

17

1

10

7

7

3

9

7

3

10

7

No

3.

Italian conclusions and recommendations
– national and international dimension

Conclusions and recommendations are based on the conducted tests.
The pilot testing carried out in Italy have given the possibility to highlight
some of the positive aspects of the Skills Up educational e-package, which can
be synthesized as follows:
• competences and skills identified by the project for the Drywall Installer
are those requested by construction enterprises contacted during meetings and dissemination seminars;
• the Italian VET schools interviewed showed interest in the contents and
topics contained in the training materials;
• contents, structure and functions of the educational e-package tested by
students and teachers were given a general positive evaluation.
There are some aspects of the educational e-package that should be improved. In fact there is the necessity of:
• integrating the modular units which are not sufficient for basic training in
the occupation of “Drywall Installer”.
• enhancing the assessment system of the acquired competences and
knowledge of the course participants.
International dimension
The educational e-package resources may be object of TRANSFER IN OTHER
COUNTRIES or local contexts, BUT with the following improvements;
•
content integration of the learning resources so to respond to needs
linked to local technologies and construction methodologies used by
companies in a specific country or region;
•
integration of more effective teaching tools, like videos supporting
learning as the target students have low skills and knowledge and therefore need LESS reading/studying and MORE watching how practical tasks
should be properly performed.
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9. International report concerning the identification
of qualification requirements for the specialisation
‘Technology of Interior Drywall Systems’.
Research report from Poland
Krzysztof Symela, Katarzyna Sławińska
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute in Radom

Introduction
This is a national report and an element of international research conducted within the Leonardo da Vinci project titled “SkillsUp”. Its basic aim was
to identify minimum competence requirements for low-skilled people within
the scope of the “Drywall installer” occupation. The name of this occupation
was accepted according to the terminology valid in Poland within the classification of occupations and specialisations for the labour market need (Ordinance
of the Minister of Labour and Social Policy of 27 April 2010 on the classification
of occupations and specialisations for the labour market needs and the scope
of its application – Dz.U. No 83, item 537 with later amendments).
This research was conducted in three partner countries: Poland, Romania
and Italy. It required the use of a survey questionnaire (attached to the report)
developed by Polish project partners (ITeE-PIB and PSG).
The questionnaire was developed based on the basis of learning outcomes included in the modular curriculum of the “Technology of drywall partitioning systems” course (specialisation). It was expressed in the form of skills
required for completion of occupational tasks and psychophysical features
desired for that occupation. Both modular curriculum and professional competence profile developed during the conducted research constituted the reference for proposing units of learning outcome. They might be ultimately the
subject of training and credit transfer in the international dimension. It is in
accordance with the requirements of the ECVET system (Recommendation of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 on the establishment of European credit system in vocational education and training – 2009/C
155/02).
The research carried out within the project was oriented towards institutions training in the “Drywall installer” occupation and towards employers
hiring persons in that occupation. Research involved minimum five training
institutions and five employers (in each partner country). It was conducted
from October to November 2012. The qualitative data obtained from this research were applied to the preparation of the professional competence profile
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for the “Drywall Installer” occupation. They may be found in the database
www.diagnozowaniekompetencji.pl in four language versions.
There are also minimum competence requirements established in this international partnership, that a candidate to be employed in the “Drywall Installer” occupation needs to meet.
Polish project partners recommend (similarly to other partner countries)
extending the occupation's name "Drywall partitioning fitter" in the classification of occupations and specialisations for the needs of the labour market in
Poland, so that it considers various drywall partitioning systems dynamically
changing on the market. The new proposed name is – Drywall system installer. The Project leader will present relevant recommendations in this matter to
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.

1. Methodology of researching competence profile for
the occupation of drywall partitioning fitter
System of notions applied in the research
The project featured system of notions (Table 1) resulting from the following European documents:
•
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23
April 2008 on the establishment of European Qualifications Framework
for lifelong learning.
•
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18
June 2009 on the establishment of European credit system in vocational
education and training – 2009/C 155/02.
Table 1. System of notions adopted in SkillsUp project research
European Qualifications Framework (EQF)

National
Qualifications
Framework
(NQF)
(Polish Qualifications Framework
– PRK)
Qualification

Common European reference framework, which links countries’ qualifications systems together, acting as a translation
device to compare qualifications obtained in different countries. European Qualifications Framework distinguishes eight
qualification levels defined by requirements concerning learning outcomes.
Means an instrument for the classification of qualifications
according to a set of criteria for specified levels of learning
achieved, which aims to integrate and coordinate national
qualifications subsystems and improve the transparency, access, progression and quality of qualifications in relation to the
labour market and civil society. In Poland, PRK is an equivalent
of NQF.
Means a formal outcome of an assessment and validation process, which is obtained when a competent body determines
that an individual has achieved learning outcomes to given
standards.
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Knowledge

Skills

Competence

Learning
outcomes
Unit of learning
outcomes
Credit for learning outcomes
(credit)
Competent
institution

Assessment of
learning
outcomes
Validation
of learning
outcomes
Recognition
of learning
outcomes
ECVET points
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Means the outcome of the assimilation of information through
learning. Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories
and practices that is related to a field of work or study. In the
context of the European Qualifications Framework, knowledge
is described as theoretical and/or factual.
Means the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to
complete tasks and solve problems. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, skills are described as cognitive
(involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) or
practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods,
materials, tools and instruments).
Means the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal,
social and/or methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development. In the
context of the European Qualifications Framework, competence is described in terms of responsibility and autonomy.
Means statements of what a learner knows, understands and is
able to do on completion of a learning process, which are defined in terms of knowledge, skills and competence.
Means a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent
set of knowledge, skills and competence, that can be assessed
and validated
Means s set of individuals' learning outcomes which have been
assessed and which can be accumulated towards a qualification
or transferred to other learning programmes or qualifications
Means an institution which is responsible for designing and
awarding qualification or recognising units or other functions
linked to ECVET, such as allocation of ECVET points to qualifications and units, assessment, validation and recognition of
learning outcomes, under the rules and practices of participating countries
Means methods and processes used to establish the extent to
which a learner has in fact attained particular knowledge, skills
and competence
Means the process of confirming that certain assessed learning
outcomes achieved by a learner correspond to specific outcomes which may be required for a unit or a qualification
Means the process of attesting officially achieved learning outcomes through the awarding of units or qualifications
Means a numerical representation of the overall weight of
learning outcomes in a qualification and of the relative weight
of units in relation to the qualification

Occupation
*/
(Profession)

Occupational
*/
task
Professional
competencies*/

A set of tasks (group of activities) selected as a result of social
division of labour, executed permanently or with small changes
by particular persons and requiring relevant qualifications or
competencies (knowledge, skills and social competencies),
collected during education or practice. Execution of
an occupation constitutes a source of income
A logical portion or phase of the work, under the profession,
with a clearly defined start and end. Set of professional activities, tied by a single goal of activities, ending with a specific
product, service or significant decision
Everything what an employee knows, understands and is able
to do, relevantly to workplace situation. Three sets describe
them: knowledge, skills and social competencies

*/ Definitions adopted at development of national standards of qualifications/ professional competencies in Poland

Methodological assumptions
In the SkillsUp project, one adopted unified (for all partner countries) methodology of the research related to identification of qualification requirements in
the “Drywall installer” occupation. Within the framework of that methodology,
the following elements were defined:
−
Research purpose.
−
Research subject.
−
Research problems.
−
Research methods, techniques and tools.
−
Selection of a research sample.
−
Research organisation and area.
Research purpose
International research aimed at identification of minimum qualification requirements within the scope of “Drywall installer” occupation, dedicated especially to education and training low-skilled persons within non-formal education and informal learning.
Research subject
It included qualification requirements for the “Drywall installer” occupation,
changed by occupational tasks, professional skills and psychophysical features
(including sensorimotor skills, skills and personality features of a job candidate).
Research problems
Research problems in the form of following questions accompanied adopted
research purpose and subject:
−
What basic occupational tasks should be executed in the “Drywall installer” occupation?
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−
−

What practical and intellectual professional skills are required to execute
basic occupational tasks in the “Drywall installer” occupation?
What psychophysical features (sensorimotor features, skills and personality features) should characterize a job candidate in the “Drywall installer”
occupation?

Research methods, techniques and tools
It was necessary to select appropriate research methods and techniques
in order to verify formulated research problems. In the research of identification of competence requirements, one applied the method of expert opinions
(assessment of experts). That was a basic method of obtaining empirical data
on competence requirements in the Drywall Partitioning Fitter occupation.
That method included the technique of survey measurement of researched
problems. It characterized with the fact that a questionnaire survey went directly to experts (deliberately selected sample of respondents), who answered
survey questions in writing, manually filling printed surveys or filling them electronically online.
A survey questionnaire was applied in the research. It included a list of
occupational tasks, skills and psychophysical features set according to precise
order, together with spaces for selection of an answer in a four-grade scale:
very important, important, not so important, redundant.
Two categories of questions were applied in a survey questionnaire:
−
Closed-ended questions, where all answers to given questions are mentioned and a respondent is only to check chosen answer according to a
four-grade scale,
−
Open-ended questions, where a set of possible answers includes additional answer “other” and a respondent may present own proposals.
Attachment 1 includes a sample of research survey questionnaire.
Selection of a research sample
Research involved a target group representing two categories of experts:
−
Persons educating or teaching in the Drywall installer occupation, representing the environment of formal and non-formal vocational education
and training.
− Employers rendering services within the scope of drywall installations.
The partnership assumed that research in a given country should include a
group of minimum 10 experts representing the educational environment (five
persons) and employers (five persons). In Poland, research involved 32 people
in total, including 28 men and 4 women. 22 people represented the vocational
education environment (teachers and occupation instructors), while 10 people
represented the construction industry employers (managers and employees).
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Research organisation and area
Research in Poland was conducted from October to November 2012, with the
participation of educational and training institutions, as well as those who hire
workers in the Drywall Partitioning Fitter occupation in Radom, Gdansk, and
Zamosc.

2.

Presentation of the research results

1)

Identification of occupational tasks – quantitative summary of respondents’ assessment

No.

Minimum qualification requirements for the
Drywall System Installers

Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
A-2 Installation of partition wall systems
A-3 Installation of wall facing systems
A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
A-5. Installation of roof lining systems
A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
A-1

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
important

Important

26

6

25
25
25
22
19

7
7
7
6
9

Less
important

Unnecessary

4
3

1

Fig. 1. The demand for occupational tasks in the profession „Drywall Installer”
– respondents’ assessment
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2) Identification of skills required for the realisation of occupational tasks respondents’ assessment
A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
No.
Skills
Very
Imimportant
portant

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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examines and distinguishes the basic physical and chemical gypsum characteristics
characterizes the use of gypsum in construction
characterizes the method of production of
gypsum from the gypsum stone
prepares plastering mud/plaster finish
identifies plasterboards in interior drywall
systems
describes the use of plasterboards in interior
drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of paperbased and gypsum fibre boards
identifies the types and labels of steel profiles in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in the context of users' safety
describes the use of different elements for
installation
prepares steel profiles and other necessary
installation elements
identifies the types of sealing materials and
insulation used in drywall systems
describes the use of different materials for
finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating materials for
finishing works

Less
important

1

25

6

19

6

7

4

25

3

19

11

1

23

9

2

28

2

4

26

2

23

8

1

2

28

2

2

26

4

6

25

8

22

2

3

27

1

8

6

17

Unnecessary

1

1

1

Fig. 2. Identification of skills for the task A-1 – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Skills
Very
Less
UnImimimnecesportant
portant
portant
sary
distinguishes between types of paper-based
partition walls
identifies the basic structural elements of partition walls
identifies the types of steel profiles used for
partition wall installation
characterizes plasterboards in accordance with
the performance values required
identifies the types of insulation material used in
dry wall systems
describes the basic steps of partition wall installation
distinguishes between types of steel profiles used
in making door frames
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting
plasterboard to the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting
each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used in moist
rooms

23

8

1

25

5

2

23

8

1

4

25

3

5

24

2

6

10

16

6

25

1

6

26

5

27

8

23

1

1
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

describes the method of plasterboard bending in
order to install arch walls
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
describes the stages of jointing plasterboard
characterizes the steps of corner installation
performs plasterboard jointing on the part of
partition wall
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
describes the stages of skim coating
performs finishing works of any partition wall
internal angle

2

14

16

4
7
5

28
23
24

2
3

10

22

6
5

24
24

2
3

5

25

2

Fig. 3. Identification of skills for the task A-2 – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment
A-3. Installation of wall facing systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
No.
Skills
Very
Less
UnImimimnecportant
portant
portant essary
1.
distinguishes between types of wall linings
25
6
1
2.
identifies the basic structural elements of wall
23
8
1
linings fixed to steel profiles
3.
identifies the types of steel profiles used for the
24
6
2
installation of prewall construction
4.
characterizes the advantages of wall linings
1
29
2
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

distinguishes between insulation materials used
in prewalls and wall linings
selects the appropriate wall lining system and
plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used for wall
lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting
plasterboards to the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting
each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used in moist
rooms
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
determines the position of plasterboards on the
basis of technical documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim coating
distinguishes between stages in skim coating
characterizes the stages in angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an internal and external angle of wall linings

20

9

3

4

28

5

24

3

22

9

1

6

26

4

28

7

23

2

5

26

1

5

27

6
2
3
2
3
7

26
18
27
17
28
23

6

26

12
2
13
1
2

Fig. 4. Identification of skills for the task A-3 – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment
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A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems

No.

Skills

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
Imimportant
portant

Less
important

1.

distinguishes between the types of dropped
ceilings on the basis of technical drawing

23

8

2.

distinguishes between steel profiles used for
dropped ceiling installation

24

8

3.

shows differences in construction between onelevel and two-level dropped ceilings

5

26

1

4.

describes the characteristic features of dropped
ceiling cladding

1

27

4

5.

classifies dropped ceilings made in drywall system technology in accordance with the installation method of their supporting structure

3

27

2

6.

characterizes the stages of one-level dropped
ceiling installation

5

24

3

7.

distinguishes between steel profiles used for
dropped ceiling installation

5

27

8.

specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards
in an one-level dropped ceiling, in the first layer
of cladding

6

25

1

9.

specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards
in each layer of cladding in a two-level ceiling

6

24

2

10.

distinguishes between the types of plasterboards
used in moist rooms

5

26

1

11.

describes the rules of dropped ceiling plasterboard installation

2

29

1

12.

characterizes the basic stage of skim coating

3

26

3

13.

distinguishes between different stages of skim
coating

4

25

2

14.

describes the stages of finishing skim coating

2

27

3

15.

identifies the types of reinforcing bands

3

27

1
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Unnecessary

1

1

1

Fig. 5. Identification of skills for the task A-4 – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment
A-5. Installation of roof lining system
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
No
Skills
.
Very
Less
UnImimimnecportant
portant
portant essary
1. distinguishes between materials used for roof
23
5
3
1
lining system installation
2. identifies the basic structural elements of roof
21
7
4
lining system
3. describes the rules of roof lining system installa20
8
3
1
tion
4. specifies the minimum thickness of insulation
22
7
2
1
material applied in roof lining systems
5. distinguishes between steel profiles used for
22
6
4
roof lining installation
3
23
5
1
6. describes characteristic features of mineral wool
7. defines the functions of vapour permeable
2
27
2
1
membrane
3
25
4
8. describes the stages of roof lining installation
9. selects appropriate types of steel profiles used
6
24
2
for roof lining installation
10. selects appropriate kinds of insulation in line
7
22
3
with roof lining type
11. specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards
in an one-level loft housing, in the first layer of
6
25
1
cladding
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12. specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

in each layer of cladding in two-level loft housing
distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards installation
determines the position of roof lining on the
basis of technical documentation
attaches steel profiles to the beams of rafter
framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour permeable
membrane between beams
performs installation of roof lining by a roof
window
characterizes the basic stage of skim coating
distinguishes between different stages of skim
coating
describes the stages of angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
makes finishing works of a fragment of roof
lining by a roof window in a sloping roof
performs the tolerance measurement of the
installed roof lining system

6

23

3

6

25

5

7

20

8

22

2

8

21

3

6

23

3

5

24

3

2

26

4

4

27

1

3
5

9
25

19
1

5

25

2

27

1

1
1
2

2

1

Fig. 6. Identification of skills for the task A-5 – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment
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No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Skills
Very
Less
UnImimimnecportant
portant
portant essary
describes the advantages of dry screed installation
characterizes the layers of dry screed flooring
distinguishes between materials used for dry
screed system installation
describes the characteristic features of
plasterboards used in dry screed systems
specifies the dimensions of plasterboard used in
dry screed systems
describes the preparation method of uneven
subfloor
selects appropriate insulation materials used for
dry screed systems
specifies the conditions appropriate for the start
of the dry screed installation
distinguishes between types of dry screed flooring
distinguishes between elements of dry screed
flooring
distinguishes between types of ballast to compensate for the substrate
distinguishes between types of plasterboard used
in dry screed systems
determines the pattern of laying the boards in dry
screed systems
specifies the method of use of insulation materials in dry screed systems
describes characteristic features of dry screed
flooring substrates
distinguishes between types of finishing materials
used in dry screed flooring substr.
prepares the ground for dry screed boards on the
floor with small /large unevenness
lays dry screed boards in one layer and two layers
on the substrate
carries out filling of the ground fragment made of
dry screed boards

2

25

4

1

2

27

2

1

5

25

2

3

27

2

14

16

2

3

27

2

7

23

2

2

28

2

21

8

3

22

7

3

21

9

2

23

8

1

24

6

2

23

8

1

10

17

5

21

8

3

23

7

1

1

23

7

1

1

23

6

3
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Fig. 7. Identification of skills for the task A-6 – graphic illustration of respondents’ assessment
3)

No.

Identification of psychophysical features required in the occupation – quantitative summary of respondents’ assessment

Psychophysical features

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very important

I.

Important

Less
important

1.

Sensory and motor skills
Visual acuity

23

9

2.

Distinguishing colours

21

8

3

3.

Binocular vision

20

7

5

4.

Sense of balance

24

7

1

5.

Eye-hand coordination

23

8

1

6.

Quick reflexes

2

26

3

7.

Dexterity of hands

24

8

8.

No fear of height

24

7
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1

Unnecessary

1

Fig. 8. Identification of sensory and motor skills – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment

No.

Psychophysical features

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

Less
important

II. Abilities
1.
Good concentration span

21

10

1

2.

Technical abilities

6

26

3.

Good perception and spatial imagination

7

25

4.

Sense of beauty and aesthetics

5

26

Unnecessary

1
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Fig. 9. Identification of abilities - graphic illustration of respondents’ assessment
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
No.

Psychophysical features

UnLess
neces
imesportant
sary

Very
important

Important

III. Personality traits
1.
Perseverance and patience
2.
Emotional balance

8

23

3

28

3.

Accountability and discipline

21

10

1

4.

Accuracy

22

9

1

5.

Self-control

18

13

1

6.

Ease of switching from one activity to
another

2

28

2
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1
1

Fig. 10. Identification of personality traits – graphic illustration of respondents’
assessment

3.

Conclusions and recommendations

•

Polish project partners recommend (similarly to other partner countries)
extending the occupation's name "Drywall installer" in the classification of
occupations and specialisations for the labour market needs in Poland, so
that it considers various drywall partitioning systems dynamically changing on the market. New name’s proposal – Drywall system installer. Project leader shall present relevant recommendations in this issue to the
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.
Most respondents accepted ("Very important" and "Important") six occupational tasks verified during research for the "Drywall installer" occupation. Only tasks A-5 and A-6 were recognised as “Not so important” (seven
respondents) and “Redundant” (one respondent).
Project experts stated that occupational tasks A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4 constitute professional background in the case of low-skilled persons. Therefore, one should propose a description of units of learning outcomes according to ECVET system recommendations for these occupational tasks in
the project.
In most cases, respondents recognised selected requirements within skills
assigned to particular six occupational tasks as relevant. Skills recognised
as “Redundant” were removed from a description of competence profile.

•

•

•
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•

Respondents recognised most psychophysical features (sensorimotor
skills, skills and personality features) in a description of competence profile as adequate for the “Drywall partitioning fitter” occupation. Description of units of learning outcomes (in a descriptor concerning “competencies”) should be deepened especially with “Skills” and “Personality features” recognised as “Very important” and “Important” by respondents.

4. Proposals within the scope of competence validation in the
“Drywall installer” occupation with consideration of ECVET system
requirements
•

•
•

Presented proposal was prepared with use of the following:
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23
April 2008 on the establishment of European Qualifications Framework
for lifelong learning.
Results of researching competence profiles for the “Drywall installer” occupation conducted in Poland, Romania and Italy.
Consultations conducted with SkillsUp project partners.

Description of units of learning outcomes for the qualification “Technology of
interior drywall systems” developed for the “Drywall installer” occupation
Assumptions
ECVET system constitutes technical framework of transfer, recognition
and - in relevant cases – accumulation of learning outcomes of particular
persons, so that they can acquire defined qualifications.
tools and methods of ECVET system involves a description of qualifications
in categories of units of learning outcomes together with the score related
to them, transfer and accumulation process and supplementary documents, such as agreements on curricula, individual credit lists and ECVET
system user’s manuals.
ECVET solution proposed in the SkillsUp project is to facilitate the recognition of learning outcomes, according to national legislation, within the
framework of mobility, to acquire qualifications in the “Drywall installer”
occupation.
Units of learning outcomes constituting the qualification “Technology of
interior drywall systems” were:
– described in clear and understandable categories by referring to
knowledge, skills and competencies constituting them;
– constructed and organised in such a way that they are consistent with
a given qualification;
– constructed in such a way that individual assessment and validation of
learning outcomes constituting a given unit is possible.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Generic Title of the Unit: Identification of materials used in Technology
of Interior Drywall Systems (JM.01)
Title of the Qualification: Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
EQF Level for qualifications: 3
NQF/PL/I/R Level for qualifications: 3
ECVET points for qualifications: Partners recommendation
Learning outcomes description for the Unit:

Skills
− Identify paper-based
plasterboards (drywalls)
− Identify gypsum fibre boards
− Identify steel profiles used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
− Identify construction
components used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
− Identify sealants and
insulation materials
− Identify physical, chemical
and mechanical properties of
drywalls
− Determine drywall
parameters
− Determine steel section
parameters used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
− Prepare plastering
“mud”/joint filler used in
Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
− Identify symbols and
properties of the materials
used in Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems and apply
quality check methods
− Determine the appropriate
application of the materials
used in Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
− Obey occupational health and
safety rules as well as
environmental law
requirements while using
building materials, apply
them economically.

Knowledge
− Types, properties and gypsum labelling
− Gypsum additives
− Paper-based plasterboards
− Gypsum fibre boards
− Steel profiles used in Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
− Construction components
used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
− Insulation materials and
sealants used in Technology
of Interior Drywall Systems
− Materials used for protection, maintenance of building products applied in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Competence
− Applies the principles
of culture and ethics
− Predicts implications
of taken a actions
− Is open to changes
− Updates the
knowledge and improves professional
skills
− Is able to bear responsibility for taken
action
− Is able to work in a
team.
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7.
8.

ECVET points for the Unit: 6 (circa 15% of the overall qualification)
The procedures and criteria for assessment of the units of learning
outcomes
Assessment of the units of learning outcomes consists of two stages: written and practical. Verifying tasks are provided and evaluated by the certifying
authority. In the Skillsup project these functions are conducted by Polish Gypsum Association (PSG).
The written part of the examination is conducted in the form of closed
choice of the multiple test with one correct answer. The written exam takes
up to 60 minutes and 30 minutes of practical recognition (choice) of materials
and tools. To pass the examination it is necessary to score at least 55% of all
available to obtain points. The practical stage of the test consists of carrying
out examination tasks conducted for the particular unit of the learning outcome in the particular qualification. The estimated time of the implementation
of practical test takes maximum 240 minutes. The examination candidates are
required to perform the product or service as the result of implementation of
the practical stage. To pass the practical examination it is necessary to score at
least 75% of points in the practical stage.
The basic criteria for assessment of the practical test should also included:
•
The quality of the outcome in terms of fulfilling the requirements set out
in the practical test and in compliance with the standards / rules of conducting professional activities,
•
The quality of indirect result in the case when his assessment has a direct
impact on the end result’s assessment and it is not possible after the execution of the test,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of the implementation of conformity with the methods / technologies relevant to the unit
of the learning outcomes,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of compliance with
the rules of the health and safety and environmental protection.
9. Expiry date of the units of learning outcomes: 2 years from the date of
completion of the test.
Criteria for the ECVET points
Qualification:
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Generic Title of the Unit
1. Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
2. Installation of partition wall
3. Installation of wall lining
4. Installation of dropped ceiling

Number of points / Percentages calculated
40/100
40/100
40/100
40/100
Criteria for the ECVET points
Time
needed

Difficulties
of works

Importance for
the abour market

On
average

7/18

8/20

0*

6/15

12/32
10/25
10/25

10/25
14/35
8/20

14/35
16/40
10/25

12/30
13/32
9/23

Attention: */none, because the identification of materials is performance alone but in specific
technologies (unit 2, 3 and 4)
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1.

Generic Title of the Unit: Installation of partition wall (JM.02)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title of the Qualification: Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
EQF Level for qualifications: 3
NQF/PL/I/R Level for qualifications: 3
ECVET points for qualifications: Partners recommendation
Learning outcomes description for the Unit:
Skills

Knowledge

Competence

− Prepare the workplace for the
installation of partition walls
− Prepare the place where the
materials for the installation of
partition walls can be stored
− Ensure a proper transportation of
all the necessary materials used in
the installation of partition walls
− Establish the position of partition walls
− Prepare and cut down to size
boards for flat wall installation
− Prepare and cut down to size
boards for arc-shaped wall installation
− Choose and assemble the steel
profiles for the installation of
partition walls
− Fix the boards to the wall profiles
− Fit insulation between boards
− Fix door frames
− Install walls with cavities in
which service lines such as
plumbing lines and sewage pipes
can be concealed
− Fix shelves, walls and board
frames (the binding)
− Complete the finishing work
such as filling, finishing internal
angles, board cleaning
− Make an inventory of the materials needed for wall installation
− Assess the quality of the work
done
− Respect the occupational health
and safety rules as well as environmental law requirements

− Preparation and storage of
boards and steel profiles
for installation.
− Types of partition wall
systems.
− Selection criteria of partition wall systems; wall parameters.
− Steps in the installation of
partition walls.
− Setting the positions of
partition walls.
− Assembling metal profiles
for partition wall installation.
− Laying the boards.
− Installation of additional
fitting.
− Finish work, concealing
seams between boards

− Applies the principles of culture and
ethics
− Predicts implications
of taken a actions
− Is open to changes
− Updates the
knowledge and improves professional
skills
− Is able to bear responsibility for taken action
− Is able to work in a
team.
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7.
8.

ECVET points for the Unit: 12 (circa 30% of the overall qualification)
The procedures and criteria for assessment of the units of learning outcomes
Assessment of the units of learning outcomes consists of two stages: written and practical. Verifying tasks are provided and evaluated by the certifying
authority. In the Skillsup project these functions are conducted by Polish Gypsum Association (PSG).
The written part of the examination is conducted in the form of closed
choice of the multiple test with one correct answer. The written exam takes
up to 60 minutes and 30 minutes of practical recognition (choice) of materials
and tools. To pass the examination it is necessary to score at least 55% of all
available to obtain points. The practical stage of the test consists of carrying
out examination tasks conducted for the particular unit of the learning outcome in the particular qualification. The estimated time of the implementation
of practical test takes maximum 240 minutes. The examination candidates are
required to perform the product or service as the result of implementation of
the practical stage. To pass the practical examination it is necessary to score at
least 75% of points in the practical stage.
The basic criteria for assessment of the practical test should also included:
•
The quality of the outcome in terms of fulfilling the requirements set out
in the practical test and in compliance with the standards / rules of conducting professional activities,
•
The quality of indirect result in the case when his assessment has a direct
impact on the end result’s assessment and it is not possible after the execution of the test,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of the implementation of conformity with the methods / technologies relevant to the unit
of the learning outcomes,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of compliance with
the rules of the health and safety and environmental protection.
9.
Expiry date of the units of learning outcomes: 2 years from the date of
completion of the test
Criteria for the ECVET points
Qualification:
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Generic Title of the Unit
1. Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
2. Installation of partition wall
3. Installation of wall lining
4. Installation of dropped ceiling

Number of points / Percentages calculated
40/100
40/100
40/100
40/100
Criteria for the ECVET points
Time
needed

Difficulties
of works

Importance for
the labour market

On
average

7/18

8/20

0*

6/15

12/32
10/25
10/25

10/25
14/35
8/20

14/35
16/40
10/25

12/30
13/32
9/23

Attention: */none, because the identification of materials is performance alone but in specific
technologies (unit 2, 3 and 4).
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1.

Generic Title of the Unit: Installation of wall lining (JM.03)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title of the Qualification: Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
EQF Level for qualifications: 3
NQF/PL/I/R Level for qualifications: 3
ECVET points for qualifications: Partners recommendation
Learning outcomes description for the Unit:
Skills

Knowledge

Competence

− Prepare the workplace for the
installation of wall lining systems
− Prepare a place where materials
for the installation of wall lining
systems can be stored
− Prepare the background for wall
linings
− Select appropriate boards
− Prepare and cut to size the
boards for the wall lining system,
− Attach wall linings directly to
masonry background
− Mark guidelines on the floor and
ceiling to establish the new wall
plane
− Mark vertical guidelines on the
background to establish the
bonding positions (as determined
by lining system type and the
board size and thickness)
− Select and assemble steel profiles appropriate for the installation of wall linings
− Fit insulation material
− Attach the boards to the profiles
− Install wall linings with cavities in
which service lines can be concealed
− Complete finish works such as
filling finishing internal angles,
board cleaning
− Obey the occupational health
and safety rules, fire regulations,
as well as environmental law requirements

− Types of wall lining systems.
− Installation of wall linings
on plasterboard adhesive
− Attaching wall linings to
steel profiles
− The rules of determining
the new wall plane
− Fixing and aligning the
board so that it is plumb.

− Applies the principles
of culture and ethics
− Predicts implications
of taken a actions
− Is open to changes
− Updates the
knowledge and improves professional
skills
− Is able to bear responsibility for taken
action
− Is able to work in a
team.

7.
8.

ECVET points for the Unit: 13 (circa 32% of the overall qualification)
The procedures and criteria for assessment of the units of learning
outcomes
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Assessment of the units of learning outcomes consists of two stages: written and practical. Verifying tasks are provided and evaluated by the certifying
authority. In the Skillsup project these functions are conducted by Polish Gypsum Association (PSG).
The written part of the examination is conducted in the form of closed
choice of the multiple test with one correct answer. The written exam takes
up to 60 minutes and 30 minutes of practical recognition (choice) of materials
and tools. To pass the examination it is necessary to score at least 55% of all
available to obtain points.
The practical stage of the test consists of carrying out examination tasks
conducted for the particular unit of the learning outcome in the particular
qualification. The estimated time of the implementation of practical test takes
maximum 240 minutes. The examination candidates are required to perform
the product or service as the result of implementation of the practical stage.
To pass the practical examination it is necessary to score at least 75% of points
in the practical stage.
The basic criteria for assessment of the practical test should also included:
•
The quality of the outcome in terms of fulfilling the requirements set out
in the practical test and in compliance with the standards / rules of conducting professional activities,
•
The quality of indirect result in the case when his assessment has a direct
impact on the end result’s assessment and it is not possible after the execution of the test,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of the implementation of conformity with the methods / technologies relevant to the unit
of the learning outcomes,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of compliance with
the rules of the health and safety and environmental protection.
9.
Expiry date of the units of learning outcomes: 2 years from the date of
completion of the test.
Criteria for the ECVET points
Qualification:
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Number of points / Percentages calculated
40/100
40/100
40/100
40/100
Criteria for the ECVET points

Generic Title of the Unit

Time
needed

Difficulties
of works

Importance
for the labour
market

On average

1. Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
2. Installation of partition wall
3. Installation of wall lining
4. Installation of dropped ceiling

7/18

8/20

0*

6/15

12/32
10/25
10/25

10/25
14/35
8/20

14/35
16/40
10/25

12/30
13/32
9/23

Attention:*/none, because the identification of materials is performance alone but in specific
technologies (unit 2, 3 and 4).
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1.

Generic Title of the Unit: Installation of dropped ceiling (JM.04)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title of the Qualification: Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
EQF Level for qualifications: 3
NQF/PL/I/R Level for qualifications: 3
ECVET points for qualifications: Partners recommendation
Learning outcomes description for the Unit:
Skills

−
−

−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−

Prepare the workplace for
the installation of dropped
ceiling systems
Prepare a place where
materials for the installation
of dropped ceiling systems
can be stored
Ensure the proper transportation of materials used for
dropped ceiling systems
Determine the positioning
of dropped ceilings
Prepare and cut to size the
boards used for dropped
ceiling systems,
Select and assemble steel
profiles appropriate for the
installation of dropped ceiling systems
Attach the plasterboards to
the steel profiles
Fit insulation material between the boards
Complete finish works such
as filling, finishing internal
angles, board cleaning
Obey the occupational
health and safety rules, fire
regulations, as well as environmental law requirements

Knowledge

Competence

− Kinds of dropped ceiling
systems.
− Installation of drywalls on
monolithic ceiling
− Installation of flat and arcshaped dropped ceiling
systems
− Installation of coffer ceilings

− Applies the principles
of culture and ethics
− Predicts implications
of taken a actions
− Is open to changes
− Updates the
knowledge and improves professional
skills
− Is able to bear responsibility for taken
action
− Is able to work in a
team.

7.
8.

ECVET points for the Unit: 9 (circa 23% of the overall qualification)
The procedures and criteria for assessment of the units of learning outcomes
Assessment of the units of learning outcomes consists of two stages: written and practical. Verifying tasks are provided and evaluated by the certifying
authority. In the Skillsup project these functions are conducted by Polish Gypsum Association (PSG).
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The written part of the examination is conducted in the form of closed
choice of the multiple test with one correct answer. The written exam takes
up to 60 minutes and 30 minutes of practical recognition (choice) of materials
and tools. To pass the examination it is necessary to score at least 55% of all
available to obtain points.
The practical stage of the test consists of carrying out examination tasks
conducted for the particular unit of the learning outcome in the particular
qualification. The estimated time of the implementation of practical test takes
maximum 240 minutes. The examination candidates are required to perform
the product or service as the result of implementation of the practical stage.
To pass the practical examination it is necessary to score at least 75% of points
in the practical stage.
The basic criteria for assessment of the practical test should also included:
•
The quality of the outcome in terms of fulfilling the requirements set out
in the practical test and in compliance with the standards / rules of conducting professional activities,
•
The quality of indirect result in the case when his assessment has a direct
impact on the end result’s assessment and it is not possible after the execution of the test,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of the implementation of conformity with the methods / technologies relevant to the unit
of the learning outcomes,
•
The process of the implementation of the test in terms of compliance with
the rules of the health and safety and environmental protection.
9. Expiry date of the units of learning outcomes: 2 years from the date of
completion of the test
Criteria for the ECVET points
Qualification:
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Generic Title of the Unit

5. Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
6. Installation of partition wall
7. Installation of wall lining
8. Installation of dropped ceiling

Number of points / Percentages calculated
40/100
40/100
40/100
40/100
Criteria for the ECVET points
Time
Difficulties Importance
On
needed
of works
for the
average
labour
market
7/18
8/20
0*
6/15

12/32
10/25
10/25

10/25
14/35
8/20

14/35
16/40
10/25

12/30
13/32
9/23

Attention:*/ none, because the identification of materials is performance alone but in specific
technologies (unit 2, 3 and 4).
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10. International report concerning the identification of
qualification requirements for the specialisation
‘Technology of Interior Drywall Systems’ in Romania.
Identificării calificărilor necesare pentru specializarea
„Tehnologia sistemelor gips- carton de interior”.
Raport România
Emilia Pecheanu, Adina Cocu
University Dunarea de Jos of Galati – Romania

1. Goals and activities in research on
Drywall Installer’s qualification requirements
One of the specific goals of the SkillsUp Project is to study the requirements related to workers’ competencies in a particular area belonging to the
construction sector: the drywall technologies. The study is aiming to compare
the minimum entry professional qualification requirements for drywall
installers in several countries: Poland, Romania and Italy.
The results of the research and evaluation activities could be the subject
of achievements of vocational credit transfer in international dimension, in
accordance with the requirements of the ECVET system rules.
The survey is addressed directly to the training institutions for the profession of “Drywall Installers” and to employers who employ people in this profession. The obtained data will be used for the preparation of national reports
and there will be developed a summary report: “International report concerning the comparison of requirements of workers’ competencies in selected professional areas including construction branch (English, Polish, Romanian and
Italian availability) to compare the minimum entry qualification requirements
for Drywall System Installers.
Activities planned to be carried out during the SkillsUp project’s study and
research phase are the following:
1. Application of survey questionnaire to people from sample group:
o Teachers and educational programs responsible from institutions
providing training in the area of drywall systems’ technologies.
o Employers from companies in building industry that provide work for
drywall installers.
2. Data extracting from the Survey Questionnaire
3. Data Processing and Analysis.
Findings in study of qualification requirements for drywall systems’ installers are presented in Sections 2 and Section 3 – Identification of qualification requirements for the specialisation “Drywall Installation” in Romania - of
the present Report.
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2. Application of Survey questionnaires
The survey on qualification requirements for the specialisation “Drywall Installation” in Romania has been planned to be fulfilled in three sessions of
evaluation, from October to December 2012:
1. First session has been launched on 8 October and finished on 20 November 2012.
2. Second session has been launched in 15 October and completed on 2 December 2012.
3. Third session has been launched in November and concluded on 20 of
December 2012.
The sample groups included:
−
Teachers/tutors in a vocational school in construction field
−
Educational programs responsible from an institution providing training
in the area of drywall systems’ technologies
−
Supervisors or other persons in charge from several local companies
working in building industry
People participating to the survey will evaluate the importance of various
competences required for occupation of Drywall Installer, by grading different
aspects related to this specialization.
The process of evaluation is undertaken considering the answers given to
questions accordingly to the marks: Very Important, Important, Less
Important, Unnecessary.
The technical requirements for survey application are the following:
− Survey questionnaires completed by persons in target group.
− Microsoft Excel or similar open source software to handle questionnaires
results.
1. First Session of survey
Session duration: from 8 October to 20 November
Number of participants and participants profile:
− 6 persons involved as teachers/tutors in educational activities at a local vocational school providing educational programs in the field of construction.
2. Second Session of survey
Session duration: from 15 October to 2 December 2012
Number of participants and participants’ profile:
− 5 persons working as educational program responsible in institution providing training in the field of construction.
3. Third Session of survey
Session duration: from 20 November to 20 December
Number of participants and participants’ profile:
− 4 persons working as supervisors or responsible in charge of human resources in local companies activating in building industry
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3. Evaluation of Survey results
During the three sessions of Survey the questionnaires have been submitted to the persons involved in the research study: teachers and responsible of
educational programs in construction domain and responsible in charge of
human resources.
Evaluation has been provided by grading of different aspects, plus qualitative commentaries.
The process of evaluation was undertaken considering the answers given
to questions accordingly to the marks: Very important, Important, Less Important, Unnecessary.
The users’ answers have been analyzed and then translated in a computational form, in order to be processed using Microsoft Excel worksheets.
The questionnaires processed in the Excel worksheets were the following:
− The questionnaires from teachers/tutors: 15 people answered the evaluation questions:
6 teachers, 5 responsible with training and educational programs in
constructions,
4 responsible form companies working in building industry.
The questionnaires from teachers and responsible have been processed
together in the same Excel worksheets. The results of data processing have
been filled into Excel graphic bar charts.
The graphics represented the most suitable visual manner to communicate the findings in user’s answers to the Survey Questionnaires.

No.

Minimum qualification
requirements
for Drywall Installers

Scale of assessment –
Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

ImPor
tant

Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

15

0

A -2.

Installation of partition wall systems

15

0

A -3.

Installation of wall facing systems

13

2

A -4.

Installation of dropped ceiling systems

11

4

A -5.

Installation of roof lining systems

10

5

A -6.

Installation of dry screed systems

11

4

A -1.

Less
Important

UnNecessary
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Minimum qualification requirements for the Drywall System Installers
Very Important

15

Important
Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
Identification of Installation of Installation of wall Installation of Installation of roof Installation of dry
materials used in partition wall facing systems dropped ceiling lining systems screed systems
Technology of
systems
systems
Interior Drywall
Systems

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
No.
Skills

examines and distiguishes the basic physical and chemical gypsum characteristics
characterizes the use of gypsum in con2.
struction
characterizes the method of production of
3.
gypsum from the gypsum stone
4. prepares plastering mud/plaster finish
identifies plasterboards in interior drywall
5.
systems
describes the use of plasterboards in inte6.
rior drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of paper7.
based and gypsum fibre boards
identifies the types and labels of steel
8.
profiles in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in the
9.
context of users' safety
describes the use of different elements
10.
for installation

1.

146

Very
important

Important

2

13

1

14

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

5

10

5

10

15
12
2

13

2

13

3

15
7

8

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

prepares steel profiles and other necessary installation elements
identifies the types of sealing materials
and insulation used in drywall systems
describes the use of different materials
for finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating materials
for finishing works
others (add what)

2

13
6

1

14

2

13

9

Very Im portant

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Important
Less im portant

15

Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A1- 1

A1- 2

A1- 3

A1- 4

A1- 5

A1- 6

A1- 7

A1- 8

A1- 9

A1- 10

A1- 11

A1- 12

A1- 13

A1- 14

A1- 15

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Skills

distinguishes between types of paperbased partition walls
identifies the basic structural elements of
partition walls
identifies the types of steel profiles used
for partition wall installation
characterizes plasterboards in accordance
with the performance values required
identifies the types of insulation material
used in dry wall systems
describes the basic steps of partition wall
installation

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

7

8

8

7

3

12

6

9

3

12

Less
important

Unnecessary

15
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7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19

distinguishes between types of steel profiles used in making door frames
specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting plasterboard to the single-layer
wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used in
moist rooms
describes the method of plasterboard
bending in order to install arch walls
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
describes the stages of jointing plasterboard
characterizes the steps of corner installation
performs plasterboard jointing on the
part of partition wall
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
describes the stages of skim coating
performs finishing works of any partition
wall internal angle
others (add what)

9

6

9

6

8

7

14

1

13

2

6

9

7

8

13

2

9

6

12
9

3
6

8

7

A2. Installation of partition wall systems

Very Important
Important
Less important

15

Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A2- 1
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A2- 2

A2- 3

A2- 4

A2- 5

A2- 6

A2- 7

A2- 8

A2- 9

A2- 10

A2- 11

A2- 12

A2- 13

A2- 14

A2- 15

A2- 16

A2- 17

A2- 18

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Skills

distinguishes between types of wall linings
identifies the basic structural elements of
wall linings fixed to steel profiles
identifies the types of steel profiles used
for the installation of prewall construction
characterizes the advantages of
wall linings
distinguishes between insulation
materials used in prewalls and wall linings
selects the appropriate wall lining system
and plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard
installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for wall lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting plasterboards to the single-layer
wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard
used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
determines the position of plasterboards
on the basis of technical documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim coating
distinguishes between stages in skim
coating
characterizes the stages in angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an internal
and external angle of wall linings
others (add what)

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

6

9

6

9

7

8

6

9

8

7

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

15
14

1

6

9

7

8

13

3

9

6

9

6

14

1

9
8

6
7
15

6
8
12

9
7
3

9

6
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A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

Very Im portant
Im portant

15

Less im portant
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A3- 1

A3- 2

A3- 3

A3- 4

A3- 5

A3- 6

A3- 7

A3- 8

A3- 9 A3- 10 A3- 11 A3- 12 A3- 13 A3- 14 A3- 15 A3- 16 A3- 17 A3- 18 A3- 19 A3- 20

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
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Skills

distinguishes between the types of
dropped ceilings on the basis of technical
drawing
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for dropped ceiling installation
shows differences in construction between
one-level and two-level dropped ceilings
describes the characteristic features of
dropped ceiling cladding
classifies dropped ceilings made in drywall
system technology in accordance with
the installation method of their supporting structure
characterizes the stages of one-level
dropped ceiling installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for dropped ceiling installation
specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in an one-level dropped
ceiling, in the first layer of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in each layer of cladding in a twolevel ceiling

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

6

8

3

11

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

1

15
3

12

2

13

2

12

1

3

11

1

2

3

13

2

distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of dropped
ceiling plasterboard installation
characterizes the basic stage of
skim coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of finishing
skim coating
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
others (add what)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16

14

1

12

3

15
15
9

6

12

3

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
Very Important
Important

15

Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A4- 1 A4- 2 A4- 3 A4- 4 A4- 5 A4- 6 A4- 7 A4- 8 A4- 9 A4- 10 A4- 11 A4- 12 A4- 13 A4- 14 A4- 15

A-5. Installation of roof lining system

No.

1.
2.
3.

Skills

distinguishes between materials used for
roof lining system installation
identifies the basic structural elements of
roof lining system
describes the rules of roof lining system
installation

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

6

9

3

12

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

15
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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specifies the minimum thickness of insulation material applied in roof lining systems
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for roof lining installation
describes characteristic features of mineral wool
defines the functions of vapour permeable membrane
describes the stages of roof lining installation
selects appropriate types of steel profiles
used for roof lining installation
selects appropriate kinds of insulation
in line with roof lining type
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in an one-level loft housing, in the
first layer of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in each layer of cladding in twolevel loft housing
distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards installation
determines the position of roof lining on
the basis of technical documentation
attaches steel profiles to the beams of
rafter framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour permeable membrane between beams
performs installation of roof lining by a
roof window
characterizes the basic stage of skim
coating
distinguishes between different stages of
skim coating
describes the stages of angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
makes finishing works of a fragment of roof
lining by a roof window in a sloping roof
performs the tolerance measurement
of the installed roof lining system
others (add what)

15
6

9

7

8

1

14

14

1

3

12

7

8

13

2

15
15
9

6

12

3

9

6

9

6

4

1
15

3

12

6
14

9
1

9

6

7

8

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
15

Very Important
Important
Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A5- 1 A5- 2 A5- 3 A5- 4 A5- 5 A5- 6 A5- 7 A5- 8 A5- 9 A5- 10 A5- 11 A5- 12 A5- 13 A5- 14 A5- 15 A5- 16 A5- 17 A5- 18 A5- 19 A5- 20 A5- 21 A5- 22 A5- 23 A5- 24

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems

No.

1.

Skills

describes the advantages of dry screed
installation
2. characterizes the layers of dry screed
flooring
3. distinguishes between materials used for
dry screed system installation
4. describes the characteristic features of
plasterboards used in dry screed systems
5. specifies the dimensions of plasterboard
used in dry screed systems
6. describes the preparation method
of uneven subfloor
7. selects appropriate insulation materials
used for dry screed systems
8. specifies the conditions appropriate
for the start of the dry screed installation
9. distinguishes between types of dry
screed flooring
10. distinguishes between elements of
dry screed flooring
11. distinguishes between types of ballast to
compensate for the substrate

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

5
5
5
5
2

3

3

2

1

4
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12. distinguishes between types of plasterboard used in dry screed systems
13. determines the pattern of laying
the boards in dry screed systems
14. specifies the method of use of insulation
materials in dry screed systems
15. describes characteristic features
of dry screed flooring substrates
16. distinguishes between types of
finishing materials used in dry screed
flooring substr.
17. prepares the ground for dry screed
boards on the floor with small /large
unevenness
18. lays dry screed boards in one layer
and two layers on the substrate
19. carries out filling of the ground
fragment made of dry screed boards
20 others (add what)

3

2

2

3

2

3

1

4

2

3

4

1

4

1

3

2

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
Very Important
Important

15

Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A6- 1
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A6- 2

A6- 3

A6- 4

A6- 5

A6- 6

A6- 7

A6- 8

A6- 9 A6- 10 A6- 11 A6- 12 A6- 13 A6- 14 A6- 15 A6- 16 A6- 17 A6- 18 A6- 19

No.

Psychophysical features

I. Sensory and motor skills
1. Visual acuity
2. Distinguishing colours
3. Binocular vision
4. Sense of balance
5. Eye-hand coordination
6. Quick reflexes
7. Dexterity of hands
8. No fear of height
II. Abilities
1. Good concentration span
2. Technical abilities
3. Good perception and spatial imagination
4. Sense of beauty and aesthetics
III. Personality traits
1. Perseverance and patience
2. Emotional balance
3. Accountability and discipline
4. Accuracy
5. Self-control
6. Ease of switching from one activity to
another
7. others (add what)

Scale of assessment Number of selections made
per answer
Very
important

Important

9
4
14
1
1
1
2
3

6
7
1
12
14
8
12
7

1
3
1

12
2
7
8

7

Less
Unimnecesportant sary

4
2
6
1
5
2
7
7

15
10
15
7
8

1
7

8

7

5

Global Evaluation given by the users
The survey data analysis show that users consider that almost all competences in Drywall Systems Installation are very important or important. Users
have quite the same view on psychophysical features workers should posses in
order to carry out activities in this occupation.
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1. Obiective şi activităţi desfăşurate pentru studierea calificărilor
necesare pentru specializarea „Tehnologia sistemelor gips-carton”
Unul dintre obiectivele specifice proiectului SkillsUp este de a studia
cerinţele referitoare la competenţele lucrătorilor dintr-o anumită zonă
aparţinând domeniului: Tehnologii pentru sistemele ghips-carton. Studiul are
scopul de a compara cerinţele minime de calificare profesională pentru
instalatori de sisteme de gips-carton în mai multe ţări: Polonia, România şi
Italia.
Rezultatele activităţilor de cercetare şi evaluare ar putea fi obiectul
transferului internaţional de credite profesionale, în conformitate cu cerinţele
normelor sistemului ECVET.
Evaluarea se adresează direct instituţiilor de formare pentru profesia de
"Instalator sisteme gips-carton" şi companiilor care angajează persoane în
această profesie. Datele obţinute vor fi folosite pentru pregătirea rapoartelor
naţionale şi pentru elaborarea unui raport de sinteză: "Raport internaţional
privind compararea cerinţelor minime de calificare pentru instalatorii de
sisteme gips-carton (cu disponibilitate în limbile engleză, poloneză, română şi
italiană).
Activităţile planificate pentru studierea calificărilor necesare specializării
„Tehnologia sistemelor gips-carton” din cadrul proiectului SkillsUp sunt
următoarele:
1. Aplicarea chestionarului de evaluare pentru persoanele din grupul care
participă la evaluare:
• Profesori şi responsabili de programe educaţionale de la instituţii care
oferă instruire în domeniul tehnologiilor sistemelor ghips-carton
• Angajatori din companiile din domeniul construcţiilor care oferă locuri
de muncă pentru instalatori de sisteme ghips-carton
2. Centralizarea datelor obţinute prin prelucrarea chestionarelor de evaluare
3. Procesarea şi analiza datelor.
Analiza calificărilor necesare pentru instalatorii de sisteme ghips-carton
este prezentată în secţiunea 2 şi secţiunea 3 - Identificarea cerinţelor de
calificare pentru specializarea "Instalator sisteme gips-carton" în România - a
prezentului raport.

2. Aplicarea chestionarelor de evaluare
Sondajul privind cerinţele de calificare pentru specializarea "Tehnologia
sistemelor gips-carton" realizat în România a fost planificat prin trei sesiuni de
evaluare, din octombrie până în decembrie 2012, astfel:
4. Prima sesiune a fost lansată pe 8 octombrie şi s-a încheiat pe 20
noiembrie 2012
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5.

Sesiunea a doua a fost lansată în 15 octombrie şi s-a finalizat în data de 02
decembrie
6. A treia sesiune a fost lansată în noiembrie şi s-a încheiat pe 20 decembrie.
Grupurile care au participat la evaluare au fost alcătuite din:
−
profesori/tutori care activează în cadrul şcolii profesionale în domeniul
construcţiilor
−
responsabili de programe educaţionale de la instituţia care furnizează
programe educaţionale în domeniul tehnologiilor sistemelor de gips-carton
−
supraveghetori sau alte persoane responsabile de la mai multe companii
locale care lucrează în industria construcţiilor
Persoanele participante la sondaj au evaluat importanţa diferitelor
competenţe necesare pentru ocupaţia de instalator sisteme gips-carton, prin
clasificarea diferitelor aspecte legate de această specializare.
Procesul de evaluare s-a efectuat având în vedere răspunsurile date la
întrebări, corespunzător cu următoarele calificări: Foarte important,
Important, Mai puţin important, Inutil.
Cerinţele tehnice pentru aplicarea sondajului sunt următoarele:
−
formular pentru identificarea calificărilor necesare pentru specializarea
„Tehnologia sistemelor gips-carton de interior”
−
Microsoft Excel sau software „open source” similar pentru introducerea şi
prelucrarea rezultatelor chestionarelor.
1. Prima sesiune de evaluare
Durata sesiunii: din 8 octombrie până pe 20 noiembrie
Numărul de participanţi şi profilul acestora:
−
6 persoane implicate ca profesori-tutori în activităţi educaţionale la o
şcoală profesională din domeniul construcţiilor
2. A doua sesiune de evaluare
Durata sesiunii: din 15 octombrie până pe 02 decembrie 2012
Numărul de participanţi şi profilul acestora:
−
5 persoane responsabile de programele educaţionale la şcoala
profesională din domeniul construcţiilor
3. A treia sesiune de evaluare
Durata sesiunii: din 20 noiembrie până pe 20 decembrie 2012
Numărul de participanţi şi profilul acestora:
−
4 persoane responsabile cu resursele umane în cadrul companiilor care
activează în domeniul construcţiilor

3. Evaluarea rezultatelor
Pe parcursul celor trei sesiuni de evaluare au fost transmise formularele
pentru identificarea calificărilor către persoanele implicate: profesori şi
responsabili de programe educaţionale în domeniul construcţiilor şi
responsabili care se ocupă de resursele umane.
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Evaluarea a fost realizată pe bază de răspunsuri sub formă de calificative,
plus comentarii calitative.
Procesul de evaluare a fost efectuat luând în considerare răspunsurile
date la întrebări corespunzător următoarelor calificative: Foarte important,
Important, Mai puţin important, Inutil. Răspunsurile utilizatorilor au fost
analizate şi apoi introduse într-o foaie de calcul tabelar, cu scopul de a fi
procesate cu ajutorul aplicaţiei Microsoft Excel.
Chestionarele prelucrate în foile de calcul Excel au fost următoarele:
−
Chestionare de la profesori/tutori: 15 persoane au răspuns la întrebările
de evaluare:
6 profesori, 5 responsabili cu programele de formare educaţională în
construcţii
4 responsabilii din companii care activează în industria construcţiilor
Toate răspunsurile la chestionare au fost prelucrate împreună în foile de calcul.
În urma prelucrării datelor au fost realizate grafice de tip bară în Excel.
Graficele reprezintă modul cel mai potrivit de a comunica vizual concluziile la
răspunsurile utilizatorilor la formularele de evaluare.

A -1.

A -2.
A -3.
A -4.
A -5.
A -6.
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Calificări minime necesare
pentru instalatorii de
sisteme gips-carton
de interior
Identificarea materialelor
folosite la sistemele de
gips-carton de interior
Instalarea pereţilor
despărţitori
Placarea pereţilor cu
plăci gips-carton
Instalarea plafoanelor
suspendate
Realizarea sistemelor
pentru mansardă
Realizarea sistemelor
de pardoseală cu
şapă uscată

Scala de evaluare Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important
15

0

15

0

13

2

11

4

10

5

11

4

Minimum qualification requirements for the Drywall System Installers
Very Important
Important

15

Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
Identification of Installation of Installation of wall Installation of Installation of roof Installation of dry
materials used in partition wall facing systems dropped ceiling lining systems screed systems
Technology of
systems
systems
Interior Drywall
Systems

A-1. Identificarea materialelor folosite la sistemele de gips-carton de interior
Scala de evaluare –
Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
No.
Competenţe

Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Examinarea şi distingerea caracteristicilor
de bază fizice şi chimice ale gipsului
Folosirea gipsului în construcţii
Metoda de producţie a gipsului din roca
de ghips
Prepararea compuşilor pentru umplerea
rosturilor şi pentru finisare
Identificarea plăcilor gips-carton folosite
în sistemele de gips-carton de interior
Descrierea folosirii plăcilor gips-carton
pentru sistemele de interior
Descrierea regulilor de depozitare a
plăcilor gips-carton
Identificarea tipurilor şi a denumirilor
profilelor de oţel folosite la sistemele de
gips-carton de interior
Analiza parametrilor profilelor în
contextul siguranţei în utilizare

2

13

1

14
5

10

5

10

15
12
2

13

2

13

3

15
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Descrierea folosirii diferitelor elemente
pentru montare
Pregătirea profilelor de oţel şi a altor
elemente necesare în montare
Identificarea tipurilor de materiale
pentru izolare şi lucrări de finisare
Descrierea materialelor pentru lucrări de
finisare
Prepararea materialelor pentru lucrări de
finisare
altele (adăugaţi)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

7
2

8

13
6

1

14

2

13

9

Very Important

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Important
Less im portant

15

Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A1- 1

A1- 2

A1- 3

A1- 4

A1- 5

A1- 6

A1- 7

A1- 8

A1- 9

A1- 10

A1- 11

A1- 12

A1- 13

A1- 14

A1- 15

A-2. Instalarea pereţilor despărţitori
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Competenţe
Tipuri de pereţi despărţitori
Identificarea elementelor structurale ale
pereţilor despărţitori
Identificarea tipurilor de profile de oţel
folosite la pereţii despărţitori
Proprietăţile plăcilor gips-carton în
conformitate cu performanţele cerute
Identificarea tipurilor de materiale de
izolaţie
Descrierea paşilor de bază în montarea
pereţilor despărţitori

Scala de evaluare Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

7

8

8

7

3

12

6

9

3

12
15

7.

Tipuri de profile de oţel folosite la
montarea uşilor
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor la peretele
despărţitor cu un singur strat
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor la peretele
despărţitor cu două straturi
Selectarea tipurilor de plăci gips-carton
folosite în spaţii umede
Descrierea metodelor de montaj pentru
pereţii curbaţi
Descrierea regulilor de instalare a
plăcilor gips-carton
Descrierea etapelor de îmbinare a
plăcilor gips-carton
Montarea plăcilor în colţuri
Realizarea îmbinărilor plăcilor unui
perete despărţitor
Identificarea benzilor pentru îmbinări
Descrierea etapelor de finisare
Realizarea operaţiunilor de finisare
pentru unghiuri interioare
altele (adăugaţi)

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19

9

6

9

6

8

7

14

1

13

2

6

9

7

8

13

2

9

6

12
9

3
6

8

7

A2. Installation of partition wall systems

Very Important
Important
Less important

15

Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A2- 1

A2- 2

A2- 3

A2- 4

A2- 5

A2- 6

A2- 7

A2- 8

A2- 9

A2- 10

A2- 11

A2- 12

A2- 13

A2- 14

A2- 15

A2- 16

A2- 17

A2- 18
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A-3. Placarea pereţilor cu plăci gips-carton
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Competenţe
Tipuri de sisteme de placare
Identificarea elementelor Structurale
pentru fixarea plăcilor de profilele de oţel
Identificarea tipurilor de profile de oţel
folosite la sistemele de placare
Caracterizarea avantajelor Sistemelor
de placare
Identificarea tipurilor de materiale de
izolaţie
Selectarea sistemului de placare
corespunzător şi instalarea plăcilor
gips-carton
Descrierea etapelor de instalare a
plăcilor gips-carton
Identificarea profilelor de oţel folosite
la placarea pereţilor
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor într-un singur strat
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor în două straturi
Selectarea tipurilor de plăci gips-carton
folosite în spaţii umede
Descrierea regulilor de montare a
plăcilor gips-carton
Determinarea poziţiei plăcilor gipscarton pe baza documentaţiei tehnice
Realizarea placării pereţilor cu plăci
gips-carton
Descrierea etapelor de finisare
Diferenţierea între diferitele tipuri de
finisare
Descrierea etapelor de instalare a
plăcilor în unghi
Identificarea benzilor pentru îmbinări
Realizarea îmbinărilor între plăcile gipscarton
Realizarea operaţiunilor de finisare
pentru unghiuri interioare şi exterioare
altele (adăugaţi)

Scala de evaluare –
Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

6

9

6

9

7

8

6

9

8

7

15
14

1

6

9

7

8

13

3

9

6

9

6

14

1

9

6

8

7
15

6

9

8

7

12

3

9

6

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

Very Im portant
Im portant

15

Less im portant
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A3- 1

A3- 2

A3- 3

A3- 4

A3- 5

A3- 6

A3- 7

A3- 8

A3- 9 A3- 10 A3- 11 A3- 12 A3- 13 A3- 14 A3- 15 A3- 16 A3- 17 A3- 18 A3- 19 A3- 20

A-4. Instalarea plafoanelor suspendate
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Competenţe
Diferenţierea tipurilor de tavane
suspendate pe baza desenelor tehnice
Identificarea profilelor de oţel folosite
la instalarea plafoanelor suspendate
Diferenţe constructive între plafoanele
suspendate pe un nivel şi cele pe două
nivele
Descrierea avantajelor tavanelor
suspendate
Clasificarea tavanelor suspendate
conform metodelor de instalare a
structurii suport
Descrierea etapelor de instalare a
plafoanelor suspendate cu structură pe
un nivel
Deosebiri între profilele folosite pentru
plafoanele suspendate
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor la plafonul cu
structură pe un nivel
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor ambele nivele
pentru plafonul cu structură pe două
nivele

Scala de evaluare –
Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

6

8

3

11

1

15
3

12

2

13

2

12

1

3

11

1

2

3

13

2
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Selectarea tipurilor de plăci gips-carton
folosite în spaţii umede
Descrierea regulilor de montare a
plafoanelor suspendate
Descrierea etapelor de finisare
Diferenţierea între diferitele tipuri de
finisare
Descrierea etapelor de aplicare a
compuşilor de finisare
Identificarea benzilor pentru îmbinări
altele (adăugaţi)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

14

1

12

3

15
15
9

6

12

3

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
Very Important
Important

15

Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A4- 1 A4- 2 A4- 3 A4- 4 A4- 5 A4- 6 A4- 7 A4- 8 A4- 9 A4- 10 A4- 11 A4- 12 A4- 13 A4- 14 A4- 15

A-5. Realizarea sistemelor pentru mansardă
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Competenţe
Diferenţierea între materialele folosite
pentru mansardă
Identificarea elementelor structurale
pentru sistemele pentru mansardă
Descrierea regulilor de instalare a
sistemelor pentru mansardă
Specificarea grosimii minime a
materialelor de izolare pentru
sistemele de placare a mansardei

Scala de evaluare –
Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

6

9

3

12

15
15

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Diferenţierea profilelor de oţel folosite
în sistemele pentru mansardă
Descrierea avantajelor folosirii vatei
minerale
Definirea funcţiilor membranei
permeabile la vapori
Descrierea etapelor de instalare
a sistemelor pentru mansardă
Selectarea profilelor de oţel
corespunzătoare sistemelor
pentru mansardă
Selectarea tipurilor de izolare în
concordanţă cu tipul de placare a
mansardei
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor în primul strat de
placare al mansardei
Specificarea distanţei dintre şuruburi
pentru fixarea plăcilor în ambele nivele
pentru mansarda cu două straturi placare
Selectarea tipurilor de plăci gips-carton
folosite în spaţii umede
Descrierea regulilor pentru placarea
mansardei
Determinarea poziţiei plăcilor pentru
placarea mansardei pe baza
documentaţiei tehnice
Montarea profilelor de oţel la
grinzile/căpriorii acoperişului
Montarea izolaţiei termice şi a
membranei permeabile la vapori între
grinzile acoperişului
Instalarea placării mansardei printr-o
fereastră de acoperiş
Descrierea etapelor de finisare
Diferenţierea între diferitele tipuri de
finisare
Descrierea etapelor de instalare a
plăcilor în unghi
Identificarea benzilor pentru îmbinări
Realizarea lucrărilor de finisare a unei
porţiuni de mansardă printr-o fereastră
de acoperiş înclinat
Realizarea măsurătorilor de toleranţă
pentru un sistem de mansardă
altele (adăugaţi)

6

9

7

8

1

14

14

1

3

12

7

8

13

2

15
15
9

6

12

3

9

6

9

6

4

1
15

3

12

6

9

14

1

9

6

7

8
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A-5. Installation of roof lining system
15

Very Important
Important
Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A5- 1 A5- 2 A5- 3 A5- 4 A5- 5 A5- 6 A5- 7 A5- 8 A5- 9 A5- 10 A5- 11 A5- 12 A5- 13 A5- 14 A5- 15 A5- 16 A5- 17 A5- 18 A5- 19 A5- 20 A5- 21 A5- 22 A5- 23 A5- 24

A-6. Realizarea sistemelor de pardoseală cu şapă uscată
Scala de evaluare –
Număr total pentru fiecare răspuns
No.
Competenţe

Foarte
Mai puţin
Important
Inutil
important
important

Descrierea avantajelor instalării şapei
uscate
Caracterizarea nivelelor şapei uscate de
2.
pardoseală
Diferenţierea între materialele folosite
3.
la instalarea şapei uscate de pardoseală
Descrierea avantajelor plăcilor gips4. carton folosite la şapele uscate de
pardoseală
Specificarea dimensiunilor plăcilor
5.
folosite la şapele uscate de pardoseală
Descrierea metodelor de pregătire
6.
pentru pardoseala inegală
Selectarea materialelor de izolaţie
7.
pentru şapele uscate de pardoseală
Specificarea condiţiilor de începere
8.
a instalării şapei uscate
Diferenţierea între diferitele tipuri de
9.
şape uscate de pardoseală
Diferenţierea între diferitele elemente
10.
ale şapei de pardoseală
1.
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2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

5
5
5
5
2

3

3

2

Diferenţierea între tipurile de balast de
compensare pentru substrat
Diferenţierea plăcilor gips-carton
folosite la şapele uscate
Determinarea aranjării plăcilor în
şapele de pardoseală
Specificarea metodei de folosire a
materialelor de izolare în şapele uscate
de pardoseală
Descrierea avantajelor substraturilor
şapei uscate
Diferenţierea între materialele de
finisare folosite la substraturile şapei
uscate
Pregătirea bazei pentru plăcile şapei
uscate pentru pardoseală cu inegalităţi
uşoare sau accentuate
Fixarea plăcilor în unul sau două
straturi pe substrat
Umplerea neplaneităţilor bazei şapei
uscate de pardoseală
altele (adăugaţi)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

1

4

3

2

2

3

2

3

1

4

2

3

4

1

4

1

3

2

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
Very Important
Important

15

Less important
Unnecessary

12

9

6

3

0
A6- 1

A6- 2

A6- 3

A6- 4

A6- 5

A6- 6

A6- 7

A6- 8

A6- 9 A6- 10 A6- 11 A6- 12 A6- 13 A6- 14 A6- 15 A6- 16 A6- 17 A6- 18 A6- 19
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No.

Scala de evaluare Număr total pentru fiecare
răspuns

Competenţe psiho-fizice

Foarte
Important
important

I. Competenţe senzoriale şi motorii
1.
Acuitate vizuală
2.
Distingerea culorilor
3.
Vedere cu ambii ochi
4.
Simţul echilibrului
5.
Coordonarea ochi-mână
6.
Reflexe rapide
7.
Dexteritate
8.
Lipsa fricii de înălţime
II. Abilităţi
9.
Concentrare bună pe o mare
perioadă de timp
10.
Abilităţi tehnice
11.
Orientare spaţială şi percepţie
bună
12.
Simţ estetic şi artistic
III. Trăsături de personalitate
13.
Răbdare şi perseverenţă
14.
Echilibru emoţional
15.
Disciplină şi responsabilitate
16.
Perfecţiune
17.
Autocontrol
18.
Trecerea uşoară de la
o activitate la alta
19.
altele (adăugaţi)

Mai puţin
important

9
4
14
1
1
1
2
3

6
7
1
12
14
8
12
7

1

12

3

2

1

7

7

8

7

7

15
10
15
7
8
8

Inutil

4
2
6
1
5
2

5
1
7
7

Evaluarea globală
Analiza datelor obţinute în urma evaluării a arătat că utilizatorii consideră că
aproape toate competenţele necesare pentru Instalarea sistemelor gips-carton
sunt foarte importante sau importante. Aceleaşi observaţii se pot face şi
asupra competenţelor psiho-fizice pe care muncitorii trebuie să le posede
astfel încât să-şi poată desfăşura activităţile specifice meseriei.
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11. International report concerning the identification of qualification requirements for the specialisation ‘Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems' in Italy. Requisiti professionali
per la qualifica di “Cartongessista”. Rapporto Italia
Gilberto Collinassi
Ente ACLI Istruzione e formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy

1.

Goals and activities in research on Drywall Installer’s qualification
requirements

One of the specific goals of the SkillsUp Project is to study the requirements related to workers’ competencies in a particular area belonging to the
construction sector: the drywall technologies. The study is aiming to compare
the minimum entry professional qualification requirements for drywall installers in several countries: Poland, Romania and Italy.
The results of the research and evaluation activities could be the subject
of achievements of vocational credit transfer in international dimension, in
accordance with the requirements of the ECVET system rules.
The survey is addressed directly to the training institutions for the profession of “Drywall Installers” and to employers who employ people in this profession. The obtained data will be used for the preparation of national reports
and there will be developed a summary report: “International report concerning the comparison of requirements of workers’ competencies in selected professional areas including construction branch (English, Polish, Romanian and
Italian availability) to compare the minimum entry qualification requirements
for Drywall System Installers.
Activities planned to be carried out during the SkillsUp project’s study and
research phase are the following:
1. Application of survey questionnaire to people from sample group:
o Teachers and educational programs responsible from institutions
providing training in the area of drywall systems’ technologies
o Employers from companies in building industry that provide work for
drywall installers
2. Data extracting from the Survey Questionnaire
3. Data Processing and Analysis.
Findings in study of qualification requirements for drywall systems’ installers
are presented in Sections 1 – Identification of qualification requirements for the
specialisation “Drywall Installation” in Italy – of the present Report.

2. Evaluation of survey results
The survey on qualification requirements for the specialisation “Drywall Installation” in Italy has been planned to be fulfilled in three sessions of evaluation, from November to December 2012:
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1.

First session has involved teachers from a vocational school in construction field in Friuli Venezia Giula (CEFS Centro Edile per la
Formazione e la Sicurezza - Udine).
2.
In the second session seven Italian construction schools were interviewed in November.
3.
Third session has involved five Italian construction enterprises which
were interviewed between the end of November and beginning of December.
People participating to the survey have evaluated the importance of various competences required for occupation of Drywall Installer, by grading different aspects related to this specialisation.
The process of evaluation is undertaken considering the answers given to
questions accordingly to the marks: Very Important, Important, Less Important,
Unnecessary.
The technical requirements for survey application are the following:
− Survey questionnaires completed by people or sent by e-mail (in case of
the Italian construction schools) in target group.
− Microsoft Excel or similar open source software to handle questionnaires
results.

First Session of survey
Methodology
Session period: November 2012
Number of participants and participants profile:
− 7 teachers (6 males, 1 female) involved in educational activities at a local
vocational school in construction field in Friuli Venezia Giula, teaching
technical subjects
Minimum qualification
requirements
for Drywall Installers

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Imortant

A -1.

Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

2

5

A -2.

Installation of partition wall systems

5

2

A -3.

Installation of wall facing systems

5

2

A -4.

Installation of dropped ceiling systems

3

4

A -5.

Installation of roof lining systems

3

4

A -6.

Installation of dry screed systems

3

4
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Less
important

Unnecessary

Minimum qualification requirements for the Drywall System Installers
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

5

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2
1

0
Identification of
materials used in
Technology of
Interior Drywall
Systems

Installation of Installation of wall Installation of Installation of roof Installation of dry
partition wall
facing systems dropped ceiling lining systems screed systems
systems
systems

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
No.
Skills
Very
important

examines and distinguishes the basic physical and chemical gypsum characteristics
characterizes the use of gypsum in con2.
struction
characterizes the method of production of
3.
gypsum from the gypsum stone
4. prepares plastering mud/plaster finish
identifies plasterboards in interior drywall
5.
systems
describes the use of plasterboards in interi6.
or drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of paper7.
based and gypsum fibre boards
identifies the types and labels of steel pro8.
files in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in the con9.
text of users' safety
describes the use of different elements for
10.
installation
prepares steel profiles and other necessary
11.
installation elements
identifies the types of sealing materials and
12.
insulation used in drywall systems
1.

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

7
6

1

2

5

2

5

7
6

1

7
7
8
4

3

7
4

3
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describes the use of different materials for
finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating materials
14.
for finishing works
15. others (add what)
13.

5
5

Very Important

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Important
Less important

8

Unnecessary

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A1- 1

A1- 2

A1- 3

A1- 4

A1- 5

A1- 6

A1- 7

A1- 8

A1- 9

A1- 10

A1- 11

A1- 12

A1- 13

A1- 14

A1- 15

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems

No.

1.

Skills

distinguishes between types of paper-based
partition walls
2. identifies the basic structural elements of
partition walls
3. identifies the types of steel profiles used for
partition wall installation
4. characterizes plasterboards in accordance
with the performance values required
5. identifies the types of insulation material
used in dry wall systems
6. describes the basic steps of partition wall
installation
7. distinguishes between types of steel profiles used in making door frames
8. specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting plasterboard to the single-layer wall
9. specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting each layer of double-layered cladding
10. selects the type of plasterboard used in
moist rooms
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Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
ImVery
portaimportant
nt

3

4

3

4

2

5

2

5

2

5
7

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

Less
important

Unnecessary

11. describes the method of plasterboard
bending in order to install arch walls
12. describes the rules of plasterboard installation
13. describes the stages of jointing plasterboard
14. characterizes the steps of corner installation
15. performs plasterboard jointing on the part
of partition wall
16. identifies the types of reinforcing bands
17. describes the stages of skim coating
18. performs finishing works of any partition
wall internal angle
19 others (add what)

4

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

4
5

3
2

5

2

A2. Installation of partition wall systems

Very Important
Important

7

Less important
Unnecessary

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A 2- 1

A 2- 2

A 2- 3

A 2- 4

A 2- 5

A 2- 6

A 2- 7

A 2- 8

A 2- 9

A 2 - 10 A 2 - 11 A 2 - 12 A 2 - 13 A 2 - 14 A 2 - 15 A 2 - 16 A 2 - 17 A 2 - 18

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Skills

distinguishes between types of wall linings
identifies the basic structural elements of
wall linings fixed to steel profiles
identifies the types of steel profiles used for
the installation of prewall construction
characterizes the advantages of
wall linings

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very important

Important

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

5

Less
important

Unnecessary
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

distinguishes between insulation
materials used in prewalls and wall linings
selects the appropriate wall lining system
and plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for wall lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting plasterboards to the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for fitting each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard
used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
determines the position of plasterboards on
the basis of technical documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim coating
distinguishes between stages in skim coating
characterizes the stages in angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an internal and
external angle of wall linings
others (add what)

2

5

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

3
3
2
2
2
4

4
4
5
5
5
3

3

4

3

4

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

Very Important
Important

5

Less important
Unnecessary

4

3

2

1

0
A 3- 1
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A 32

A 33

A 34

A 35

A 36

A 37

A 38

A 39

A 310

A 311

A 312

A 313

A 314

A 315

A 316

A 317

A 318

A 319

A 320

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems

No.

Skills

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
Imporimportant
tant

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16

distinguishes between the types of
dropped ceilings on the basis of technical
drawing
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for dropped ceiling installation
shows differences in construction between
one-level and two-level dropped ceilings
describes the characteristic features of
dropped ceiling cladding
classifies dropped ceilings made in drywall
system technology in accordance with the
installation method of their supporting
structure
characterizes the stages of one-level
dropped ceiling installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for dropped ceiling installation
specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in an one-level dropped
ceiling, in the first layer of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in each layer of cladding in a twolevel ceiling
distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of dropped
ceiling plasterboard installation
characterizes the basic stage of
skim coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of finishing
skim coating
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
others (add what)

2

5

1

6

5

2

1

6

1

6

5

2

1

6

2

5

5

2

5

2

4

3

5

2

5

2

3

4

4

3

Less
Unimnecesportant sary
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A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling system s
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

6

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

5
4
3
2
1
0
A4- 1

A4- 2

A4- 3

A4- 4

A4- 5

A4- 6

A4- 7

A4- 8

A4- 9 A4- 10 A4- 11 A4- 12 A4- 13 A4- 14 A4- 15

A-5. Installation of roof lining system

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Skills

distinguishes between materials used for
roof lining system installation
identifies the basic structural elements of
roof lining system
describes the rules of roof lining system
installation
specifies the minimum thickness of insulation material applied in roof lining systems
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for roof lining installation
describes characteristic features of mineral wool
defines the functions of vapour permeable
membrane
describes the stages of roof lining installation
selects appropriate types of steel profiles
used for roof lining installation
selects appropriate kinds of insulation
in line with roof lining type
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in an one-level loft housing, in the
first layer of cladding

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
Less
Imimimportant
portant
portant

2

5

1

6

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

5

2

5

6

1

2

5

2

5

4

3

Unnecessary

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in each layer of cladding in twolevel loft housing
distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards installation
determines the position of roof lining on
the basis of technical documentation
attaches steel profiles to the beams of
rafter framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour permeable membrane between beams
performs installation of roof lining by a
roof window
characterizes the basic stage of skim coating
distinguishes between different stages of
skim coating
describes the stages of angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
makes finishing works of a fragment of roof
lining by a roof window in a sloping roof
performs the tolerance measurement
of the installed roof lining system
others (add what)

2

5

1

5

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

2

5

1

6

2
4

5
3

3

4

2

5

2

5

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
V e ry Im po rt a nt

5

Im po rt a nt
Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 51
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 22
23
24
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A-6. Installation of dry screed systems

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Skills

describes the advantages of dry screed
installation
characterizes the layers of dry screed flooring
distinguishes between materials used for
dry screed system installation
describes the characteristic features of
plasterboards used in dry screed systems
specifies the dimensions of plasterboard
used in dry screed systems
describes the preparation method
of uneven subfloor
selects appropriate insulation materials
used for dry screed systems
specifies the conditions appropriate
for the start of the dry screed installation
distinguishes between types of dry
screed flooring
distinguishes between elements of
dry screed flooring
distinguishes between types of ballast to
compensate for the substrate
distinguishes between types of plasterboard used in dry screed systems
determines the pattern of laying
the boards in dry screed systems
specifies the method of use of insulation
materials in dry screed systems
describes characteristic features
of dry screed flooring substrates
distinguishes between types of finishing
materials used in dry screed flooring substr.
prepares the ground for dry screed boards
on the floor with small /large unevenness
lays dry screed boards in one layer
and two layers on the substrate
carries out filling of the ground
fragment made of dry screed boards
others (add what)

Scale of assessment Number of selections made
per answer
Less
Very
ImUnneimporimportant portant
cessary
tant

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

2

5

3

4

1

6

3

4

2

5

2

5

1

6

2

5

4

3

4

3

3

4

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

5

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 6- 1 A 6- 2 A 6- 3 A 6- 4 A 6- 5 A 6- 6 A 6- 7 A 6- 8 A 6- 9

A 610

A 611

A 612

A 613

A 614

A 615

A 616

A 617

A 618

A 619

Global Evaluation given by the Teachers
Except for some competences defined in the table “Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”, the survey data analysis
show that teachers consider that almost all competences in Drywall Systems
Installation are very important or important.

2. Second Session of survey
Methodology
Session period: November 2012
Number of participants and participants profile:
− 7 schools in construction field in Italy (Catania, Cremona, Lecco, Parma,
Perugia, Roma e Salerno).
SCHOOLS – SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Minimum qualification
requirements
for Drywall Installers
A -1.

A -2.

Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
important

Important

3

4

5

2

A -3.

Installation of wall facing systems

5

2

A -4.

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

3

4

A -5.

Installation of roof lining systems

3

4

A -6.

Installation of dry screed systems

3

4

Less
Important

Unnecessary
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Minimum qualification requirements for the Drywall System Installers
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

5

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
Identification of
materials used in
Technology of
Interior Drywall
Systems

Installation of Installation of wall Installation of Installation of roof Installation of dry
partition wall
facing systems dropped ceiling lining systems screed systems
systems
systems

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
No.
Skills

Very
Less
UnnecesImportant
important
important
sary

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

180

examines and distiguishes the
basic physical and chemical gypsum characteristics
characterizes the use of gypsum in
construction
characterizes the method of production of gypsum from the gypsum stone
prepares plastering mud/plaster
finish
identifies plasterboards in interior
drywall systems
describes the use of plasterboards
in interior drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of
paper-based and gypsum fibre
boards
identifies the types and labels of
steel profiles in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in
the context of users' safety
describes the use of different elements for installation
prepares steel profiles and other
necessary installation elements

7
6

1

2

2

2

5

7
6

1

5

2

7
8
4
7

3

3

identifies the types of sealing materials and insulation used in drywall systems
describes the use of different materials for finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating
materials for finishing works
others (add what)

12.
13.
14.
15.

4

3

5
5

Very Important

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Important
Less important

8

Unnecessary

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A1- 1

A1- 2

A1- 3

A1- 4

A1- 5

A1- 6

A1- 7

A1- 8

A1- 9

A1- 10

A1- 11

A1- 12

A1- 13

A1- 14

A1- 15

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems
No.

Skills

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
Less
UnneImportant
important
important cessary

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

distinguishes between types of paperbased partition walls
identifies the basic structural elements
of partition walls
identifies the types of steel profiles
used for partition wall installation
characterizes plasterboards in accordance with the performance values required
identifies the types of insulation material used in dry wall systems
describes the basic steps of partition
wall installation
distinguishes between types of steel
profiles used in making door frames

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

181

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting plasterboard to the single-layer
wall
specifies the spacing of screws used for
fitting each layer of double-layered
cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used in
moist rooms
describes the method of plasterboard
bending in order to install arch walls
describes the rules of plasterboard
installation
describes the stages of jointing plasterboard
characterizes the steps of corner installation
performs plasterboard jointing on the
part of partition wall
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
describes the stages of skim coating
performs finishing works of any partition wall internal angle
others (add what)

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7
7

0
0

7

0

A2. Installation of partition wall systems

Very Important
Important

7

Less important
Unnecessary

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A 2- 1
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A 2- 2

A 2- 3

A 2- 4

A 2- 5

A 2- 6

A 2- 7

A 2- 8

A 2- 9

A 2 - 10 A 2 - 11 A 2 - 12 A 2 - 13 A 2 - 14 A 2 - 15 A 2 - 16 A 2 - 17 A 2 - 18

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
No.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12
13
14
15
16
17

Skills

distinguishes between types of wall
linings
identifies the basic structural elements of wall linings fixed to steel
profiles
identifies the types of steel profiles
used for the installation of prewall
construction
characterizes the advantages of
wall linings
distinguishes between insulation
materials used in prewalls and wall
linings
selects the appropriate wall lining
system and plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard installation
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for wall lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting plasterboards to the singlelayer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting each layer of doublelayered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard
used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboard
installation
determines the position of plasterboards on the basis of technical
documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim
coating
distinguishes between stages in
skim coating
characterizes the stages in angle
installation

Very
important

Important

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

Less
important

Unnecessary
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18
19
20
21

identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an
internal and external angle of wall
linings
others (add what)

4

3

4

3

4

3

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

Very Important
Important

4

Less important
Unnecessary

3

2

1

0
A 3- 1 A 32

A 33

A 34

A 35

A 36

A 37

A 38

A 39

A 310

A 311

A 312

A 313

A 314

A 315

A 316

A 317

A 318

A 319

A 320

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

184

Skills
distinguishes between the types of
dropped ceilings on the basis of
technical drawing
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for dropped ceiling installation
shows differences in construction
between one-level and two-level
dropped ceilings
describes the characteristic features
of dropped ceiling cladding
classifies dropped ceilings made in
drywall system technology in accordance with the installation
method of their supporting structure
characterizes the stages of one-level
dropped ceiling installation
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for dropped ceiling installation

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
important

Important

Less
important

5

2

6

1

2

5

6

1

6

1

2

5

6

1

Unnecessary

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in an one-level
dropped ceiling, in the first layer of
cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards in each layer of cladding in a two-level ceiling
distinguishes between the types of
plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of dropped
ceiling plasterboard installation
characterizes the basic stage of
skim coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of finishing
skim coating
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
others (add what)

5

2

2

5

2

5

3

4

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling system s
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

6

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

5
4
3
2
1
0
A4- 1

A4- 2

A4- 3

A4- 4

A4- 5

A4- 6

A4- 7

A4- 8

A4- 9 A4- 10 A4- 11 A4- 12 A4- 13 A4- 14 A4- 15

A-5. Installation of roof lining system

No.

1.
2.

Skills

distinguishes between materials used for
roof lining system installation
identifies the basic structural elements of
roof lining system

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Less
UnVery
Imimpor- necimportant portant
tant essary

5

2

6

1

185

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

186

describes the rules of roof lining system
installation
specifies the minimum thickness of insulation material applied in roof lining systems
distinguishes between steel profiles used
for roof lining installation
describes characteristic features of mineral wool
defines the functions of vapour permeable
membrane
describes the stages of roof lining installation
selects appropriate types of steel profiles
used for roof lining installation
selects appropriate kinds of insulation
in line with roof lining type
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in an one-level loft housing, in the
first layer of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching
boards in each layer of cladding in twolevel loft housing
distinguishes between the types of plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards installation
determines the position of roof lining on
the basis of technical documentation
attaches steel profiles to the beams of
rafter framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour permeable membrane between beams
performs installation of roof lining by a
roof window
characterizes the basic stage of skim coating
distinguishes between different stages of
skim coating
describes the stages of angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing bands
makes finishing works of a fragment of roof
lining by a roof window in a sloping roof
performs the tolerance measurement
of the installed roof lining system
others (add what)

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

1

6

5

2

5

2

3

4

5

2

5

1

4

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

3

4

5

2

6

1

5
3

2
4

4

3

5

2

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
V e ry Im po rt a nt

5

Im po rt a nt
Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 51
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 22
23
24

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems

No.

Skills

Scale of assessment Number of selections made
per answer
Very important

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

describes the advantages of dry screed
installation
characterizes the layers of dry screed
flooring
distinguishes between materials used for
dry screed system installation
describes the characteristic features of
plasterboards used in dry screed systems
specifies the dimensions of plasterboard
used in dry screed systems
describes the preparation method
of uneven subfloor
selects appropriate insulation materials
used for dry screed systems
specifies the conditions appropriate
for the start of the dry screed installation
distinguishes between types of dry
screed flooring
distinguishes between elements of dry
screed flooring
distinguishes between types of ballast to
compensate for the substrate
distinguishes between types of plasterboard used in dry screed systems

Important

Less
Unimnecportant essary

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

2

5

3

4

1

6

3

4
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

determines the pattern of laying
the boards in dry screed systems
specifies the method of use of insulation
materials in dry screed systems
describes characteristic features
of dry screed flooring substrates
distinguishes between types of finishing
materials used in dry screed flooring substr.
prepares the ground for dry screed boards
on the floor with small /large unevenness
lays dry screed boards in one layer
and two layers on the substrate
carries out filling of the ground
fragment made of dry screed boards
others (add what)

2

5

2

5

1

6

2

5

4

3

4

3

3

4

2

5

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

5

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 6- 1 A 6- 2 A 6- 3 A 6- 4 A 6- 5 A 6- 6 A 6- 7 A 6- 8 A 6- 9

A 610

A 611

A 612

A 613

A 614

A 615

A 616

A 617

A 618

A 619

Global Evaluation given by the Schools in construction fields
The survey data analysis shows a different evaluation of the importance of
competences: while A-1 A-2 and A-3 competences are considered almost always
important or very important, the evaluation on the other competences is more
differentiated. Some of these are in fact considered in many cases less important.

3. Third Session of survey
METHODOLOGY
Session period: November- December 2012
Number of participants and participants profile:
• 7 testimonials among o employers (5) and experts (2) from small companies in building industry that provide work for drywall system installers in
region Friuli Venezia Giulia
188

ENTERPRISES – SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

No.

Minimum qualification requirements
for Drywall Installers

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per
answer
Very
important

Important

0

7

A -2.

Identification of materials used in
Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Installation of partition wall systems

7

0

A -3.

Installation of wall facing systems

7

0

A -4.

Installation of dropped ceiling systems

5

2

A -5.

Installation of roof lining systems

5

2

A -6.

Installation of dry screed systems

5

2

A -1.

Less
important

Unnecessary

Minimum qualification requirements for the Drywall System Installers
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

7

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Identification of
materials used in
Technology of
Interior Drywall
Systems

Installation of Installation of wall Installation of Installation of roof Installation of dry
partition wall
facing systems dropped ceiling lining systems screed systems
systems
systems

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
No.
Skills

Very
Less
UnnecesImportant
important
important
sary

1.
2.
3.
4.

examines and distiguishes the basic
physical and chemical gypsum characteristics
characterizes the use of gypsum in
construction
characterizes the method of production of gypsum from the gypsum
stone
prepares plastering mud/plaster
finish

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

189

identifies plasterboards in interior
drywall systems
describes the use of plasterboards in
interior drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of
paper-based and gypsum fibre
boards
identifies the types and labels of
steel profiles in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in
the context of users' safety
describes the use of different elements for installation
prepares steel profiles and other
necessary installation elements
identifies the types of sealing materials and insulation used in drywall
systems
describes the use of different materials for finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating materials for finishing works
others (add what)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

Very Important

A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

Important
Less important

7

Unnecessary

6
5
4
3

2
1
0
A1- 1
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A1- 2

A1- 3

A1- 4

A1- 5

A1- 6

A1- 7

A1- 8

A1- 9

A1- 10

A1- 11

A1- 12

A1- 13

A1- 14

A1- 15

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Skills
distinguishes between types of
paper-based partition walls
identifies the basic structural
elements of partition walls
identifies the types of steel profiles used for partition wall installation
characterizes plasterboards in
accordance with the performance
values required
identifies the types of insulation
material used in dry wall systems
describes the basic steps of partition wall installation
distinguishes between types of
steel profiles used in making door
frames
specifies the spacing of screws
used for fitting plasterboard to
the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws
used for fitting each layer of double-layered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard
used in moist rooms
describes the method of plasterboard bending in order to install
arch walls
describes the rules of plasterboard installation
describes the stages of jointing
plasterboard
characterizes the steps of corner
installation
performs plasterboard jointing on
the part of partition wall
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
describes the stages of skim coating
performs finishing works of any
partition wall internal angle
others (add what)

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
important

Important

Less important

7

0

0

7

0

0

5

2

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

5

2

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

0

5

2

0

5

2

0

5

2

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

0

5

2

7

0

0

Unnecessary

191

A2. Installation of partition wall systems

Very Important
Important

7

Less important
Unnecessary

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A 2- 1

A 2- 2

A 2- 3

A 2- 4

A 2- 5

A 2- 6

A 2- 7

A 2- 8

A 2- 9

A 2 - 10 A 2 - 11 A 2 - 12 A 2 - 13 A 2 - 14 A 2 - 15 A 2 - 16 A 2 - 17 A 2 - 18

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems
No.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

192

Skills
distinguishes between types of wall
linings
identifies the basic structural elements of wall linings fixed to steel
profiles
identifies the types of steel profiles
used for the installation of prewall
construction
characterizes the advantages of
wall linings
distinguishes between insulation
materials used in prewalls and wall
linings
selects the appropriate wall lining
system and plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard
installation
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for wall lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting plasterboards to the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting each layer of doublelayered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard
used in moist rooms

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
Less
UnnecesImportant
important
important
sary

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

5

1

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

describes the rules of plasterboard
installation
determines the position of plasterboards on the basis of technical
documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim
coating
distinguishes between stages in
skim coating
characterizes the stages in angle
installation
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an internal and external angle of wall linings
others (add what)

1

5

1

1

6

0

1

5

1

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

A-3. Installation of wall facing systems

Very Important
Important

6

Less important
Unnecessary

5
4
3
2
1
0
A 3- 1

A 32

A 33

A 34

A 35

A 36

A 37

A 38

A 39

A 310

A 311

A 312

A 313

A 314

A 315

A 316

A 317

A 318

A 319

A 320

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
No.

1.

2.

Skills
distinguishes between the types
of dropped ceilings on the basis
of technical drawing
distinguishes between steel profiles used for dropped ceiling
installation

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
Important
important

Less important

5

2

6

1

Unnecessary

193

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

194

shows differences in construction
between one-level and two-level
dropped ceilings
describes the characteristic features of dropped ceiling cladding
classifies dropped ceilings made in
drywall system technology in
accordance with the installation
method of their supporting structure
characterizes the stages of onelevel dropped ceiling installation
distinguishes between steel profiles used for dropped ceiling
installation
specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in an one-level
dropped ceiling, in the first layer
of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in each layer of
cladding in a two-level ceiling
distinguishes between the types
of plasterboards used in moist
rooms
describes the rules of dropped
ceiling plasterboard installation
characterizes the basic stage of
skim coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of finishing
skim coating
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
others (add what)

2

5

7

0

6

1

2

5

7

0

5

2

2

5

2

5

3

4

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling system s
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

7

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A4- 1

A4- 2

A4- 3

A4- 4

A4- 5

A4- 6

A4- 7

A4- 8

A4- 9 A4- 10 A4- 11 A4- 12 A4- 13 A4- 14 A4- 15

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Skills
distinguishes between materials
used for roof lining system installation
identifies the basic structural
elements of roof lining system
describes the rules of roof lining
system installation
specifies the minimum thickness
of insulation material applied in
roof lining systems
distinguishes between steel profiles used for roof lining installation
describes characteristic features
of mineral wool
defines the functions of vapour
permeable membrane
describes the stages of roof lining
installation
selects appropriate types of steel
profiles used for roof lining installation
selects appropriate kinds of insulation in line with roof lining type
specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in an one-level
loft housing, in the first layer of
cladding

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
Important
important

Less important

5

2

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

Unnecessary

195

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25.

196

specifies the spacing of screws
attaching boards in each layer of
cladding in two-level loft housing
distinguishes between the types
of plasterboards used in moist
rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards installation
determines the position of roof
lining on the basis of technical
documentation
attaches steel profiles to the
beams of rafter framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour
permeable membrane between
beams
performs installation of roof lining
by a roof window
characterizes the basic stage of
skim coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of angle
installation
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
makes finishing works of a
fragment of roof lining by a roof
window in a sloping roof
performs the tolerance
measurement
of the installed roof lining system
others (add what)

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

5

2

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
V e ry Im po rt a nt

5

Im po rt a nt
Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 5- A 51
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 22
23
24

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
No.
1.

Skills

describes the advantages of dry
screed installation
2. characterizes the layers of dry
screed flooring
3. distinguishes between materials
used for dry screed system installation
4. describes the characteristic
features of plasterboards used in
dry screed systems
5. specifies the dimensions of plasterboard used in dry screed systems
6. describes the preparation method
of uneven subfloor
7. selects appropriate insulation
materials used for dry screed
systems
8. specifies the conditions appropriate for the start of the dry screed
installation
9. distinguishes between types of dry
screed flooring
10. distinguishes between elements
of dry screed flooring

Scale of assessment Number of selections made per answer
Very
Important
important

Less important

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

5

2

4

3

Unnecessary

197

11. distinguishes between types of
ballast to compensate for the
substrate
12. distinguishes between types of
plasterboard used in dry screed
systems
13. determines the pattern of laying
the boards in dry screed systems
14. specifies the method of use of
insulation materials in dry screed
systems
15. describes characteristic features
of dry screed flooring substrates
16. distinguishes between types of
finishing materials used in dry
screed flooring substr.
17. prepares the ground for dry
screed boards on the floor with
small /large unevenness
18. lays dry screed boards in one layer
and two layers on the substrate
19. carries out filling of the ground
fragment made of dry screed
boards
20 others (add what)

6

1

4

3

5

2

5

2

6

1

5

2

3

4

3

4

4

3

5

2

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
V e ry Im po rt a nt
Im po rt a nt

5

Le s s im po rt a nt
Unne c e s s a ry

4

3

2

1

0
A 6- 1 A 6- 2 A 6- 3 A 6- 4 A 6- 5 A 6- 6 A 6- 7 A 6- 8 A 6- 9

A 610

A 611

A 612

A 613

A 614

A 615

A 616

A 617

A 618

A 619

Global Evaluation given by the Enterprises in construction fields
The survey data analysis shows that most of the competences are considered important, with some exceptions, especially among those concerning
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“Installation of dry screed systems” and “Installation of dropped ceiling systems”.
Obiettivi e attività di ricerca sui Requisiti professionali per la qualifica di
“Cartongessista”
Uno degli obiettivi specifici del progetto SkillsUp è lo studio dei requisiti
connessi con le competenze necessarie per i lavoratori di un particolare settore
delle costruzioni: le tecnologie dei sistemi costruttivi a secco. Lo studio ha
l’obiettivo di comparare i requisiti professionali minimi d’ingresso nel mondo del
lavoro in questo settore fra diverse nazioni: Polonia, Romania e Italia.
I risultati della ricerca e delle attività di valutazione possono favorire
azioni di trasferimento di crediti professionali a livello internazionale, avendo
come riferimento il sistema ECVET.
L’indagine è rivolta direttamente a enti di formazione che prevedono nei
loro corsi anche la figura di CARTONGESSISTA e a datori di lavoro che
impiegano lavoratori con tale profilo. I dati ricavati saranno usati per la
preparazione di rapporti nazionali e per la redazione del rapporto
internazionale sulla comparazione dei requisiti delle competenze dei lavoratori
in specifiche aree professionali incluso il settore delle costruzioni (disponibile
in Inglese, Polacco e Rumeno), al fine di comparare i requisiti professionali
minimi d’ingresso dei Cartongessisti.
Le attività pianificate e realizzate durante la fase di studio e ricerca del
progetto SkillsUp sono le seguenti:
1. Somministrazione dei questionari ai seguenti gruppi campione:
• Insegnanti e responsabili per la programmazione didattica nell’ambito
delle tecnologie dei sistemi costruttivi a secco
• Datori di lavoro o esperti provenienti da aziende del settore delle
costruzioni che impiegano cartongessisti
2. Raccolta dei dati attraverso i questionari di valutazione
3. Elaborazione ed analisi dei dati
Le conclusioni dello studio sui requisiti professionali per cartongessiti sono
presentati nella Sezione 1 - Identificazione dei requisiti professionali per il
profilo di “Cartongessita” in Italia del presente rapporto.
Valutazione dei risultati dell’indagine
L’indagine sui requisiti professionali per il profilo del cartongessista in ITALIA si
è articolata in tre sessioni di valutazione, da novembre a dicembre 2012:
1. La prima sessione ha coinvolto insegnanti di un ente di formazione edile del
Friuli Venezia Giulia (CEFS Centro Edile per la Formazione e la Sicurezza Udine).
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2. Nella seconda sessione sono state intervistate nel novembre 2012 sette
scuole edili italiane.
3. La terza sessione ha coinvolto 5 imprese edili italiane, che sono state
intervistate tra la fine di novembre e i primi di dicembre.
Le persone che hanno partecipato all’indagine hanno valutato l’importanza di
diverse competenze richieste per il profilo dell’Cartongessista,
Il sistema di valutazione ha preso in considerazione dei valori di giudizio da
dare alle diverse competenze valutate: Molto importante, Importante, Meno
importante, Non necessario.
L’indagine è stata condotta come segue:
− Questionari di valutazione compilati di persona o inviati via mail (nel caso
delle scuole edili italiane)
− Microsoft Excel o software simile open source per l’elaborazione dei
questionari raccolti
1. Prima sessione dell’indagine
METODOLOGIA
− Periodo della sessione: novembre 2012
− Numero e profilo dei partecipanti:
− 7 insegnanti di materie tecniche (6 maschi, 1 femmina) coinvolti in attività
didattiche presso scuola edile in Friuli Venezia Giula
INSEGNANTI – RISULTATI DEI QUESTIONARI DI VALUTAZIONE
Requisiti minimi professionali per
il profilo del Cartongessista
A -1.

A -2.
A -3.
A -4.
A -5.
A -6.
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Identificazione dei materiali usati
per sistemi di costruzione a secco
per interni con cartongesso
Installazione di sistemi di pareti
divisorie
Installazione di sistemi di
rivestimento a parete
Installazione di sistemi di
controsoffitto
Installazione di sistemi di
isolamento del tetto
Installazione di sistemi di massetti
a secco

Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Molto
importante

Importante

2

5

5

2

5

2

3

4

3

4

3

4

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

A-1. Identificazione dei materiali usati per sistemi di costruzione a secco per interni
con cartongesso
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Abilità
Nr.
Molto
Meno
Non
importante

esamina e distingue le proprietà
fisiche e chimiche principali del gesso
descrive l’utilizzo del gesso
2.
nell’edilizia
descrive il metodo di produzione del
3.
gesso a partire dalla pietra da gesso
prepara il preparato per l’intonaco e
4.
l’intonaco di finitura
identifica le lastre di cartongesso nei
5. sistemi di costruzioni interne a secco
con cartongesso
descrive l’uso delle lastre di
6. cartongesso nei sistemi di costruzioni
interne a secco con cartongesso
descrive le regole per la
7. conservazione di lastre a base di carta
gessofibra
identifica i tipi e le etichette dei profili
8. in acciaio nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso
analizza i parametri del profilo in
9.
funzione della sicurezza degli utenti
descrive come usare i diversi elementi
10.
per l'installazione

1.

Importante

importante

necessario

7
6

1

2

5

2

5

7

6

1

7

7
8
4

3
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

prepara i profili in acciaio ed altri
elementi necessari per l'installazione
identifica i tipi di materiali sigillanti e
di isolamento utilizzati per le strutture
in cartongesso
descrive l'uso dei diversi materiali per
i lavori di finitura
prepara i materiali sigillanti e
d’isolamento per i lavori di finitura
altri

7
4

3

5
5

A-2. Installazione di sistemi di pareti divisorie
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

202

Abilità

distingue tra le diverse tipologie di
pareti divisorie a seconda del tipo di
carta impiegata
identifica gli elementi strutturali delle
pareti divisorie
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l’installazione delle pareti
divisorie
impiega le lastre di cartongesso tenendo
conto dei valori prestazionali richiesti
identifica i tipi di materiale isolante
utilizzati nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso
descrive le principali operazioni nel
montaggio delle pareti divisorie

Molto
importante

Importante

3

4

3

4

2

5

2

5

2

5
7

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

distingue tra i diversi tipi di profili in
acciaio utilizzati per la produzione
serramenti
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive il metodo di piegatura del
cartongesso per installare muri ad arco
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di giunzione delle lastre
in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di montaggio ad angolo
esegue stuccatura dalla parte della
parete divisoria
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
descrive le fasi di rasatura
esegue lavori di finitura su qualsiasi
parete divisoria ad angolo
altri

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

5

2

5

2
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A-3. Installazione di sistemi di rivestimento a parete
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
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Abilità

distingue i diversi tipi di rivestimento a
parete
identifica gli elementi strutturali dei
rivestimenti a parete ancorati su profili
in acciaio
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l'installazione di strutture
a pareti premontate
Illustra i vantaggi dei sistemi di
rivestimento a parete
distingue tra materiali isolanti utilizzati
per strutture a pareti premontate e
sistemi di rivestimento a parete
seleziona l'appropriato sistema di
rivestimento a parete e a lastre in
cartongesso
descrive le fasi di installazione della
struttura in cartongesso
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
determina la posizione delle lastre di
cartongesso sulla base della specifica
documentazione tecnica
esegue l’installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le diverse fasi di rasatura
descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad
angolo

Molto
importante

Importante

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

3

4

3
2

4
5

2

5

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
18. rinforzo
esegue stuccatura dei rivestimenti a
19. parete
esegue i lavori di finitura su
rivestimenti a parete interna o esterna
20. ad angolo
21. altri

2

5

4

3

3

4

A-4. Installazione di sistemi di controsoffitto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Abilità

distingue tra i diversi tipi di
controsoffitti sulla base di disegni
tecnici
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione dei controsoffitti
rileva le differenze di costruzione tra i
controsoffitti a più livelli
descrive le caratteristiche peculiari dei
rivestimenti dei controsoffitti
classifica i controsoffitti realizzati in
cartongesso sulla base del metodo di
installazione impiegato e del tipo di
struttura portante adottata
Descrive le fasi d’installazione di un
controsoffitto ad un livello
distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’installazione di controsoffitti

Molto
importante

Importante

2

5

1

6

5

2

1

6

1

6

5

2

1

6

Meno
importante

Non
necessario
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8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli di un controsoffitto
ad un livello, nel primo strato di
rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un controsoffitto a due
livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
dei controsoffitti
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le principali fasi di
rasatura
descrive le fasi di finitura della rasatura
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
altri

2

5

5

2

5

2

4

3

5

2

5

2

3

4

4

3

A-5. : Installazione di sistemi di isolamento del tetto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
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Abilità

distingue tra i materiali utilizzati per
l’isolamento del tetto
identifica le caratteristiche principiali
dei sistemi per l’isolamento del tetto

Molto
importante

Importante

2

5

1

6

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

descrive le modalità d’installazione di
un sistema d’isolamento per il tetto
specifica lo spessore minimo del
materiale isolante da applicare per
l’isolamento di un tetto
distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’isolamento di un tetto
descrive le caratteristiche della lana di
roccia
definisce le funzioni della membrana
permeabile al vapore
descrive le fasi di installazione di un
sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona gli appropriati profili in
acciaio da utilizzare per l’installazione
di un sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona il tipo di isolamento adatto
alle specifiche caratteristiche del tetto
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli in un loft ad un
livello, nel primo strato di rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un loft a due livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità d’installazione
delle lastre di cartongesso
determina dove posizionare
l’isolamento del tetto sulla base della
specifica documentazione tecnica
ancora i profili d’acciaio alle travi della
struttura
inserisce l’isolamento termico e la
membrana permeabile al vapore tra le
travi del tetto
installare il sistema d’isolamento per
finestre per tetti
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue tra le differenti fasi di
rasatura
descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad
angolo
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

5

2

5

6

1

2

5

2

5

4

3

2

5

1

5

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

2

5

1

6

2

5

4

3
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23. esegue lavorazioni di finitura per
l’isolamento in una porzione di tetto
spiovente per una finestra per tetto
24. esegue misurazioni di tolleranza dei
sistemi d’isolamento installati sul tetto.
25. altri

3

4

2

5

A-6. : Installazione di sistemi di massetti a secco
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
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Abilità

descrive i vantaggi dei sistemi di
massetti a secco
descrive le caratteristiche dei sistemi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i materiali da utilizzare per
l’installazione di sistemi di massetti a
secco
descrive le principali caratteristiche dei
pannelli da utilizzare per i sistemi di
massetti a secco
definisce le dimensioni dei pannelli da
utilizzare nei sistemi di massetti a secco
descrive il metodo di preparazione dei
sottofondi a secco
seleziona i materiali isolanti adeguati
da utilizzare per i sistemi di massetto a
secco

Molto
importante

Importante

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

descrive le condizioni adeguate per
iniziare la posa di un sistema di
massetto a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi elementi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di zavorra per
poter compensare il substrato
distingue tra i diversi tipi di cartongesso
utilizzati nei sistemi di massetti a secco
definisce lo schema di posa nei sistemi
di massetti a secco
descrive le modalità d’impiego dei
materiali isolanti nei sistemi di massetti
a secco
descrive le principali caratteristiche
della pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di materiali di
finitura da utilizzare nei substrati della
pavimentazione a secco.
preparare il sottofondo per la posa
della pavimentazione a secco su
superfici con piccole e grandi
irregolarità
esegue la posa di pannelli a secco su un
sottofondo ad uno o due strati
Esegue il riempimento del sottofondo
costituito da massetti a secco.
altri

5

2

2

5

3

4

1

6

3

4

2

5

2

5

1

6

2

5

4

3

4

3

3

4
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Valutazione generale data dagli Insegnanti
Fatta eccezione per alcune competenze mappate nella tabella “A-1
Identificazione dei materiali usati per sistemi di costruzione a secco per interni
con cartongesso”, gran parte delle stesse sono considerate Molto
importanti/importanti per il profilo del Cartongessista da parte degli insegnanti.

2. Seconda sessione dell’indagine
METODOLOGIA
− Periodo della sessione: novembre 2012
− Numero e profilo dei partecipanti:
− 7 scuole edili in Italia (Catania, Cremona, Lecco, Parma, Perugia, Roma e
Salerno).
SCUOLE – RISULTATI DEI QUESTIONARI DI VALUTAZIONE
Requisiti minimi professionali per
il profilo del Cartongessista
A -1.

A -2.
A -3.
A -4.
A -5.
A -6.
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Identificazione dei materiali usati
per sistemi di costruzione a secco
per interni con cartongesso
Installazione di sistemi di pareti
divisorie
Installazione di sistemi di
rivestimento a parete
Installazione di sistemi di
controsoffitto
Installazione di sistemi di
isolamento del tetto
Installazione di sistemi di massetti
a secco

Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Molto
Meno
Non
Imporimporimpor- necestante
tante
tante
sario
3

4

5

2

5

2

3

4

3

4

3

4

A-1. Identificazione dei materiali usati per sistemi di costruzione a secco per
interni con cartongesso
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

Abilità

esamina e distingue le proprietà fisiche
e chimiche principali del gesso
2. descrive l’utilizzo del gesso nell’edilizia
3. descrive il metodo di produzione del
gesso a partire dalla pietra da gesso
4. prepara il preparato per l’intonaco e
l’intonaco di finitura
5. identifica le lastre di cartongesso nei
sistemi di costruzioni interne a secco
con cartongesso
6. descrive l’uso delle lastre di
cartongesso nei sistemi di costruzioni
interne a secco con cartongesso
7. descrive le regole per la conservazione
di lastre a base di carta gessofibra
8. identifica i tipi e le etichette dei profili
in acciaio nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso
9. analizza i parametri del profilo in
funzione della sicurezza degli utenti
10. descrive come usare i diversi elementi
per l'installazione
11. prepara i profili in acciaio ed altri
elementi necessari per l'installazione

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

7
6

1

2

2

2

5

3

7

6

1

5

2

7
8
4

3

7
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12. identifica i tipi di materiali sigillanti e di
isolamento utilizzati per le strutture in
cartongesso
13. descrive l'uso dei diversi materiali per i
lavori di finitura
14. prepara i materiali sigillanti e
d’isolamento per i lavori di finitura
15. altri

4

3

5
5

A-2. Installazione di sistemi di pareti divisorie
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

212

Abilità

distingue tra le diverse tipologie di
pareti divisorie a seconda del tipo di
carta impiegata
identifica gli elementi strutturali delle
pareti divisorie
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l’installazione delle pareti
divisorie
impiega le lastre di cartongesso
tenendo conto dei valori prestazionali
richiesti
identifica i tipi di materiale isolante
utilizzati nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso
descrive le principali operazioni nel
montaggio delle pareti divisorie

Molto
importante

Importante

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

7

0

5

2

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

distingue tra i diversi tipi di profili in
acciaio utilizzati per la produzione
serramenti
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive il metodo di piegatura del
cartongesso per installare muri ad arco
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di giunzione delle lastre
in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di montaggio ad angolo
esegue stuccatura dalla parte della
parete divisoria
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
descrive le fasi di rasatura
esegue lavori di finitura su qualsiasi
parete divisoria ad angolo
altri

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0
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A-3. Installazione di sistemi di rivestimento a parete
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

214

Abilità

distingue i diversi tipi di rivestimento a
parete
identifica gli elementi strutturali dei
rivestimenti a parete ancorati su profili
in acciaio
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l'installazione di strutture
a pareti premontate
Illustra i vantaggi dei sistemi di
rivestimento a parete
distingue tra materiali isolanti utilizzati
per strutture a pareti premontate e
sistemi di rivestimento a parete
seleziona l'appropriato sistema di
rivestimento a parete e a lastre in
cartongesso
descrive le fasi di installazione della
struttura in cartongesso
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
determina la posizione delle lastre di
cartongesso sulla base della specifica
documentazione tecnica
esegue l’installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le diverse fasi di rasatura
descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad

Molto
importante

Importante

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4
4
4

3
3
3

Meno
importante

Non
necessario

angolo
18. identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
19. esegue stuccatura dei rivestimenti a
parete
20. esegue i lavori di finitura su
rivestimenti a parete interna o esterna
ad angolo
21. altri

4

3

4

3

4

3

A-4. Installazione di sistemi di controsoffitto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Abilità

distingue tra i diversi tipi di
controsoffitti sulla base di disegni
tecnici
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione dei controsoffitti
rileva le differenze di costruzione tra i
controsoffitti a più livelli
descrive le caratteristiche peculiari dei
rivestimenti dei controsoffitti
classifica i controsoffitti realizzati in
cartongesso sulla base del metodo di
installazione impiegato e del tipo di
struttura portante adottata
Descrive le fasi d’installazione di un
controsoffitto ad un livello

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

5

2

6

1

2

5

6

1

6

1

2

5

Non
necessario
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7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’installazione di controsoffitti
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli di un controsoffitto
ad un livello, nel primo strato di
rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un controsoffitto a due
livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
dei controsoffitti
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le principali fasi di
rasatura
descrive le fasi di finitura della rasatura
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
altri

6

1

5

2

2

5

2

5

3

4

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

A-5. Installazione di sistemi di isolamento del tetto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Abilità

distingue tra i materiali utilizzati per
l’isolamento del tetto
identifica le caratteristiche principiali
dei sistemi per l’isolamento del tetto
descrive le modalità d’installazione di
un sistema d’isolamento per il tetto
specifica lo spessore minimo del
materiale isolante da applicare per
l’isolamento di un tetto
distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’isolamento di un tetto
descrive le caratteristiche della lana di
roccia
definisce le funzioni della membrana
permeabile al vapore
descrive le fasi di installazione di un
sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona gli appropriati profili in
acciaio da utilizzare per l’installazione
di un sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona il tipo di isolamento adatto
alle specifiche caratteristiche del tetto
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli in un loft ad un
livello, nel primo strato di rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un loft a due livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità d’installazione
delle lastre di cartongesso
determina dove posizionare
l’isolamento del tetto sulla base della
specifica documentazione tecnica
ancora i profili d’acciaio alle travi della
struttura
inserisce l’isolamento termico e la
membrana permeabile al vapore tra le
travi del tetto

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

5

2

6

1

2

5

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

1

6

5

2

5

2

3

4

5

2

5

1

4

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

Non
necessario
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18. installare il sistema d’isolamento per
finestre per tetti
19. descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
20. distingue tra le differenti fasi di
rasatura
21. descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad
angolo
22. identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
23. esegue lavorazioni di finitura per
l’isolamento in una porzione di tetto
spiovente per una finestra per tetto
24. esegue misurazioni di tolleranza dei
sistemi d’isolamento installati sul tetto
25. altri

3

4

5

2

6

1

5

2

3

4

4

3

5

2

A-6. Installazione di sistemi di massetti a secco
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.
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Abilità

descrive i vantaggi dei sistemi di
massetti a secco
descrive le caratteristiche dei sistemi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i materiali da utilizzare per
l’installazione di sistemi di massetti a
secco

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

2

5

2

5

2

5

Non
necessario

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

descrive le principali caratteristiche dei
pannelli da utilizzare per i sistemi di
massetti a secco
definisce le dimensioni dei pannelli da
utilizzare nei sistemi di massetti a secco
descrive il metodo di preparazione dei
sottofondi a secco
seleziona i materiali isolanti adeguati
da utilizzare per i sistemi di massetto a
secco
descrive le condizioni adeguate per
iniziare la posa di un sistema di
massetto a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi elementi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di zavorra per
poter compensare il substrato
distingue tra i diversi tipi di cartongesso
utilizzati nei sistemi di massetti a secco
definisce lo schema di posa nei sistemi
di massetti a secco
descrive le modalità d’impiego dei
materiali isolanti nei sistemi di massetti
a secco
descrive le principali caratteristiche
della pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di materiali di
finitura da utilizzare nei substrati della
pavimentazione a secco.
preparare il sottofondo per la posa
della pavimentazione a secco su
superfici con piccole e grandi
irregolarità
esegue la posa di pannelli a secco su un
sottofondo ad uno o due strati
Esegue il riempimento del sottofondo
costituito da massetti a secco.
altri

2

5

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

2

5

3

4

1

6

3

4

2

5

2

5

1

6

2

5

4

3

4

3

3

4
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Valutazione generale data dalle scuole edili
I questionari d’indagine mostrano una differente valutazione
dell’importanza delle competenze mappate: mentre le competenze relative
alle tabelle A-1, A-2 e A-3 sono considerate quasi sempre Importanti, la
valutazione riguardante le altre competenze mappate nelle restanti tabelle è
più differenziata. Alcune di queste sono considerate in molti casi meno
importanti per il profilo.

3. Terza sessione dell’indagine
METODOLOGIA
− Periodo della sessione: Novembre - Dicembre 2012
− Numero e profilo dei partecipanti:
− 7 testimonial tra datori di lavoro (5) ed esperti (2) tra piccolo imprese
edili che impiegano cartongessisti in Friuli Venezia Giulia
IMPRESE – RISULTATI DEI QUESTIONARI DI VALUTAZIONE

Requisiti minimi professionali per il
profilo del Cartongessista
A -1.

A -2.
A -3.
A -4.
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Identificazione dei materiali usati per
sistemi di costruzione a secco per
interni con cartongesso
Installazione di sistemi di pareti
divisorie
Installazione di sistemi di rivestimento
a parete
Installazione di sistemi di
controsoffitto

Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Molto
Meno
Non
Imporimporimpor- necestante
tante
tante
sario
0

7

7

0

7

0

5

2

A -5.
A -6.

Installazione di sistemi di isolamento
del tetto
Installazione di sistemi di massetti a
secco

5

2

5

2

A-1. Identificazione dei materiali usati per sistemi di costruzione a secco per
interni con cartongesso
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Abilità

esamina e distingue le proprietà fisiche
e chimiche principali del gesso
descrive l’utilizzo del gesso nell’edilizia
descrive il metodo di produzione del
gesso a partire dalla pietra da gesso
prepara il preparato per l’intonaco e
l’intonaco di finitura
identifica le lastre di cartongesso nei
sistemi di costruzioni interne a secco
con cartongesso
descrive l’uso delle lastre di
cartongesso nei sistemi di costruzioni
interne a secco con cartongesso
descrive le regole per la conservazione
di lastre a base di carta gessofibra
identifica i tipi e le etichette dei profili
in acciaio nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

Non
necessario
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9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

analizza i parametri del profilo in
funzione della sicurezza degli utenti
descrive come usare i diversi elementi
per l'installazione
prepara i profili in acciaio ed altri
elementi necessari per l'installazione
identifica i tipi di materiali sigillanti e di
isolamento utilizzati per le strutture in
cartongesso
descrive l'uso dei diversi materiali per i
lavori di finitura
prepara i materiali sigillanti e
d’isolamento per i lavori di finitura
altri

7

0

5

2

7

0

7

0

5

2

7

0

A-2. Installazione di sistemi di pareti divisorie
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Abilità

distingue tra le diverse tipologie di
pareti divisorie a seconda del tipo di
carta impiegata
identifica gli elementi strutturali delle
pareti divisorie
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l’installazione delle pareti
divisorie
impiega le lastre di cartongesso
tenendo conto dei valori prestazionali
richiesti

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

7

0

0

7

0

0

5

2

0

7

0

0

Non
necessario

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

identifica i tipi di materiale isolante
utilizzati nei sistemi di costruzione a
secco in cartongesso
descrive le principali operazioni nel
montaggio delle pareti divisorie
distingue tra i diversi tipi di profili in
acciaio utilizzati per la produzione
serramenti
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive il metodo di piegatura del
cartongesso per installare muri ad arco
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di giunzione delle lastre
in cartongesso
descrive le fasi di montaggio ad angolo
esegue stuccatura dalla parte della
parete divisoria
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
descrive le fasi di rasatura
esegue lavori di finitura su qualsiasi
parete divisoria ad angolo
altri

7

0

0

5

2

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

0

5

2

0

5

2

0

5

2

7

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

0

5

2

7

0

0
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A-3. Installazione di sistemi di rivestimento a parete
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
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Abilità

distingue i diversi tipi di rivestimento a
parete
identifica gli elementi strutturali dei
rivestimenti a parete ancorati su profili
in acciaio
identifica i tipi di profili in acciaio
utilizzati per l'installazione di strutture
a pareti premontate
Illustra i vantaggi dei sistemi di
rivestimento a parete
distingue tra materiali isolanti utilizzati
per strutture a pareti premontate e
sistemi di rivestimento a parete
seleziona l'appropriato sistema di
rivestimento a parete e a lastre in
cartongesso
descrive le fasi di installazione della
struttura in cartongesso
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare la lastra ad una parete
divisoria singola
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare ogni strato di doppio
rivestimento
seleziona il tipo di pannelli da utilizzare
in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
delle lastre in cartongesso
determina la posizione delle lastre di
cartongesso sulla base della specifica
documentazione tecnica
esegue l’installazione di rivestimenti a
parete
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le diverse fasi di rasatura
descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad
angolo

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

5

1

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

5

1

1

6

0

1

5

1

1
1

6
6

0
0

1

6

0

Non
necessario

18. identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
19. esegue stuccatura dei rivestimenti a
parete
20. esegue i lavori di finitura su
rivestimenti a parete interna o esterna
ad angolo
21. altri

1

6

0

1

6

0

1

6

0

A-4. Installazione di sistemi di controsoffitto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Abilità

distingue tra i diversi tipi di
controsoffitti sulla base di disegni
tecnici
distingue tra i profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l'installazione dei controsoffitti
rileva le differenze di costruzione tra i
controsoffitti a più livelli
descrive le caratteristiche peculiari dei
rivestimenti dei controsoffitti
classifica i controsoffitti realizzati in
cartongesso sulla base del metodo di
installazione impiegato e del tipo di
struttura portante adottata
Descrive le fasi d’installazione di un
controsoffitto ad un livello

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

5

2

6

1

2

5

7

0

6

1

2

5

Non
necessario
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7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’installazione di controsoffitti
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli di un controsoffitto
ad un livello, nel primo strato di
rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un controsoffitto a due
livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità per l’installazione
dei controsoffitti
descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
distingue fra le principali fasi di
rasatura
descrive le fasi di finitura della rasatura
identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
altri

7

0

5

2

2

5

2

5

3

4

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

A-5. Installazione di sistemi di isolamento del tetto
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Abilità

distingue tra i materiali utilizzati per
l’isolamento del tetto
identifica le caratteristiche principiali
dei sistemi per l’isolamento del tetto
descrive le modalità d’installazione di
un sistema d’isolamento per il tetto
specifica lo spessore minimo del
materiale isolante da applicare per
l’isolamento di un tetto
distingue tra profili in acciaio utilizzati
per l’isolamento di un tetto
descrive le caratteristiche della lana di
roccia
definisce le funzioni della membrana
permeabile al vapore
descrive le fasi di installazione di un
sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona gli appropriati profili in
acciaio da utilizzare per l’installazione
di un sistema di isolamento del tetto
seleziona il tipo di isolamento adatto
alle specifiche caratteristiche del tetto
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli in un loft ad un
livello, nel primo strato di rivestimento.
definisce la spaziatura tra le viti per
ancorare i pannelli ad ogni strato di
rivestimento in un loft a due livelli
distingue tra i diversi tipi di pannelli da
utilizzare in ambienti umidi
descrive le modalità d’installazione
delle lastre di cartongesso
determina dove posizionare
l’isolamento del tetto sulla base della
specifica documentazione tecnica
ancora i profili d’acciaio alle travi della
struttura
inserisce l’isolamento termico e la
membrana permeabile al vapore tra le
travi del tetto

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

5

2

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

Non
necessario
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18. installare il sistema d’isolamento per
finestre per tetti
19. descrive le principali fasi di rasatura
20. distingue tra le differenti fasi di
rasatura
21. descrive le fasi dell’installazione ad
angolo
22. identifica i diversi tipi di bande di
rinforzo
23. esegue lavorazioni di finitura per
l’isolamento in una porzione di tetto
spiovente per una finestra per tetto
24. esegue misurazioni di tolleranza dei
sistemi d’isolamento installati sul tetto.
25. altri

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

1

5

2

A-6. Installazione di sistemi di massetti a secco
Scala di valutazione Numero di scelte fatte per risposta
Nr.

1.
2.
3.

4.
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Abilità

descrive i vantaggi dei sistemi di
massetti a secco
descrive le caratteristiche dei sistemi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i materiali da utilizzare per
l’installazione di sistemi di massetti a
secco
descrive le principali caratteristiche dei
pannelli da utilizzare per i sistemi di
massetti a secco

Molto
importante

Importante

Meno
importante

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

Non
necessario

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

definisce le dimensioni dei pannelli da
utilizzare nei sistemi di massetti a secco
descrive il metodo di preparazione dei
sottofondi a secco
seleziona i materiali isolanti adeguati
da utilizzare per i sistemi di massetto a
secco
descrive le condizioni adeguate per
iniziare la posa di un sistema di
massetto a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi elementi di
pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di zavorra per
poter compensare il substrato
distingue tra i diversi tipi di cartongesso
utilizzati nei sistemi di massetti a secco
definisce lo schema di posa nei sistemi
di massetti a secco
descrive le modalità d’impiego dei
materiali isolanti nei sistemi di massetti
a secco
descrive le principali caratteristiche
della pavimentazione a secco
distingue tra i diversi tipi di materiali di
finitura da utilizzare nei substrati della
pavimentazione a secco.
preparare il sottofondo per la posa
della pavimentazione a secco su
superfici con piccole e grandi
irregolarità
esegue la posa di pannelli a secco su un
sottofondo ad uno o due strati
Esegue il riempimento del sottofondo
costituito da massetti a secco.
altri

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

5

2

4

3

6

1

4

3

5

2

5

2

6

1

5

2

3

4

3

4

4

3
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Valutazione generale data dalle imprese edili
I questionari mostrano come gran parte delle competenze mappate sono
considerate Importanti per il profilo del Cartongessista, fatta eccezione quelle
riguardanti “l’Installazione di sistemi di massetti a secco” e “l’Installazione di
sistemi di controsoffitto”.
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12. The Monitoring and Evaluation Final Report
Katarzyna Pladys, Ladislav Várkoly
The purpose of the final monitoring and evaluation report is the verification of the appropriate execution of the tasks of the project by the end of the
year 2012.
Therefore the methods and tools used for the needs of this final report were:
the participation in the beneficiary meeting (final conference) held in Radom
on 6th and 7th December 2012, in-depth interviews with the project partners
and the questionnaire.

1.

The results of the monitoring and evaluation research

The external evaluators participated in the final conference in Radom
in December 2012.
The final conference went according to the plan. It proved the organisational and management capabilities and capacities of the Leader Partner as
well as the involvement of all other project Beneficiaries. All the foreseen
items on the agenda were completed and agreed upon:
−
problems and expectations of the informal and non-formal learning
−
drywall system technologies – development perspectives and competence
requirements
−
support system in non-formal and informal learning of low-skilled workers
−
Romanian experience in teaching drywall workers and e-learning package
−
Italian experience in teaching drywall workers and innovation transfer
−
Polish experience in teaching drywall workers
−
usefulness of e-learning package in education of drywall workers
−
IT support to diagnose competences in drywall sector
−
transfer of qualifications and results in vocational education and training
based on ECVET system – proposal from the SkillsUp project
−
dissemination of the project results by the project partners and metacompetences context
−
internal evaluation of products and processes in the SkillsUp project
The following step of the monitoring and evaluation work package was to
prepare the questionnaire as well as the main framework for in-depth interviews. By the end of November 2012 all project Partners completed and returned the questionnaires as well as sent additional information. During the final
conference in December 2012 all the in-depth interviews were carried out.
The data gathered from the questionnaires and the interviews are presented in the following section of the report.
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2.

Activities carried out by each project partner during the project
duration by the end of November 2012 within each work package
(based on the analysis of the data from all the project Partners).

The leading partner, ITeE-PIB reported that all partners carried outall activities timely. One of the main goals the Skillsup project was to enable educational activation - through an integrated Supporting System - to low skilled
persons working in building industry or to entry-level students from vocational
schools providing education in the field of construction.
The SkillsUp project main goal achievement was evaluated through a
phase consisting in pilot application of the new educational tool. This phase is
meant to provide both qualitative and quantitative feedback on relevancy,
usability and quality of the new training resource – the SkillsUp e-package and
platform - and on desired project impacts.
Outcomes obtained in pilot application of the SkillsUp e-learning system
were accessed through a specific evaluation spread-sheet forms. These results
served as the purposes of a report preparation and of improvement and further development of the e-package supporting learning in the occupation of
“Drywall Installer”.
The TNOiK and PSG informed that they carried out timely all the activities.
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
reported:
− WP1 and WP2 – all the activities have been carried out
− WP3 – the partner participated in all the meetings aimed to define the
structure and the content of the training package and platform. The lessons developed and the platform have been translated into Italian
− The piloting of the lessons couldn't take place in the period May-June
2012 because the lessons weren't yet ready in Italia, thus the new courses
became active in October-November in the CEFS (training provider of the
builders association of FVG) training center. These asynchronous timetables created some problems to respect the deadlines, in particular with
the piloting report.
− WP4 – the dissemination has been carried out mainly inside the network
of Effe.Pi training providers, the network of VET schools of the region of
FVG. As far as the companies of the construction sector are concerned,
when all the tools and the work-packages were ready in Italian (the last
months of the project), an action of dissemination was carried out by the
CEFS which is a partner subcontractor.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati reported they carried out the following actions:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Coordination of WP3: production of the e-package and implementation of
the e-platform into 4 languages;
English, Romanian, Polish and Italian;
Preparing at least two local dissemination seminars;
Participation in management activities;
Translation into own language educational package and IT tool for Monitoring an Evaluation of workers competences;
Improvement of Polish validation of competences procedures;
Pilot application of educational package in DryWall Installing companies in
Romania;
Digitalization of educational package "Building partition walls from different materials" (off-line and on-line version);
Participation in valorization and dissemination activities;
Collecting data and information needed for monitoring and evaluation of
the project

Results achieved by each project partner during the project duration by the end of November 2012 within each work package
(based on the analysis of the data from all the project Partners).

The Leader Partner, ITeE-PIB, informed under this section that all planned
results have been achieved.
The educational e-package developed in the SkillsUp Project is a tool supporting development of competences within the framework of the modular
training program “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” intended in particular for education and training of low-skilled people in nonformal and informal
learning systems.
The educational e-package has been developed in four languages – English, Polish, Romanian and Italian - with the use of products transferred in the
SkillsUp Project: modular training program and educational packages in the
form of handbooks for both students and teachers which together make up
methodological underpinnings of the training offered in the job of “Drywall
Installer”.
In order to enable a wide usage of the designed educational e-package as
a form of support during the classes offered in an intramural system as well as
in distance learning within the framework of formal, nonformal and informal
education and as a tool of self-learning and vocational development, the
e-package was submitted to pilot testing and evaluation by potential users in
the three partner countries.
This international report presents the results of tests which aimed at
evaluation of the educational e-package and that were carried out in Poland,
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Romania and Italy. The report has been prepared on the basis of the results
collected by means of Evaluation Questionnaire, common to all partners.
Participants of the pilot test of the educational e-package were the purposely selected representatives of institutions educating and training for the
job of the “Interior Drywall System Installer”, trainers and trainees alike. The
total number of people participating in the pilot test in the three countries
involved in the Project was over 100 of the educational e-package users.
The results obtained and opinions of potential users confirmed effectiveness of the educational e-package developed within the SkillsUp Project from
the methodological point of view and reasonableness of using it in vocational
education and training of interior drywall system installers.
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
informed that Results 1 and 2 have been fully achieved. For results 3 and 4
there have been a very short time available due to the fact that the piloting
time-schedule did not depend on the partners decision and for this reason
both fell in the last period of the project.
The TNOiK and PSG informed that all planned results have been achieved.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati achieved the following: translation of IT system into Romanian, elaboration of a user guide for persons using
IT system which enables monitoring and evaluation of workers competences
and electronic educational package adapted to the training needs "Building
partition walls from different materials" and improvement Polish system of
validation.

4.

Products delivered by each project partner during the project duration by the end of November 2012 within each work package
(based on the analysis of the data from all the project Partners).

The Leader Partner, ITeE-PIB reported that all planned products have
been delivered within the life span of the project. Goals of the Project are concentrated on transfer of innovation in the areas of: (a) exploring training needs
– “IT system of monitoring and evaluation of workers’ competences”; (b) training materials as the educational package “Building partition walls from different materials” for a training module “Technology of Interrior Drywall System
Installers” and adjusting them to IT environment needs; (c) procedural solutions of validation and certification of competences with the help of flexible
mechanisms of validation and transfer of learning results with the use of ECVET
rules.
The main aims of the project are:
− educational activation of people with special educational needs, here as
low-skilled people;
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−

development and testing ways of recognizing nonformal and informal
learning outcomes of a low-skilled people
The main aims will be accomplished by achieving intermediate goals:
− identification of training needs of low-skilled people;
− designing of educational packages in accordance with recognized training
needs of low-skilled people;
− transformation of designed educational packages into the electronic version (e-packages for e-learning);
− identification of principles and procedures of validation and certification
of qualifications being the results of non-formal and informal learning of
low-skilled people;
− identification of principles of transfer and recognition of learning outcomes, with the use of ECVET points concept;
− test of diagnosis of training needs, functioning of e-packages, procedures of
validation and certification as well as recognition of learning outcomes, on
selected group of people with special needs, here as low-skilled people .
The TNOiK informed that all planned products have been delivered within
the life span of the project.
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
reported that the products foreseen by the project were developed (educational set and platform in Italian, website for assessment and user guide in
Italian, website of the project in Italian).
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati reported delivered materials: user’s guide for persons using IT Monitoring and evaluation system which enables monitoring and evaluation of workers competences, and Electronic educational package adapted to the training needs "Building partition walls from
different materials”.

5. Problems encountered during the implementation of the abovementioned activities (based on the analysis of the data from all
the project Partners.
The Leader Partner did not observed any problem difficult to be sold.
SkillsUp project was not an easy project to conduct, due to the specific target
group, as people with special educational needs. Sometimes it could have been
noticed a slighty delays according to the schedule. The communication was
carried out through the established forum and e-mails, althrough some partners did not respond on time. Furthermore, due to the different point of view
or another problems, some of the partners delivered products with some difficulties. The coordinator tried to enforced all established or important tasks.
The most important difficulty appeared to be the situation with the swap of
the project manager. All established products have been delivered on time.
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The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale FVG and TNOiK underlined organizational problems (i.a.connected with the fact that the work
plan schedules were not always kept and the communication, especially via
virtual community platform was limited). Other Partners, did not encounter
any problems.

6. Reports prepared by each project partner during the project duration by the end of November 2012 within each work package
(based on the analysis of the data from all the project Partners).
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB prepared all the planned reports. In February 2011 the Interim Report to Polish National Agency was prepared, describing the first year of the project realization. To the end of February 2013
the Final Report concerning two passing years, will be prepared. Moreover,
during that time the coordinator prepared documents regarding the proper
realization of the SkillsUp project.
The TNOiK informed that they prepared all planned reports, i.e. Project’s
Dissemination activities report and Dissemination seminar report and a chapter
in International report (Dissemination activities and comments to the assumption to the system of acknowledgement and accumulation of ECVET credits)
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
prepared all required reports (among others a report on the usability of the
platform) in Italian and English.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati prepared the following reports:
Intermediary report on WP3 – June 2011, Intermediary report and Project
evaluatiin - February 2012, Report on Pilot testing application of the SkillsUp epackage and platform – November 2012, Research Report on “Identification of
qualification requirements for the specialisation Drywall Installers” – November 2012, Report on dissemination activities – November 2012.

7. Quality assurance procedures followed by each project partner
during the project duration by the end of November 2012 within
each work package (based on the analysis of the data from all the
project Partners).
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB used the process approach to manage and
coordinate the project from its side.
In order to assure the quality the TNOiK and PSG used the process approach to manage and coordinate the project from its side.
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
and Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati informed that all the activities
have been carried out.
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8. Dissemination activities implemented by each project partner during the project duration by the end of November 2012 within each
work package (based on the analysis of the data from all the project Partners).
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB implemented all foreseen dissemination
activities.
The TNOiK, Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati and PSG implemented all foreseen dissemination activities.
The Ente ACLI Istruzione e Formazione Professionale Friuli Venezia Giulia
organised the dissemination meeting which did not involve companies but VET
training providers. The companies have been sent a newsletter by the CEFS
(training provider of the construction sector of their region).

9. Evaluation indicators (based on the data from IDIs held with all
the project Partners)
Pertinence: The structure of the system is simple and strightforward, although it seems that the SMEs companies of the contruction sector in Friuli
Venezia Giulia (which are more small and micro than medium) are not used to
rely on this systems to identify training needs.
According to the TNOiK, SkillsUp project’s outputs seem to be capable to
support SME’s in organising and delivering trainings for their staff, though
there are some minor features that may affect output coherence and first of all
outputs’ convergence between achieved output and planned results.
The system of competences evaluation proposed within the project is useless for them as they have their own system which in TNOiK’s opinion is more
useful and transparent.
The assumptions to the system of acknowledgement and accumulation of
ECVET credits is still in drafting phase and requires modification and clarification of assumptions that are the base of this system.
The added value of the project is the usability of project’s outcomes not
only for SME’s but also for non-formal training providers and VET institutions.
The Leading Partner, IteE, PIB shares the above opinion.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
•
Capacity of outputs to support SMEs in analyzing their way to train human
resources – Quite limited
•
Coherence between outputs and planned results – Quite good
Result. The quantitative results are small in Friuli Venezia Giulia, because
there are few courses in this specific sector carried out every year. The training
units are very simple and should be combined in the future with video exam237

ples of the described activities (which are usually provided by the manifacturers of the building materials).
The TNOiK underlined that the results of the project have been reached.
Stakeholders and key actors, from TNOiK’s side 5 stakeholders: Panstwowe
Szkoly Budowlane (Comprehensive Construction Schools) in Gdansk, Ochotnicze Hufce Pracy (Voluntary Labour Corps), Gdanski Klaster Budowlany
(Gdansk Construction Cluster), Gdanski Park Naukowo-Technologiczny
(Gdansk Scientific-Technological Park) oraz Uniwersytet Gdanski (Gdansk
University) have been involved in dissemination activities.
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB stated that the results of the project have
been reached.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Physical characteristics of developed outputs i.e. typology, quantity, technical specification – Good
• Number of participants involved in the activities i.e. people, organizations,
companies – Quite good
• Number of stakeholders and key actors involved in activities - Quite good
Organisation. According to the FVG the time foreseen was enough to
reach the goals. As often happens in projects with piloting activities to be carried out in different countries, the time schedule suffered the asynchronicity
between the project products development and the current activities ongoing
in the countries where we would have to apply experimentally the tools developed.
In the TNOiK’s opinion, the organisation of the project was sufficient
enough. There occurred some weaknesses: planned schedules have not been
allways kept; the degree of using of virtual cooperative work environment was
quite low (what can be assessed by tracking discussions on SkillsUp internet
platform); organisational mechanisms have not been efficient comparing with
desired extent. Nevertheless the organisation and conduction of partnership
meetings was high. All partnership meetings were planned with details, the
outcomes of meetings achieved as planned. All partners were engaged as expected.
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB shares the above opinion.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Respect of planned schedules - quite good
• Degree of using virtual cooperative work environment - quite limited
• Efficiency of organizational mechanisms - quite good
Innovation. In the FVG opinion the innovative character can be found in
the methodological approach, which tries to link more strictly the identifica238

tion of training needs made by the companies with the training tools provided
by the training providers and the schools system. Also the attempt to define
a European reference standard was satisfactory.
The TNOiK claims that E-learning platform, guidebooks and guidelines, the
system of competences evaluation are not innovative as yet speaking of the
outputs themselves, the methodology and end users. Nevertheless, the concept that lays behind the assumptions to the system of acknowledgement and
accumulation of ECVET credits is innovative, especially the concept of ECVET
instrument appplication for the purpose of qualifications unitisation and
modularisation of learning paths. The permeability of application of standards
(qualification standard which base on learning outcomes, learning standard
which is supported by professional and occupational standards) brings an innovative (at least in Poland) approach to bridge educational and professional
standards closer, assuring at the same time high transparency of qualifications
(units of qualifications) and high quality of planned modularised learning
paths.
The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB shares the above opinion.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Typology of innovation - output – good
• Typology of innovation - methodology – good
• Typology of innovation - end users – quite good
• Finality of innovation - knowledge of factors enabling innovation - quite
limited
• Context of innovation i.e. territory, sectors, company size - quite good
• Perceived added value - quite good
Valorisation. The valorisation process requested from the partners to
translate also tools which were not strictly necessary in the Friuli Venezia Giulia, because they are not a free choice but a standard defined at local level by
the a regional government.
The dissemination activities towards the companies, which were the main
target of the project have been rather limited in the Friuli Venezia Giulia,
mainly due to the difficulty to involve the SMEs in meetings.
The TNOiK claims that the project valorisation should be evaluated as a
positive one. The presence of detailed valorisation plan, typology and richness
of valorisation activities, as well as involvement of authorities, stakeholders
and number of organised events and the level of satisfaction amongst events
participants and number of articles give a medium level of satisfaction – valorisation and dissemination activities, done by project’s partners (especially by
project’s coordinator) seems to be vital and numerous enough.
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The Leading Partner, ITeE – PIB shares the above opinion.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Presence of a detailed valorization plan - quite limited
• Typology and richness of valorization activities - quite good
• Degree of involvement of authorities, institutions, representing bodies in
dissemination and valorization activity - quite limited
• Number of organized events and seminars - quite good
• Number of participants during the events - quite good
• Level of satisfaction amongst events participants – good
• Number of articles in the press – paper - quite limited
• Number of articles on-line - good
Awareness. A good level of awareness has been reached within the VET
providers network of the region Friuli Venezia Giulia, and a wide spread of
information through IT channels (email newsletter) towards the construction
sector companies. One problem was that the education platform has a password protected access, thus it was difficult to allow people from the outside of
the piloting team to enter it just for testing.
In the region of Gdansk in Poland, the awareness of the project is high –
products and results are accessible. Nevertheless it is important to add that
not all of project’s outputs are useful for all partners.
In the region of Radom the awareness of the project is high.
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Level of access and the use of results from partners- good
• Information on transferred products from other organizations – good
Transfer. In Friuli Venezia Giulia it is low for the moment. It is hoped to
increase after the completion of the piloting and the integration of the education tools with the video in Italian which the manufacturers provide themselves.
In Poland, according to the TNOiK and the ITeE – PIB, some organisations
expressed their wish to transfer project outputs, i.e. e-learning platform and
guidebooks and guidelines. Among them are: Panstwowe Szkoly Budowlane
(Comprehensive Construction Schools) in Gdansk oraz Ochotnicze Hufce Pracy
(Voluntary Labour Corps).
Universitatea Dunarea de Jos din Galati provided the following assessment:
• Number of organizations wishing to transfer the experiences – Good
• Number of agreements between the partnership and organizations interested in products – Quite good.
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Conclusions
All project partners duly reported their performance as well as the respective implementation of the project within the evaluated period. Some of them
have done that in a way showing their full and deep involvement in the project
(viz. the Romanian Partner). The Others provided rather brief opinions and
assessment focussing on encountered problems and lack of their full satisfaction. Summing up, we may draw the following conclusions:
The main aims of the project – ACHIEVED SATISFACTORILY
• educational activation of people with special educational needs, here as
low-skilled people,
• development and testing ways of recognising non-formal and informal
learning outcomes of low-skilled people.
The main goals of the project – ACHIEVED SATISFACOTRILY
• identification of training needs of low-skilled people,
• designing of educational packages, in accordance with recognised training
needs of low-skilled people,
• transformation of designed educational packages into the electronic version (e-packages for e-learning),
• identification of principles and procedures of validation and certification
of qualifications being the result of non-formal and informal learning of
low-skilled people,
• identification of principles of transfer and recognition of learning outcomes, with the use of ECVET points concept,
• test of diagnosis of training needs, functioning of e-packages, procedures
of validation and certification as well as recognitionof learning outcomes
on selected group of people with special educational needs, here as lowskilled people.
The organisational aspects by the end of the evaluation period and the end of
the project – ACHIEVED SATISFACTORILY
• all foreseen activities were completed,
• all meetings were held,
• all planned products delivered,
• all reports were prepared & approved,
• the global time-schedule has been maintained,
• budget has been kept within the limit,
• public project web-site is operational.
The specific aspects foreseen to be completed by the end of the evaluation
period and the end of the project – ACHIEVED SATISFACTORILY
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•

Translation of the IT system into English, Romanian and Italian and elaboration user guide by users using IT system which enables monitoring and
evaluation of workers competences – achieved.
• electronic educational package adapted to the training needs “Building
partition walls from different materials” and improvement of Polish system of validation – achieved.
• International report on comparison of requirements of workers competences in selected professional areas including construction branch achieved.
• Report from pilot application of educational package “Building partition
walls from different materials” into VET practices – achieved.
The timely execution of the majority of the foreseen tasks and activities,
the achievement of the majority of expected results and the delivery of the all
the planned products proves the professional involvement of all the partners
and the managerial capabilities of the Leader Partner.
Recommendations from the external evaluators
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
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Continue the professional and personal involvement of the project Partners with the aim to make the project results pertinent and sustainable.
Maintain the regular exchange of information, solutions, problems among
Partners via the dedicated website www.skillsup.eu even after the completion of the project.
Maintain awareness of the project products among the representatives of
the target group.
Continue to contribute in the process of transfer of experiences, results
and products.
Maintain the practical use of the project website and forum for the benefit of the project Partners and prospective future Beneficiaries (target
groups).
Concentrate on positive aspects of your hard two-year work and your
commitment rather than on unavoidable hick-ups and barriers which are
bound to be overcome if there is good will.

13. Annexes
13.1. Evaluation Questionnaire – Pilot testing of the educational
e-package for the specialisation “Technology of Interior Drywall
Systems” in Poland, Romania and Italy
We are providing you with an Evaluation Questionnaire concerning the
educational e-package we have developed within the framework of the Leonardo da Vinci “Skillsup” Project, which was devised as a support for the development of competences covered by the modular training programme
“Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”, addressed, first of all, to low-skilled
workers.
The e-package can be used as a form of support for the classes carried out
in the traditional forms of education, in distance learning in formal and nonformal systems and as a tool of vocational self-learning and development in
informal learning.
The methodological and content-related structure of the e-package aims
at facilitating the self-learning in terms of basic knowledge and skills acquisition in the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”.
The Questionnaire is addressed to institutions educating or training in the
occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”, to learners and teachers/instructors
alike, participants of the pilot implementation of the e-package which was
made accessible via an e-learning platform at: http://www.skillsup.ugal.ro/it .
Before you complete the Evaluation Questionnaire, please make yourselves
familiar with the materials offered as e-learning resources.
We would like to assure you that the evaluation results obtained will
serve exclusively the purposes of a report preparation (it will be published at:
www.skillsup.eu) and improvement and further development of the e-package
supporting learning in the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”.
Please complete the Questionnaire by marking an answer/answers that you
consider appropriate and/or providing your opinions in the spaces provided for
these. In case of doubts, please contact the Survey Coordinator. The Questionnaire completed on-line should be e-mailed to: sekretarz@polskigips.pl,
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I.

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

Have you ever come across e-learning resources, other than those developed as the Skillup Project e-package, which would support education/training in the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”? (Please mark
only one answer below by placing an „x”)

Absolutely
yes

2.

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

Do you regard the initiative of developing an educational e-package
within the framework of the Skillup Project as useful for supporting vocational education/training in the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”? (Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)

Absolutely
yes

3.

Yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

What was the organisational form of learning in which the educational
e-package “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems” was tested? (Please
mark your answer by placing an „x” in appropriate boxes or, if necessary,
add other organisational forms)
Organisational form of learning

• Training carried out according to the modular programme for the specialisation “Technology of Interior Drywall Systems”
• Vocational training in the school system – classes supporting training in
the occupation of …………… (please specify the name of the occupation):
• Vocational training course in out-of-school system
• Individual self-learning at home
• Individual self-learning at school
• Individual self-learning at workplace
• Teacher-supervised self-learning
• Theoretical educational classes
• Practical educational classes
• Other (specify):
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„X”

4.

Which of the modules included in the e-package did you learn in the
course of the testing process? (Please mark your answer by placing an „x”
in appropriate boxes)

No.

Name of training module

1

Identification of materials
used in Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems
Installation of partition wall
systems
Installation of wall lining systems
Installation of dropped ceiling
systems
Joint filling and finishing works

2
3
4
5

5.

No

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

In your opinion, do the learning contents included in the educational epackage favour attainment of the learning outcomes assumed in particular modules? (Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)

Absolutely
yes

7.

Evaluation scale
Rather Rather
Yes
yes
not

In your opinion, does the presented organisational (methodological)
form of the educational e-package favour attainment of the learning
outcomes assumed in particular modules? (Please mark only one answer
below by placing an „x”)

Absolutely
yes

6.

Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

In your opinion, do the tasks included in the e-package help develop
practical skills?

Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say
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8.

In your opinion, does the system of the acquired knowledge assessment
really check the learning outcomes assumed in particular modules?
(Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)?

Absolutely
yes

9.

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

In your opinion, will the e-package contents be useful in the occupation
of “Drywall System Fitter”? (Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)

Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

10. In your opinion, are the illustrations included in the e-package useful for
its users (learners and teachers)? (Please mark only one answer below by
placing an „x”)
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

11. In your opinion, does the range of topics covered by the e-package make
up a coherent and complementary structure? (Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

12. In your opinion, is the number of modular units given in the package
sufficient for basic training in the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”?
(Please mark only one answer below by placing an „x”)
Absolutely
yes
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Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

13. In your opinion, which module should be the object of VET achievement
transfer at the international level in accordance with the ECVET requirements? (Please mark your answer by placing an „x” in the appropriate boxes or add your own suggestions)
Evaluation scale
No.

Name of training module

1

Identification of materials
used in Technology of Interior
Drywall Systems

2

Installation of partition wall
systems

3

Installation of wall lining systems

4

Installation of dropped ceiling
systems

5

Installation of roof lining systems

6

Installation of dry-screed
systems

7

Other (specify):

Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather
yes

Rather
not

No

14. In terms of quality of such resources, did the e-package “Technology of
Interior Drywall Systems” meet your expectations?
Absolutely
yes

Yes

Rather yes

Rather not

No

Difficult
to say

15. Any other comments or suggestions that you would like to submit for
consideration at further stages of the educational e-package development for the occupation of “Drywall System Fitter”?
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
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II. RESPONDENT’S DETAILS
Please mark the correct answer/answers by placing an „x” in the appropriate
boxes or provide the details.
1.

Sex:

2.

I am a/an:

Female

Male

person without certified vocational qualifications
unemployed person seeking a job
employee in the …………………………………………………………………….. sector:
vocational school student training in the occupation of
………………………………………………….
student of (specify the faculty): ………………………………….……………………………..
middle school (lower secondary school) graduate
basic vocational school graduate
secondary vocational school graduate
general education secondary school graduate
university graduate
teacher of theoretical subjects
teacher of practical skills
organiser of distance learning
organiser of traditional training in the occupation of:
……………………………………………
other (please specify) ……………..……………………………………………………
3.

My age group is:
15-17 years of age
18-24
25-35
36-45
over 46 years of age

4.

I am a citizen of:
Poland
Italy
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Romania

13.2. Evaluation Questionnaire – Identification of qualification
requirements for the specialisation Drywall Systems Installers
in Poland, Romania and Italy
The aim of the research carried out in the Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of
Innovation Project: Supporting system for nonformal and informal learning for
low-skilled workers (Skillsup) is the identification of minimum qualification
requirements for low-skilled workers in the field of Drywall Systems Installers,
which may be the subject of the achievements transfer in the international
dimension, in accordance with the requirements of the ECVET system rules.
The survey is addressed directly to the training institutions for the profession of “Drywall System Installers” and to employers who employ people in
this profession. The test should be extended to five training institutions and
five employers.
The obtained data will be used for the preparation of national reports (in
national language and in English version) and there will be developed a summary report: “International report concerning the comparison of requirements
of workers’ competencies in selected professional areas including construction
branch (English, Polish, Romanian and English availability) to compare the minimum entry qualification requirements for Drywall System Installers.

1) Identification of occupational tasks
Please evaluate the importance of occupational tasks by typing “X” in the
appropriate column
Scale of assessment
No.

Minimum qualification requirements for
the Drywall System Installers

A-1

Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems

A-2

Installation of partition wall systems

A-3

Installation of wall facing systems

Very
important

ImLess
portan
imt
portant

Unnecessary

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
A-5. Installation of roof lining systems
A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
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2) Identification of skills required for realisation of occupational tasks
Please evaluate the importance of skills required for the realisation of 6
occupational tasks by typing „X” in the appropriate column or you can write
new skill, if it is needed.
A-1. Identification of materials used in Technology of Interior Drywall Systems
Scale of assessment
Lp.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
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Skills
examines and distinguishes the basic
physical and chemical characteristics
of gypsum
characterizes the use of gypsum in
construction
characterizes the method of production of gypsum from the gypsum stone
prepares plastering mud/plaster
finish
identifies plasterboards in interior
drywall systems
describes the use of plasterboards in
interior drywall systems
describes the rules for storage of
paper-based and gypsum fibre boards
identifies the types and labels of steel
profiles in drywall systems
analyses the profile parameters in
the context of users' safety
describes the use of different elements for installation
prepares steel profiles and other
necessary installation elements
identifies the types of sealing materials and insulation used in drywall
systems
describes the use of different materials for finishing works
prepares sealing and insulating materials for finishing works
others (add what)

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

A-2. Installation of partition wall systems
Scale of assessment
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19

Skills

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

distinguishes between types of paper-based partition walls
identifies the basic structural elements of partition walls
identifies the types of steel profiles
used for partition wall installation
characterizes plasterboards in accordance with the performance values required
identifies the types of insulation
material used in dry wall systems
describes the basic steps of partition
wall installation
distinguishes between types of steel
profiles used in making door frames
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting plasterboard to the singlelayer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting each layer of doublelayered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used
in moist rooms
describes the method of plasterboard
bending in order to install arch walls
describes the rules of plasterboard
installation
describes the stages of jointing plasterboard
characterizes the steps of corner
installation
performs plasterboard jointing on
the part of partition wall
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
describes the stages of skim coating
performs finishing works of any partition wall internal angle
others (add what)
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A-3. Installation of wall facing systems
Scale of assessment
No.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
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Skills
distinguishes between types of wall
linings
identifies the basic structural elements of wall linings fixed to steel
profiles
identifies the types of steel profiles
used for the installation of prewall
construction
characterizes the advantages of wall
linings
distinguishes between insulation
materials used in prewalls and wall
linings
selects the appropriate wall lining
system and plasterboards installed
describes the stages of plasterboard
installation
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for wall lining installation
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting plasterboards to the single-layer wall
specifies the spacing of screws used
for fitting each layer of doublelayered cladding
selects the type of plasterboard used
in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboard
installation
determines the position of plasterboards on the basis of technical
specification documentation
performs wall lining installation
describes the basic stages of skim
coating
distinguishes between stages in skim
coating

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

17.
18.
19.
20.

21

characterizes the stages in angle
installation
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
performs wall lining jointing
performs finishing works of an internal and external angle of wall linings
others (add what)

A-4. Installation of dropped ceiling systems
Scale of assessment
No.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

Skills

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

distinguishes between the types of
dropped ceilings on the basis of
technical drawing
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for dropped ceiling installation
shows differences in construction
between one-level and two-level
dropped ceilings
describes the characteristic features
of dropped ceiling cladding
classifies dropped ceilings made in
drywall system technology in accordance with the installation
method of their supporting structure
characterizes the stages of one-level
dropped ceiling installation
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for dropped ceiling installation
specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards in an one-level
dropped ceiling, in the first layer of
cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards in each layer of cladding in a two-level ceiling
distinguishes between the types of
plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of dropped ceiling plasterboard installation
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

characterizes the basic stage of skim
coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of finishing
skim coating
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
others (add what)

A-5. Installation of roof lining system
Scale of assessment
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
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Skills
distinguishes between materials used
for roof lining system installation
identifies the basic structural elements of roof lining system
describes the rules of roof lining
system installation
specifies the minimum thickness of
insulation material applied in roof
lining systems
distinguishes between steel profiles
used for roof lining installation
describes characteristic features of
mineral wool
defines the functions of vapour
permeable membrane
describes the stages of roof lining
installation
selects appropriate types of steel
profiles used for roof lining installation
selects appropriate kinds of insulation in line with roof lining type
specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards in an one-level loft
housing, in the first layer of cladding
specifies the spacing of screws attaching boards in each layer of cladding in two-level loft housing

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25

distinguishes between the types of
plasterboards used in moist rooms
describes the rules of plasterboards
installation
determines the position of roof
lining on the basis of technical specification documentation
attaches steel profiles to the beams
of rafter framing
fits thermal insulation and vapour
permeable membrane between
beams in roof construction
performs installation of roof lining
by a roof window
characterizes the basic stage of skim
coating
distinguishes between different
stages of skim coating
describes the stages of angle installation
identifies the types of reinforcing
bands
makes finishing works of a fragment
of roof lining by a roof window in a
sloping roof
performs the tolerance
measurement of the installed roof
lining system
others (add what)

A-6. Installation of dry screed systems
Scale of assessment
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Skills

Very
important

Important

Less
important

Unnecessary

describes the advantages of dry
screed installation
characterizes the layers of dry
screed flooring
distinguishes between materials used
for dry screed system installation
describes the characteristic features
of plasterboards used in dry screed
systems
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5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.

20

256

specifies the dimensions of plasterboard used in dry screed systems
describes the preparation method of
uneven subfloor
selects appropriate insulation materials used for dry screed systems
specifies the conditions appropriate
for the start of the dry screed installation
distinguishes between types of dry
screed flooring
distinguishes between elements of
dry screed flooring
distinguishes between types of ballast to compensate for the substrate
distinguishes between types of plasterboard used in dry screed systems
determines the pattern of laying the
boards in dry screed systems
specifies the method of use of insulation materials in dry screed systems
describes characteristic features of
dry screed flooring substrates
distinguishes between types of finishing materials used in dry screed
flooring substrates
prepares the ground for dry screed
boards on the floor with small and
large unevenness
lays dry screed boards in one layer
and two layers on the substrate
carries out filling of the ground
fragment made of dry screed
boards.
others (add what)

3)

Identification of psychophysical features required in the occupation

Please evaluate the importance of psychophysical features required for the
occupation by typing „X” in the appropriate column or you can write new
psychophysical features, if it is needed.

No.

Psychophysical features

Scale of assessment
Very
Less
ImUnnecimimportant
essary
portant
portant

I. Sensory and motor skills
1.

Visual acuity

2.

Distinguishing colours

3.

Binocular vision

4.

Sense of balance

5.

Eye-hand coordination

6.

Quick reflexes

7.

Dexterity of hands

8.

No fear of height

II. Abilities
5.

Good concentration span

6.

Technical abilities

7.

Good perception and spatial imagination

8.

Sense of beauty and aesthetics

III. Personality traits
1.

Perseverance and patience

2.

Emotional balance

3.

Accountability and discipline

4.

Accuracy

5.

Self-control

6.

Ease of switching from one activity
to another

7.

others (add what)
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The data of the respondent
Please type „X” in the appropriate column or add required information
Sex:

Female

Male

Workstation (it is addressed to the vocational education institution or vocational education and training institution)
Director / Vice-director
The head of the practical training
Teacher/Tutor of the practical training
Teachers of theoretical training
Others (add what) ……………………………………………………
Type of school
Public
Non-public school
Other (what kind) …………………….
Position within the organisational structure of the company
Director/ The President
Human Resources Specialist
Manger
Other occupation (what kind) …………………………………………..
Form of ownership of the company
Public
Non-public school
Other (what kind)………………………………………….
Size of the company – total amount of employees
Micro enterprise - up to 9 employees
Small enterprise - 10–49 employees
Medium enterprise - 50–249 employees
Big company - 250 employees or more
Country of origin
Poland
Italy
Romania
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